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Bikes to ride in 2016  What are Sundays for? 

Mike Armitage Deputy Editor

>> Breakfast runs in crisp air, home 
to tinker with something old in the 
shed, trundle to a local event in the 
afternoon. And sunset at the pub.  

John Westlake Contributor

>> Lazy start, faff in the garage,then 
load the trials bike onto the back of 
the car and head off to the local 
practice ground. Lovely.

Rupert Paul Contributor

>> Helping my friend Peter Boast at 
a classic race meeting, though 
going out for a ride will do. Ideally 
on the new BMW Scrambler. 

Issue 522
September 2016

Hello Contact us: bike@bikemagazine.co.uk  
or 01733 468099. 

facebook.com /bikemagazineUK
twitter.com /BikeMagazine

>> Excuses for Sunday rides: the 

bike needs miles putting on it, I 

need to bed in some new brake 

pads/leathers/pants (delete 

which not applicable), there’s an R in the 

month, there’s not an R in the month, I’ve 

never been there, I have been there and I 

liked it so I want to go again, I have been 

there I didn’t like it but I’ve heard that it’s 

got better so I need to check, it’s a sunny 

day, it’s not a sunny day, the vicar made 

me do it, I’ve got a motorcycle and it’s a 

shame not to use it, I’ve never done a 

hillclimb/sprint/run-wot-ya-brung/

trackday (delete which not applicable), I 

need to check if it’s still working OK, I 

need to check whether I’m still working 

OK, I’m just going to the shops (in 

Scarborough), it might rain tomorrow, 

I’ve got to get my money’s worth from 

these tyres, got to see auntie Mavis (‘but 

you haven’t got an auntie Mavis!’), petrol 

goes off if you don’t use it, I’m celebrating 

Brexit, I’m cheering myself up after 

Brexit, I need a cream tea (in Devon), I 

need a cake (in Eccles), I need a sausage 

(in Cumberland), I want to try a clanger 

(in Bedfordshire), now’s the time to see 

Stonehenge/Cheddar Gorge/Glen Coe, 

the tide’s going out (in Cornwall), the 

sun’s  setting (in Wales), the bike needs 

washing (by riding through a ford). 

Or maybe you don’t need an excuse. 

Summer Sundays were just made for 

motorcycling. 

Enjoy the issue, and enjoy Sunday.

And if you want an excuse to ride on a 

Monday or a Thursday we’re running 

road bike-only trackdays at Rockingham 

on 1 August and 1 September (p127).

Hugo Wilson
Editor

GET  
THIS  

EVERY  
MONTH

SUBCRIBE TO BIKE  
PAGE 28
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8  NEW BIKE S
Royal Enfield’s bold new Himalayan ridden in  
the actual Himalayas, plus must-buy delights.

12 RACING
Blokes old enough to know better, Haydon’s  
season so far and surprises on three wheels.

14 CLASSICS 
Triumph win at Baja (pronounced barr-harr),  
expensive Ducatis, plus oil seal what-have-you.

16  ADVENTURE 
Putt-putting a very long way and the amazing  
Ducati Globetrotter 90 event, which we’ve  
gone and been signed up to ride in. Oh aye. 

20 CUSTOMS
Genuine proof the finest one-off bikes come  
with cunning and hard work, not just money.  
Includes a lovely up-and-over garage door.

22 OFF-ROAD 
Serious new V-twin racers from Harley and  
Indian as they prepare to go handlebar-to- 
handlebar, on dirt, sideways, at about 90mph. 

24  LETTERS
Much response to last month’s contribution by  
Zippy. Nothing about George or Bungle, mind.

30 BMW SCRAMBLER   
Beemer’s knobblified R nineT. It’s rather fine.

36 ON ANY SUNDAY  
Our summer special starts here – a celebration  
of two-wheel fun on the best day of the week. 

38 WHERE WERE YOU?
The medley of joy from one Sunday in June.

42 INSIDE... COCK O’ THE NORTH 
Sea air, lush greenery, bikes so close you jump. 

50  PERFECT FOR SUNDAYS  
Two Triumph Thruxtons rumble in the Wolds. 

56 DOWN IN THE WOODS  
Bike’s flailing novice wades into his first trial. 

62 PRAISE FOR THE SLOW  
Comedy cross-country capers, slowly, on hills.

64 A MONTH OF SUNDAYS 
This is August. These are the events. Crack on.

68 YAMAHA TRACER 700 
Fabulous new all-round Yam with fancy ’bars.

76 HEAVY METAL 
Ducati XDiavel v H-D Breakout v Guzzi Audace.

Contents
The Front End

It’s amazing what you can do  
on a bike, on one glorious summer  

Sunday in the UK…

SUMMER  
36
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Bikes in this issue

76

CRUISE MISSILES
Moto Guzzi Audace v Harley-Davidson CVO 

Breakout v Ducati XDiavel

92 BIG TEST 
Kawasaki’s ZX-10R after 3000 miles of roads,  
tracks, luggage and undiluted incompetence.

101 NEW PRODUCTS  
A carefully-curated collection of must-have  
delights, from bargain up to the eye-watering.

104 YOUR ADVENTURE  
Oregon, USA: out of water, but not out of luck.

110 DEALER 
Minimise the risk of landing a problematic  
Triumph Tiger 800 by digesting this wisdom.

112 ADVENTURER 
Unusual oversea laws: give way to the right,  
breathalysers, no pillions after 10pm (maybe).

115 KIT DEALER 
How to buy the very finest trackday gauntlets.

117 INSTRUCTOR  
Guidance on taking your first off-road foray.

118 THE TESTS  
Every bike we’ve tested, rated and ridiculed.

122 BIKE LIFE  
Royal Enfield inside the Taj Mahal. Yes, really.  
And kit for kids.

BMW R nineT Scrambler 28 / Ducati Multistrada Enduro 18 / Ducati XDiavel 76

Harley-Davidson CVO Pro Street Breakout 76 / Honda Africa Twin 125 / Honda CZ100 118 / Honda 

NSF250R 45 / Kawasaki ZX-10R 92 / KTM 1290 Super Duke GT 122 / Montesa Corta 4RT 58 / Moto 

Guzzi Audace 76 / Moto Guzzi Stornello 11 / MZ TS250 125 / Puch Maxi Sport Mk2 62 / Royal 

Enfield Classic 130 / Royal Enfield Himalayan 8 / Skyteam Ace 50 9 / Suzuki GSX-R750 124

Suzuki SV650 126 / Triumph Thruxton 50 / Yamaha Divide 121 / Yamaha Tracer 700 68

  SPECIAL
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>> Bike readers are an adventurous bunch. This is Naomi Tweddle riding her Yamaha WR250 
into the Oregon wilderness. She and husband Alberto Lara had to change their route through 
North West USA to avoid forest fires; the story is on page 104. Naomi and Alberto send us a story 
about their summer ride every year, and every year we publish them. If you’ve got a great  
story and some pictures from your big trip then let us know – the address is on page 27. 



with Mike Armitage
A demand for traditional bikes has played 
right into Royal Enfield’s hands, but that 
doesn’t mean loads more Bullets. This new 
Himalayan is just the start, with a 750cc-ish 
parallel twin expected in Europe next year.New Bikes

8

‘It’s unstoppable’

T
HIS IS NOT just Royal Enfield’s 

charming old thumper dressed up 

for a new role. The Himalayan is 

new. People have been choosing 

Enfields to explore the Himalayas 

for years due to rugged simplicity, 

so the factory have spent almost five years 

developing a dedicated adventure tourer, 

purpose built for mountains and travellers. 

It’s even got a compass and thermometer.

The heart of the Himalayan is a 411cc 

single-cylinder engine. Called the LS410 it 

still uses a carb and is cooled by air (plus an 

oil-cooler), however it’s a revolution for 

Royal Enfield as it has an overhead 

cam, not pushrods. Measuring 

78 x 86mm, it’s long-

stroke geometry with 

a two-valve head 

and modest 

9.5:1 

compression for low-rev performance. 

They claim 24.5bhp at 6500rpm (giddy 

revs next to old Enfields) with 23.6 lb.ft of 

torque – for comparison this is 2 lb.ft less 

than KTM’s similar capacity 390 Duke, but 

is delivered 3250rpm earlier. There are five 

speeds, as RE reckon the accessible torque 

means it doesn’t need a sixth ratio.

More importantly the new single has a 

balance shaft and is rubber mounted, so is 

the smoothest engine they’ve ever made. 

Power comes in strong from just 2000rpm, 

but it’s happiest once you push past 

3000rpm. It’s a usable engine, although I 

can’t help thinking a little more grunt 

wouldn’t have hurt anyone, and might 

have injected more excitement.

But it’s the chassis that’s the 

Himalaya’s highlight. The 

frame is a duplex cradle 

developed by Harris 

Performance (who Royal Enfield 

own), and the right-way-up forks and 

rear monoshock have ample travel at 

200mm and 180mm respectively. Ride 

quality is unbelievable, the 

suspension superb on 

every 

type of terrain. It’s totally at home bashing 

over bad roads and rough trails, and at no 

point bottoms out. RE designed the bike for 

an average height Indian, yet it’s comfy 

and the suspension works even with me on 

board, at 6ft 3in and 17 stone.

Ceat Gripp XL tyres suit the bike, and 

supply grip off-road and in bad road 

conditions. The front brake is ByBre (made 

by Brembo – see what they did there?) and 

is set-up for dirt with not much initial bite, 

but there’s power with a squeeze.

The Himalayan is a bit of a leap of faith 

for RE, but it works. In two days riding 

around Shimla in the lower ranges of 

the Himalayas we tackle rain, tarmac, 

rocky trails, mud and thick 

forest, and 

even a snow 

storm. The 

bike easily 

Royal Enfield’s Himalayan literally takes them onto new ground. Bike correspondent 
Vir Nakai tries their all-new adventure bike in the mountains that gave its name

88888

Traditional, yes, but a 

big step forward for RE: 

monoshock, overhead 

cam, digital dash...
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cam, digital dash...cam, digital dash...cam, digital dash...

Traditional, yes, but a 

big step forward for RE: 

monoshock, overhead 

cam, digital dash...
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ZX-10R
3000 hard miles. Page 92

Chooser
Irresistible deals to aggravate the purse strings

Down by £2304
Yamaha FJR1300A

>> Right then: heated grips, cruise and 
traction control, adjustable screen and 
seat and bars, fat 25-litre tank... and 
while the FJR isn’t as nimble or blingy 
as some tourers, it makes it back with 
classy deportment. This year’s list is 
£13,299 but KJM (01257 451656) have 
2015-spec bikes at £10,995, including 
panniers. Get tasteful metallic brown.

Save £4400
Honda F6C

>> No, that’s not a mistake – click your 
way to bransonsmotorcycles.co.uk 
where the 1832cc six-cylinder Gold 
Wing F6C has almost four and a half 
grand lopped off the asking. Spanker, 
not yet registered, full warranty and 
finance available and all the usual, for 
£13,999 instead of £18,399. Suitable 
Arnie-style shades not included.

Same for less
Skyteam Ace 50

>> Honda’s Dream 50 was made in ’97 
and ’98 to commemorate the CR110R 
racer. They’re huge money if you find a 
new one now, as in £7000. Fortunately 
Skyteam make the Ace 50 which looks 
very similar but is £1599. And over at 
cheapbikesrus.co.uk have them for 
£1175, with a 125 version at just £1299.

£1449 cheaper
KTM 690 Duke

>> The best single ever. Smoother than 
a Kwak ER-6, 60mpg (80+ going gently), 
easy to ride, yet with sharp handling 
and massive second-gear wheelies. 
List is £7699 but AMS Motorcycles 
(01684 292929) have them for £6250, 
with 0% too. Yes, OK, they’re 2015 bikes. 
But you’re unlikely to miss the extra 
couple of bhp without a microscope.

Price down 60%
Yamaha EC-03

>> It’s electric, does 19mph (or 28mph in 
‘power’ mode) and has a 20-mile range. 
So what? Well, it cost £2650 in 2011, but 
is now £1999. Some dealers only want 
£1500. CMC Clay Cross (01246 887484) 
have a new one for £1093 – almost 60% 
off original list. Pennies to charge, free 
tax, £29 a month on HP – better (and 
cheaper) than the bus for commuting.  

Almost half price 
Suzuki SV650S

>> The 2nd generation SV650 came out 
in ’03, when the half-faired S cost £5149. 
That’s over £7500 in today’s money. 
Discontinued this year due to the new 
Gladius-based SV (see p126), you can 
get a brand new example of the sporty 
133mph V-twin for £3999 at mmcbikes.
co.uk – and they offer 0% finance too.

9

? ?

handles it all, going wherever I want. It 

feels unstoppable, and is great fun.

The new Himalayan is currently only 

available in India. However with a new 

R&D centre in the UK and the LS410 

engine likely to be used in other models 

(and injection on the cards), it’s hard to 

imagine it not coming to Europe. If they 

keep the price in check it’ll be a hit.

>> Price £1680 (Rs 1.55 lakh) Engine 411cc 

single Power/torque 24.5bhp/23.6 lb.ft

Top speed 80mph (est) Economy 

85mpg (est) Weight 182kg Colours 

white, black Availability now 

Yes, it’s trying to 
snow. Enfield’s 
test route was a 
test indeed

Trad’ dials house 
digi panels, with 
trip info, compass 
and thermometer

Trad’ dials house 
digi panels, with 
trip info, compass 
and thermometer

Trad’ dials houseTrad’ dials house
digi panels, withdigi panels, with
trip info, compasstrip info, compass
and thermometerand thermometer

Trad’ dials house 
digi panels, with 
trip info, compass 
and thermometer

‘Ride quality is 
unbelievable, the 

suspension superb’

‘Ride quality is 
unbelievable, the 

suspension superb’

‘Ride quality is 
unbelievable, the 

suspension superb’

UK’S BIGGEST TEST 



Thatís why you can now get your hands on  
a new Suzuki with 0% APR representative   
over 48 months, with just £99 deposit.  
And with monthly repayments as low as   
£125 (plus a £1,135 deposit on the GSR750)  
nothing else even comes close.

Jonathan - Motorcycle Sales Manager

You want the thrill  
of a new Suzuki?
We get it.

£99
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Street Sport Cruiser Adventure Scooter
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Visit suzuki-gb.co.uk to see the full range of models included.



New Bikes

Magnificent(ish) 7

T
RIUMPH, DUCATI AND now BMW. It 

seems like everyone’s making a retro 

scrambler these days, but no other 

manufacturer can match Moto Guzzi’s 

version for genuine olde world 

authenticity. The Stornello is named 

after a 125cc Guzzi from the 1960s, but is 

based on their 750cc V7 so is blessed with 

period correct air-cooling and just two valves 

per-cylinder with pushrod activation, 

rather than those new fangled 

overhead camshafts. Converting 

the V7 to Stornello spec means 

fitting a semi-high level 

Arrow exhaust, alloy 

mudguards and number 

boards, rubber knee grips, 

alloy gear and brake pedals 

and chunky looking tyres 

bearing the legend ‘Golden 

Tyre – made in Korea’.

The standard V7 is one of the 

most charming bikes on the planet and 

the Stornello feels exactly the same. It’s a 

completely natural and intuitive bike to ride 

with beautifully light, nimble handling that 

encourages tomfoolery in the same way that a 

scooter does. As a bike to blast down country 

B-roads or scurry across town this is 

motorcycling at its basic best, though the old 

fashioned engine architecture means just 

50bhp and a top speed of around 100mph.

Torque reaction from the longitudinal 

crankshaft and gearbox rotation and 

gentle vibes that you feel through the 

metal footrests give the bike real 

character, though neither is intrusive. It 

cruises at an indicated 85mph, at which  

speed the comedy front number board might 

actually help to deflect the wind. Overtakes 

mean changing down from top gear. The gear 

change is still slightly crude but is much 

improved over old Guzzi V-twins. Clutch and 

throttle action are light and direct.

The riding position is natural, though we 

weren’t in the saddle long enough to pass 

comment on comfort. The Arrow exhaust has 

a fruity burble but pushes your right foot 

away from the bike and makes 

gripping the tank with your 

knees harder. That and the 

tyres are the only real 

compromises from the 

standard V7. 

Some of the bike’s detailing 

is good. The embroidered 

logo on the seat cover is neat  

but, as a whole, the Stronello 

looks like it was knocked up in a 

boho workshop. Maybe that’s 

intentional, but at £8636 it isn’t as slick 

as the similarly priced Ducati Scrambler 

Urban Enduro. The base model V7 is £7136. 

Adding more rough edges and £1500 to the 

ticket makes the Stornello seem quite pricey.

>> Price £8636 Engine 744cc air-cooled ohv 

V-twin Power 48bhp Top Speed 105mph

Economy 55mpg Weight 186kg

Guzzi’s sweet 750 gets the scrambler treatment too
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Racing
with James Haydon
Turned out nice again – the season that is, 
not the British summer. Rossi’s looking 
strong again and Lorenzo and Marquez will 
be there, or thereabouts. And I can’t help 
being in awe of my mate McWilliams… 

W
E RACED TOGETHER on 250s in the early 1990s and 

both of us made it to 500s in Grands Prix. And we’ve 

got drunk all around the world together. I retired ten 

years ago but he’s still loving it – and he’s 52. 

And still on it. He was racing an Aprilia RSV4 at 

Snetterton in Supertsock 1000 when I caught up with 

him again before he went on holiday. So what drives him on? ‘I 

don’t think it’s difficult if you’re focussed enough,’ he said. ‘You 

can do what you want at any age if you’re realistic about what you 

want to achieve.

‘It doesn’t really matter what your age is. If you can’t do a few 

laps on a bike round a track, then you have to ask yourself what are 

you doing there? But if you can and you’re making progress still 

then there’s no reason why not.

‘Snett was a bit of a disaster though (crashed out on lap six lying 

13th). We struggled with a dry set-up because we weren’t able to 

progress in qualifying. We need some dry time and it seems to just 

piss down at important 

moments everywhere we go. 

And Snett was like the M25 there 

were so many riders out there.’

Don’t forget this is the only man to score 

a pole and a race win in the lean GP years for 

British riders from 2000: he won the Dutch 250 

Grand Prix in 2001 and scored a pole in the top class at 

the Aussie Grand Prix on a Proton KR3 in 2002.

‘I was cycling round Snetterton with Shakey Byrne and he said, 

“I can’t believe we’re still doing this,” and we’re enjoying it maybe 

even more. There’s never a good reason to keep doing something 

you don’t enjoy if you don’t HAVE to do it. And the more 

experience you have the less you panic about silly things.’

There are some quick kids in Superstock 1000 and to be able to 

do what he does and still be up for the crack is remarkable. The 

man’s a legend.

Who 
are you 
calling 
old?

12

Jeremy McWilliams is one of Britain’s 
most dedicated racers, now racing in 
National Superstock 1000. Jeremy 
McWilliams is 52 years of age… 
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A Walker on the wild side…
>> What a clever piece of marketing. Sidecars are back in the news. Last month Chris Walker 

tipped Bike’s production editor out of the chair, now he’s scored his first podium on three 

wheels. OK the top boys weren’t at Knockhill, but it’s still a great result – both for him and the 

sport. To get to grips with something so different, so soon, is a massive achievement. 

EVENTS
Book those ferries and be off with you

>> 21 August

Grand Prix of the 

Czech Republic, 

Automotodrom 

Brno

Ranks alongside 

Mugello and Assen as 

one of the classic tracks 

on the calendar. Dipping 

through forest with big, 

fast turns – it’s a majestic 

track. And the big city of 

Brno is just 20 minutes 

away too. Worth a trip.

automotodrombrno.cz

>> 10-11 September

Killalane Road 

Races

Final meeting of the 

Irish Roads season and 

this 3.6 mile track at 

Skerries (there’s also a 

Skerries race) outside 

Dublin is as fast as you’d 

imagine. Ferry to Dublin 

and the full flavour of 

Irish racing at its finest 

is yours.

loughshinny 

motorcycleclub.com

>> 14-16 October

WSB Spanish 

Round, Jerez de la 

Frontera, Spain

With all respect to 

Germany and France, 

their rounds prior to 

this at the Lausitzring 

and Magny-Cours are 

not a patch on the 

Spanish track for 

atmosphere. And it’ll 

still be warm down here 

near Seville.

circuitodejerez.com

The season so far…
>> So we’re at the halfway mark of the 

season now and in MotoGP it’s Rossi 

who’s impressing me the most. He’s still 

showing so much hunger. He’s getting 

poles and if he hadn’t crashed at Assen 

he’d be closer to the top still.

Marquez is the only man to get the 

best from the twitchy Honda but he’s 

leading the championship so it can’t be 

that bad. He’s a phenomenal rider, and 

yet you always feel he’s still got a 

mistake or two left in him.  

Lorenzo, it seems, has half his head in 

the 2017 Ducati move, but he’s still riding 

so smoothly – like someone pouring 

treacle. OK he’s not quite so good in the 

wet, but it’s going to be between those 

three – again. 

Maverick Vinales is doing a great job 

lying fifth overall and you have to hand 

it to Jack Miller for his Assen win. A lot of 

great talents get their first win in the wet.  

I love seeing Alex Lowes in Moto2. His 

style down the gears, bang, bang, bang 

into the turns is great to watch and I just 

hope it translates into the big class when 

he gets there. Danny Kent hasn’t quite 

clicked in Moto2 yet, but he’s got the 

second half of the season to do that.

World Supers: the Kawasaki show has 

been a fraction boring so far. Rea’s been 

incredible and it’s not his fault things are 

lacking sparkle. He puts in 18-lap blocks 

in practice to get a good set-up and then 

pops off 22 race laps within half a second 

of each other – and he’s gone. 

Rossi: looking 

good again this 

season

Want something 

bad enough? Age 

is no barrier
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J
ULIAN HEPPEKAUSEN, a 43-year-old general manager at 

Deus Ex Machina, has given a Triumph its maiden victory 

in a Baja 1000 race, taking his 1966 T120 to the win in the 

Classic British class and to thirteenth place overall. He may 

even be the first Triumph-mounted finisher in the 49-year 

history of the event.

His steed ‘Terry Triumph’ was originally 

owned and built by US motorcycle 

journalist and advertising man, Terry 

Pratt. ‘This Triumph was the most recent 

bike which Pratt built into a desert sled 

and rode before pancreatic and liver 

cancer took his life in 2012,’ says 

Heppekausen. ‘I purchased the motorcycle that year from the Pratt 

family with the promise of keeping the bike on the road but 

mainly on the trails.’

Triumph aficionados will note a few modifications. ‘The forks 

are CZ modified by Maxton, swingarm and brake hangers are 

custom built by James Banke, who also fitted the forks and yokes. 

Brakes are from a 1980s MX bike but I’m not sure of the exact 

model. Wheels are Excel rims with RAD hubs.

‘Like all race bikes, Terry Triumph has had evolutionary 

progression but Terry Pratt did most of the heavy lifting such as 

the footpeg reinforcement, engine build 

and originally fitting the bike with CZ 

forks and hubs/brakes. Terry also routed 

all of the electrics and had a very 

effective and efficient airbox made. From 

this base I have tried to honour what 

Terry started and added items like the 

stronger swingarm, improved stopping 

power with the disk brakes and improved suspension.

‘It was great to win and it’s always good to do things like this but 

really for me it’s all about honouring Terry Pratt and proving the 

bike could make it. It’s more about the machine than me,’ says the 

modest Heppekausen.

Classics
with Alan Seeley
This month Julian Heppekausen’s 
heroic Baja effort has given me a 
longing for some classic off-road 
action. An autumn trip to Vietnam to 
ride Enfields looks very appealing.

‘It was great to win 
and it’s always good  
to do things like this’
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49 years of the classic Baja 1000 race and  
not one Triumph among its winners… until now…

49 years of the classic Baja 1000 race and  
not one Triumph among its winners… until now…

Triumph in BajaTriumph in Baja



Model example
>> No it’s not an optical illusion it’s a 1/4 scale model of the Meccanica 

Verghera Agusta 1970 ‘fire engine’, built by Glen English and modelled by 

Keanu Reeves in the riders’ changing room at the 2016 Goodwood Festival 

of Speed. Production will be a limited to 16 worldwide and the price will be in 

the region of £8000. The first nine are already accounted for.  

Call 0044 1736 758402 or go to glenenglishmodels.co.uk

EVENTS
Belgium or bust

19-21 August

Belgian Classic 

Trophy, Gedinne, 

Belgium 
Like beer, love classic 

bikes? Of course you do. But 

the only way to mix them 

safely is by spectating at a 

classic race weekend, and the 

beer is better nowhere than 

Gedinne, where you can see 

pre-1972 race bikes in action 

on an undulating real  

roads circuit. 

crmb.be 

15-16 October

The 23rd Carole Nash 

Classic Motorcycle 

Mechanics Show
You will soon get over the 

persistent and pervading 

aroma of cow and sheep urea 

in the Staffordshire County 

Showground as you’re 

distracted by classic club and 

trade displays as well as 

autojumble stands at this 

massive long-standing, must-

see event. Advance tickets on 

sale now at £12/day, £24/

two-day, with discounts  

for seniors.

classicbikeshows.com

Beating cancer with classics
>> A 1951 Vincent 998cc Series C Black Shadow and a 1974 Ducati 

750SS are two of the star lots sure to prompt a bidding frenzy at 

Bonhams on 19 September 2016 at the London auction house’s New 

Bond Street premises. These classic sportsbikes are both legends of 

their respective decades. They are being sold for charity to benefit 

cancer care provision thanks to the generosity of late photographic 

entrepreneur Robert White, who succumbed to the illness last year.

 White’s fondness for motorcycles led to his becoming friends 

with celebrity petrolhead, Jay Leno. Before White’s death last year, 

he sold his Brough Superiors to Leno, with the money going to help 

establish a new cancer treatment centre at Dorset County Hospital 

and new diagnostic facilities at Poole Hospital.

Other motorcycles on offer in September from the White 

Collection are a 1929 Megola 640cc Touring Model, estimated at 

£120,000-140,000, an MV Agusta 500cc triple Grand Prix replica, 

estimate £80,000-100,000 and an MV Agusta 500cc four Grand 

Prix replica, estimate £70,000-90,0000. The Vincent is estimated 

at £50,000-70,000 and the 750SS £60,000-70,000. 

ALAN’s CLASSIC WORKSHOPALAN’

Knowledge on oil seals
>> Oil seals, such as you’ll find to keep the lube 

behind your final drive sprocket or around the 

gearshift shaft and elsewhere, are cheap 

and simple components that do the 

job they’re designed to do with 

little complaint. A circular spring 

maintains pressure on the seal’s 

rubber or synthetic lip to 

prevent lube slipping along a 

shaft. The open end of the seal 

usually faces where the oil needs 

to be kept from escaping.

Seals are also generic parts which, 

like the bearings we looked at last month, 

are far cheaper to buy from a specialist than a 

dealer. Why pay a 50-75% premium just to 

have one wrapped in branded packaging?

Seals are simple to read. You will find three 

dimensions on the outer face of the seal. 

The one in our example here has 22, 35 

and 7. This represent a 22mm bore, 

35mm outer diameter and a 7mm 

depth. When buying seals there 

is no leeway on the bore and OD 

but you might get away with 

slightly deeper provided 

nothing is fouled and there is no 

retaining circlip to be fitted. A 

slightly shallower seal should not 

give issues either. Plainly the exact depth is 

best. Be careful not to distort the seal or rip the 

lip on insertion.

The one in our example here has 22, 35

retaining circlip to be fitted. A

DO YOU 
DARE?

RIDER
410

GREAT RIDES
EDITION

Tel: 01425 620580

Email: info@tranam.co.uk

Web: www.tranam.co.uk

For more detailed product 
information please email  

info@tranam.co.uk

Whether you crave tight 

curves, steep climbs or 

breath-taking peaks, 

TomTom Rider will help 

you find them. Now it’s  

up to you. Do you dare?

GREAT RIDES 
PREINSTALLED

LIFETIME 
WORLD MAPS

MYDRIVE ROUTE 
PLANNING

Vincent and 

Ducati about to 

get Bonham’d



with Lois Pryce
This month I have been taking my 
1978 XT500 out on the trails – and 
admiring all those early overlanders 
who used these bikes for serious 
long distance in the 1980s.
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Adventure

Seize the day
Singapore to Europe by Vespa: 28-year-old lab research assistant  

Juvena Huang turns the loss of a friend into a life affirming wake-up call… 

>> Where are you right now?

In Tehran, Iran – about halfway through my journey. 

>> What’s the big idea? 

My plan is to travel from Singapore to Europe on my Vespa scooter. 

I set off from Singapore in May 2015 and have ridden through 

Malaysia, Thailand, Myanmar, Northeast India, Nepal, India and 

Pakistan. After Iran I will head to Armenia, Georgia, Turkey, then  

to the Balkans and towards Western Europe. I do not have a fixed 

route in Europe. I prefer to let spontaneity guide me.

>> Why did you go for a scooter over an adventure bike ?

I have a Vespa Excel 150, with manual gears. I’ve owned it since  

I got my licence in 2007 and I’m comfortable with it. It is a simple 

machine and it’s never been difficult to find a mechanic who can 

fix it when it breaks. 

The downside is the low ground clearance and small tyres. 

When roads are bad I can feel every bump and pothole. In Leh, 

India, my front tyre got stuck in a drain. The fuel tank is also small  

so I have to refill it frequently.

>> Tell us about your life before you left on the trip.  

The sudden passing of an adventurous friend spurred me into 

pursuing this adventure. He travelled long distances on an 

unconventional bike – a Honda Wave 125. A week before he was 

due to ride from Singapore to the Chinese border he had an 

accident while driving a van. 

For me this emphasized the uncertainty of life. So, I decided not 

to waste any more time not doing what I wanted to do – which is 

travel. I am also doing this ride to honour his ‘can do’ spirit.

I was working and saving very hard for this trip before I left. On 

top of my full-time job working in a laboratory I also moonlighted 

as a waitress, a tutor, a research volunteer and an online retailer.

My long-distance riding experience consisted of three weeks riding 

from Singapore to Thailand with my friends and a holiday renting 

a bike in Thailand.

>> Is there a culture of long distance bike travel in Singapore?

There is a culture of motorcycle travel in Singapore, but the trips 

are usually only for a few weeks, or a month around Indo-China.  

So yes, it is unusual for people to travel for many months, let alone 

travelling on a scooter.

>> Best moment of the journey so far?

After watching Bollywood movies I have dreamed about riding the 

scenic Manali-Leh highway in India’s Himalayas. Many parts of it 

were broken and the altitude is above 4000m at points. However, 

the rewards of the beautiful scenery and meeting like-minded 

travellers made it worthwhile. Not only did I ride the Manali-Leh 

Highway, I also rode up to Khardung La, one of the highest roads 

in the world at 5358m. 

>> And your worst moment?

I suffered a bad toe infection in Guwahati, India. I had to stay 

there to recuperate and it was difficult to deal with alone. 

>> What bit of kit could you not live without?

Positivity! It is essential to keep me going in this journey.

>> What does the future hold once the trip is finished?

Carpe diem. I just want to seize the moment now, putting as little 

trust as possible in the future. Who knows, I may find a partner 

and get married during the trip.

Follow Juvena’s journey: http://www.facebook.com/thewanderingwasp

http://thewanderingwasp.blogspot.com 

T H E  A D V E N T U R E  I N T E R V I E W

Vespa meets 

rope bridge –  

no problem

Vespa meets

rope bridge –

no problem

Vespa meets 

rope bridge –  

no problem



Film Festival: free tickets…
>> …Yes two pairs of free tickets to this year’s Adventure Travel Film Festival 

(ATFF). To be in with a chance of winning answer the following question: 
what capacity were the bikes in Austin Vince’s 1996 Mondo Enduro epic? 

Email your answer to bike@bikemagazine.co.uk with the subject line – 
Mondo Enduro. This year’s ATFF will feature Bike magazine’s debut 

adventure movie. adventuretravelfilmfestival.com

EVENTS
It’s time to  

get Goa’ing

>> 16-18 September
Adventure Travel 

Film Festival, 
Inverewe, Poolewe, 

Scotland
The Adventure Travel Film 

Festival heads across the 

border for its first Scottish 

outing featuring cult 

adventure motorcycle classic 

Mondo Enduro

among its biking films.

adventuretravelfilmfestival.

com

>> 9-11 September
Horizons Unlimited 
Travellers’, Al’Pech, 

Loupiac, France
Hop the channel to Horizons 

Unlimited Travellers’ Meet in 

France. Expect 

presentations, BBQs, 

discussions, visits and rides. 

More details to come as they 

are announced.

horizonsunlimited.com/

events/france-2016

>> 11-13 November 
Indian Motorcycle 

Travellers Meet, Goa, 
India

The blurb says: a get-together 

of like-minded serious 

motorcycle travellers and 

adventure motorcyclists. The 

meet is geared for travellers 

who belong on the 

motorcycle, who venture out 

to explore the boundaries of 

adventure and travel. Be 

warned it looks like the 

rooms are selling fast.

instamojo.com/mtm_india

‘I just want to seize the 
moment now, putting  

as little trust as possible 
in the future’

Small wheels  

and open drains 

– not a good 

combination

Small wheels

and open drains

– not a good

combination

Small wheels  

and open drains 

– not a good 

combination

Mount Popa and 

Popa Taungkalat 

Monastery



with Hugo Wilson
Nice idea by Ducati (doubtless 
inspired by our Bike to Japan in 
2014) and I feel privileged to be part 
of the riding team. Can’t wait to get 
onto the bike in Lisbon in November.
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Adventure

Around the world 
by Multistrada

O
N THE 4TH of July Vir Nakai (above, on 

the bike), from Mumbai in India, set off 

from Ducati’s historic Borgo Panigale 

factory on the first leg of a round the 

world ride on the new Multistrada 

Enduro. The plan is for seven riders to 

complete the journey, returning the bike to 

Bologna on 26 November after lapping the globe 

on a route that goes via Sweden, Russia, Japan 

and the USA before returning to Europe. Ducati 

estimate the distance at 18,300 miles. 

The ride has been organised to celebrate 

Ducati’s 90th anniversary, they started in 

business making electrical equipment and radios 

in 1926 before diversifying into cyclemotor 

engines in the aftermath of WWII. The route will 

include sites of historical significance to Ducati 

including the scene of an early GP win 

(Hedemora, Sweden, 1958) and other race 

successes in Europe, Japan and USA. 

3000 riders from around the globe, including 

Bike’s editor, made an online application to be 

part of the riding team. 14, from 13 different 

countries, were invited to a final selection at the 

Ducati Riding Experience Enduro course at the 

Castello di Nipozzano in Tuscany in June. 

Among them were riders from South and North 

America, Malaysia, India, Australia and Europe. 

Obviously Ducati attached much more 

importance to editorial experience than they did 

riding ability, hence Wilson’s place in the final 

selection. In November he’ll be riding the sixth 

leg from Lisbon, Portugal to the Isle of Man, 

where he will hand over to German Timo 

Schaefer for the final leg back to Bologna.

At the time of going to press Vir had made it 

out of Italy over the Dolomites. ‘I got lost but 

ended up at The Stelvio Pass.’ And then to 

Austria’s Grossglocker pass, ‘The road twists and 

turns, goes up, over, down, around and even 

through the mountain at two points. Don’t even 

get me started on the views.’ German autobahn 

followed, then up to Denmark and into Sweden 

where he met up with the local Ducati Owners 

Club at a trackday. 

There’s still a long way to go. 

Ducati celebrate their 90th anniversary with a round the world 
ride, and Bike is going along for (part of) the journey



Globetrotter: on the move
>> As you’d expect, you can follow the Globetrotter excursion online at 

globetrotter90.ducati.com, and on twitter with the hashtag globetrotter90. 
The bike is fitted with a tracking device so there’s a map on the website that 

shows its current location. Which should be Russia by the time that you read 
this. Meanwhile Bike’s HayabUSA project should feature in next month’s issue. 

The bike is (finally) due to be shipped to the USA at the end of July. 

Orienteering 
>> Bizarrely we started out with an orienteering challenge, on foot. 

I took the precaution of following some of the younger, fitter 

participants who kindly ran ahead and found the hidden markers 

and card marking punches. This is ingenuity, not cheating.

Spannering 
>> The morris dancing ritual 

pictured is part of the tyre 

removal process 

recommended by Ducati when 

no dealer support is available. 

Take your own pallet, and a 

DRE instructor to stand on the 

wheel while two people 

bounce up and down on the 

pallet trying to break the bead 

on the tyre.

Other basic tests of 

mechanical competence 

included changing brake pads 

and fixing tubeless tyre 

punctures without the aid of an 

AA recovery team.

Riding 
>> Wiggling between cones and braking on a gravel surface was 

followed by a nice trail ride into the Tuscan countryside. This is 

part of the Ducati Riding Experience. It takes place in a Chianti 

vineyard. No one fell off.

Picking the team
The process of picking the final team was led by Beppe 
Gualini, Paris-Daker veteran and Chief Instructor on 
Ducati’s Enduro riding experience. He reckoned that 
map reading skills and mechanical competence were 
just as important as riding ability.
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Despite the mega-buck builds and 
surgically clean workshops that keep the 
custom gravy train rolling it is the home-
builder and his garage-against-the-world 

fortitude that counts the most…

Keepin’ 
it real 
in the 

UK

Customs
with Mark Graham
Amazing what you can achieve as 
an amateur by diving in with a 
little bit of invention, a lot of time 
and a refusal to accept what you 
reckon to be second best… 

A
FTER JULY’S ULTRA-TOP-END, no-expense-spared Kiwi 

lowrider out of Western Australia we’ll take a closer to 

home, easier on the pocket look at what British ingenuity 

can do with borderline scrap. It’s a lot grittier but no less 

impressive for the budgets. 

One of the true skills of proper custom building is 

turning the unlikeliest heap into a thing of genuine beauty, seeing 

in something humdrum (or much worse) the potential to be 

correctly transformed. Certainly not everyone can do it. So when 

Bike readers Ryan and Ricky casually sent in a selection of 

photographs of a couple of very tidy yet far from obvious builds, 

it’s only right to show just what can be done from the most 

inauspicious beginnings…

Honda CB650Z by Ricky Carter
>> With his eye out for a ‘project’, the 32-year-old Scunthorpe truck 

driver found this lapsed 650 that hadn’t been run for 15 years at 

£100. ‘My dream café racer would always have been a Triton, but 

this was affordable,’ he says.

‘I built it twice,’ he explains. ‘First time around everyone’s going 

“Yeah, it looks great” but I wasn’t happy with a lot of things. It’s been 

two years to get it where it is now.’

He did it all bar the frame powder-coat and the paint. ‘I started 

doing a seat unit out of that green oasis flower seller’s stuff and  

then to glassfibre – which didn’t go well at all. Then I bought a unit 

off the shelf and that wasn’t quite right, so I ended up merging the 

two ideas together.

‘The exhaust had rotted so I ended up learning to weld the 

downpipes myself (that’s why I had to wrap them) then the end can 

was a silencer off my dad’s Norton and it welded straight on. 

Switchgear’s Fireblade, discs and calipers CBR600 and it’s got LED 

lights and fob ignition. I started doing a cost spreadsheet to start 

with – but soon gave up. It’s probably set me back £2000.’

Looks like 
an alert 
dog like all 
good café 
racers 
should 
(the bike)

Looks like
an alert
dog like all
good café
racers
should
(the bike)

Looks like 
an alert 
dog like all 
good café 
racers 
should 
(the bike)

Corroded wreck 
to cute café racer 
in two years
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to cute café racer 
in two years
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Biltwell Kung Fu  
handlebar grips RRP: £15

>> US-based Biltwell do a fair few grips, but these old 
skool Tomaselli-style Kung Fu jobs are where it’s at. 

Available in 7/8in for ‘normal’ bikes and 1in for Harleys, 
they come in black, white, chocolate and oxblood. Best 

for comfort and reducing bad vibes. biltwellinc.com

Shoei J-O open face 
helmet RRP: £259.99
>> Simple, minimal shell size lid, what 

used to be called a ‘Jet’ helmet. Best in 
Rat Grey and there are yellow and dark 
visors for it too. Great for nipping hither 

and indeed thither. feridax.com

EVENTS
International 

exploits

>> 27/28 August
Dirty Love 3 Kustom 

Cycle Show, Australia
123 Meakin Road, Kingston, 

Brisbane, Qld, Aus.

Yes, it’s quite far away and 

yes that’s a four day trip (both 

ways) for a two day show, 

and yes it’ll cost a small 

fortune. However, our 

faraway cousins are always 

worth a visit especially when 

they’re providing weather 

(the coast is GOLD), surf, 

decent bikes, lowbrow art 

and a pin-up pageant (this is 

old skool after all), bands and 

trade stalls. Camping Friday, 

Saturday and Sunday.

info@dirtyloveshow.com.au

>> 2-4 September
Glemseck 101 
Leonberg, nr 

Stuttgart, Germany
Tenth anniversary of this 

1/8th mile sprint that’s 

become a giant of the 

European custom scene. The 

sprint’s on part of the old 

Solitude road circuit and 

there are miles (and miles) of 

trade stalls, bands, camping, 

half-decent grub (so long as 

you like sausages) and of 

course German beer. The 

custom thing there is 

ginormous.

glemseck101.de 

>> 10 September
Ilfracombe Bike 

Show, Sea Front (near 
Landmark Theatre) 

Ilfracombe, Devon
Much closer to home and yet 

it’s always strangely other-

worldly down south-west 

way (in a good way). The 

show entry is big, the ice 

cream is clotted and creamy, 

the sea air will make you feel 

like a spring lamb and if you 

get fed up of the bikes you 

can enjoy An Evening With 

Richard Digance in the 

Landmark theatre at 8:00pm 

(so you can).

northdevonmag@hotmail.

co.uk

Yamaha XS750
by Ryan Ashall

>> Everything but the paint by Ryan. OK he’s a 

fitter/welder by trade in Leyland, Lancs so he’s 

handy with a TiG torch, but it’s the lines of this 

cobby 1978 triple that make it work so well. ‘I 

wanted it to look as though Yamaha had done it,’ 

says Ryan. And for a total of £2400 (including 

£550 for the bike) this is a strong result.

R1 calipers, FZR600 forks, XJR1300 shocks, it’s 

all pretty much repurposed Yamaha except the 

top yoke. ‘I got a compass out, made a template, 

put it on an alloy block and just shaped and drilled 

it,’ says Ryan. The whole deal works nicely as you 

like. He’s nailed it.

The stock paint scheme is hard to improve on and R1 
calipers  make a pretty and effective front-end 

Fat and mean 
with a very 

nicely crafted 
three-into-one

Fat and mean
with a very

nicely crafted
three-into-one

Fat and mean 
with a very 

nicely crafted 
three-into-one
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Off Road
with Jonathan Pearson
I know from bitter experience that these 
days it is getting harder and harder to 
compete with younger, fitter guys. Which 
is why I have been running backwards up 
sandy hills…

The Indian wars

O
VER A HUNDRED years 

ago Harley-Davidson 

and Indian waged often 

deadly battles on board 

tracks. Then the two  

American icons carried 

their rivalry on to dirt ovals.

Indian won their last 

National Championship in ’53, 

then went bust. Since the 

modern Grand National 

Championship began in ’54, 

Triumph, Yamaha, Honda and  

others have split a dozen titles; 

Harley-Davidson’s won fifty. 

But Indian are back on the 

warpath. Polaris Industries 

recently unveiled the race-only 

FTR750 motor and Jared Mees – 

the current no.1 – will headline 

an Indian factory flat track 

team in 2017.

Polaris’s engine is a massively 

oversquare (by flat track 

standards) water-cooled DOHC 

750cc V-twin which revs to 

over 11,000rpm. On the engine 

dyno it’s already generating 

‘over 100’ horsepower. 

Interestingly, because it is a flat 

tracker, it’s got a right-side shift 

and only four speeds. 

A splined external flywheel 

will allow tuners to adjust 

crankshaft weight for traction 

under various track conditions. 

And the motor’s light and 

compact, with a 53˚ V-angle 

and sand-cast cases that wrap 

tightly around the crank so it 

can be carried low and forward 

in the frame.

Not to be outdone Harley-

Davidson are developing a new 

race motor based on the Street 

750’s ‘Revolution X’ mill. The 

stock version may be a 

50-horsepower Milquetoast, 

but its basic architecture was 

designed with future racing in 

mind. The Motor Company 

hired Vance & Hines to develop 

the ‘R’ version and the project’s 

been overseen by ex-drag 

racing star Matt Hines himself.

Vance & Hines’ XG750R is 

heavier than Indian’s FTR, but 

the California race shop’s 

already getting 95bhp out of 

the SOHC 60˚ V-twin. 

A century ago Harley-Davidson and Indian locked horns on board tracks and  
dirt ovals across the USA. And now it’s all about to happen again…

Davis Fisher on the 

XG750R. Are Milwaukee 

looking to replace the 

expensive XR750? Of 

course they are

Heavier than 

the Indian,  

but the Motor 

Company have 

high hopes

By Mark Gardiner
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Let’s hear it for the old guy
>> Crowd favourite and former world 
trials champion 36-year-old Takahisha 
Fujinami has won round five of the FIM 
World Trials Championship, Lourdes. 
This is Takahisha’s first GP win since 
2014 and it was pulled off in very 
difficult conditions.

EVENTS
Nostalgia takes 

firm control…

Indian’s FTR750 is 
comparatively small and makes 
more than enough power for flat 

track. Privateers are already 
wondering about the price 

PERFORMANCE
IS IN OUR DNA 

KEEPING THE WORLD MOVING SINCE 1866™

Valvoline™ is one of the world’s oldest 

oil brands. With 150 years of racing 

innovation and experience we can truly 

say that performance is in our DNA. Many 

of our groundbreaking innovations were 

born on the racetrack where engines 

are taken to the extreme. Valvoline is 

proud to bring racing technology to the 

street. Choosing Valvoline will mean your 

motorcycle is getting the best lubricant a 

bike can get.

www.valvolineeurope.com

1866 2016

>> 13-14th August 
 The two day Dirt 

Track Riders 
Association meet, 

Amman Valley,  
South Wales

UK flat track racers stretch 

their wings on a half mile 

circuit, instead of the usual 

speedway tracks. It’s as close 

as the UK gets to the big oval 

tracks US racers enjoy. 

Off-road sport at its most real 

and raw. 

dirttrackriders.co.uk 

>> 27-28th August
MXGP Assen, 
Netherlands 

Familiar to the MotoGP and 

WSB masses, Assen circuit 

also plays host to world 

motocross in August. The 

transformation of the main 

start/finish area with 

thousands of tonnes of Dutch 

sand has to be seen to be 

believed. Brit Shaun Simpson 

always goes well in the sand 

and is coming back to fitness. 

Go see it, because seeing  

is believing. 

mxgp.com

>> September 3rd/4th
MX Vets of Nations 

Farleigh Castle, Bath 
In a world where new bikes 

get easier to ride every year it 

is utter madness that people 

restore 500cc, two-stroke MX 

bikes. Still, they do and 

thankfully it makes good 

viewing. The annual MX 

festival is hugely popular 

and, in so many ways, exactly 

as things used to be twenty 

five years ago. A genuinely 

good day out. 

vetsmxdn.co.uk

Bill Werner ran Harley’s 

factory race shop before he 

‘retired’ to spearhead the 

development of Kawasaki’s 650 

motors that are increasingly 

popular with flat track 

privateers. He told Bike the new 

Harley is a potential winner.

Davis Fisher, a promising 

first-year Expert, has been 

brought in to ride the XG750R 

in Harley’s factory team – 

alongside 2013 champ Brad 

Baker on the established 

XR750. Davis and the new 

Harley have both impressed so 

far with top-10 finishes. Baker 

told us that he may swap his XR 

for the new bike at a race or two 

before the season’s out.

Jared Mees says he’ll race the 

Indian FTR750 this year, too. 

We’ll bring you a report once 

the new Indian’s afoot. 
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Interpersonal skills

T  
he content of last month’s letter from Zippy of East 
Yorks ‘bothered’ me sufficiently to share something.  
It is clear from his letter that Zippy was left 

unimpressed by his encounter with the police 
investigator. What concerns me is that Zippy might 
have missed the point(s). The guy who spent 15 
minutes ranting at you, in addition to his IAM/ROSPA 
endorsements, fulfils a role in the police that almost 
wholly deals with FATACS (fatal road accidents).

Accident investigation is a precise science. Scene 
examination invariably requires recording of distance, 
direction and pattern of body parts. So you could 
forgive a bloke who spends most of his time doing this 
kind of thing, for having lost some of his ‘softer’ 
interpersonal skills. He might have also thought it 
cheaper all round just to bollock Zippy in this way, 
considering the cost to the taxpayer of each FATAC 
investigation in the UK averages out to be in excess of 
£1.7m. Or maybe he thought by this tack, it might sink 
in that you won’t live a long life riding in the way that 
he observed. 

Police officers don’t ‘bollock’ members of the public 
to get respect or impose their ‘powers’. They employ 
that method at their discretion if it fits the 
circumstances and whom they are dealing with. You 
didn’t get a ticket, Zippy, so be thankful for that. But for 
your own sake, get the ‘message’ and ride safe. 
Matt Clement, Bristol

Ode to Old Bill 
In response to Zippy’s letter, 

(Bike, August 2016) I was a 

callow motorcycling youth 

aged 20 and was stopped by the 

police and given the most 

horrendous verbal assault for 

my standard of riding. The 

officer parted with the words, 

‘If you carry on riding like that 

you’ll be dead in six months.’  

I took his words on board and 

was grateful that although I  

got a severe reprimand it didn’t 

equate to points on my licence 

and my riding style changed 

accordingly. 

Fast forward 34 years and  

I am still alive (well I was last 

time I felt my wrist) and still 

riding and still enjoying riding 

bikes. The police, to be fair, see 

a lot of the end results of idiotic 

riding. I am grateful to the 

copper who gave me that verbal 

tasering all those years ago.

In the same vein I see so 

many youngsters riding around 

South East London on 

motorbikes and scooters 

without helmets and a lot 

without numberplates. I realise 

the police are in a difficult 

situation but can we as fellow 

motorcyclists do anything 

more to prevent what must be a 

high number of KSI’s (Killed or 

Seriously Injured) in this group. 

These guys may not be 

pursued by the police as it’s too 

dangerous but death is not a 

respecter of a person’s lack of 

protective headgear. If there is 

an answer it needs to be sorted 

quickly as the loss of a teenager 

riding without a helmet is too 

high a price to pay.

Right then, Mr 

Zippy, time for 

another chat

Right then, Mr

Zippy, time for

another chat

Right then, Mr 

Zippy, time for 

another chat

Finally, on a happier note, I 

broke down on my old XT500 

on 26 June on the hard 

shoulder of the M20/M25 

junction travelling south. 

Within an hour two cars and a 

motorcyclist had pulled over to 

see if there was anything they 

could do and that I was OK. 

The age of chivalry on the road 

is not dead. 

Richard Symonds, Kent

Just wanna say this
I know there are plenty of 

people who think that the 

latest sportsbikes are kind of 

irrelevant and too much for the 

road. But I’d just like to say how 

truly versatile they are. I just 

had a great week at the TT. My 

BMW HP4 took me 200+ miles 

to the ferry and back in 

comfort. Mostly in the rain, 

heated grips and rain mode on 

it was as easy to ride as a 

moped. On the island it safely 

screamed over the mountain 

section numerous times, and 

allowed itself to be thoroughly 

abused at the Ramsey Sprint.

Modern bikes are magnificent.

Shaun Layton, email

Social responsibility
I totally agree with Lee Baldwin 

(letters, Bike July, 2016), I quote: 

‘The reason I read Bike

magazine... is that we celebrate 

that diversity as one biking 

community.’ To me Bike is 

indeed one of the only motor 

magazines – if not the only one 

– that pays quite a lot of 

attention to all the diverse 

social aspects of our hobby. 

And I would like to thank you 

PLUS A BIKE
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Brexit minibreak special 
>> Hey, here’s a pic of me riding my bike around El 
Torcal National Park, Andulacia in Southern Spain.

Cheers!

Adam Dickinson, email

Cheers indeed, and all very lovely too. But strictly you’re not in fact riding 

your bike, are you Adam? – MG 

unique numbers making 

them a very special bike 

back then. I still have mine 

after twenty years, 27th of 

the first 100 Kevlar Series.

Neil Dunham, email 

Kevlar. Whooooooo – MG

Done. We have been 
I love Bike. Well-written, 

intelligent, insightful and often 

humorous. But here’s the thing. 

As a copywriter, grammatical 

pedant and resident of 

Northern Ireland, where ‘I 

seen…’ and ‘I done…’ seem to 

be an accepted part of our 

national speech pattern, I’m 

alarmed to see standards slip on 

the hallowed pages of your 

magazine. I refer to page 31 of 

the August edition, where your 

pillion editor, Sara Mattick, 

‘Done over 1000 miles on the 

back of these bikes for this test’.

Alan Morrow, email

Spotted. You done good Alan – MG

No one likes us
What have the BBC against 

bikes? On the BBC iplayer 

schedule today (13 June 2016) 

the précis for Crimewatch 

for that. Everybody can write 

down how many grams this or 

that part has gotten lighter and 

slimmer, but it requires a 

special eye and pen to write 

about this very important 

social aspect. 

Now, I’ve got some remarks 

related to the July 2016 issue 

(how do you do it? I got my 

copy in May!) The Yamaha 

MT-10: it is ugly indeed. It looks 

quite like my old VFR without 

the plastics. Bits and pieces 

everywhere, no coherent 

design, no clear lines. But I 

finally found out where the 

designers got their inspiration – 

the Transformer movies. And 

yes, I do think that this is not 

the way to go .

Paul D’Hooge, Belgium

So you don’t think it is the way to 

go. We’re sending you a special 

pen by way of thanks – MG

For the love of Lavs
In response to the Long live the 

Lavs letter (Bike, May 2016). I 

totally agree with Tony Sinclair 

about the mid-nineties Laverda 

650 Sport. The 650 Sport came 

with the latest design features, 

many being used today, but 

without the characterful (read 

alarming unless using earplugs)  

Italian engine rattle.

However, unlike the plain, 

heavy and under-specified 

Japanese 600s of the time you 

could get a test ride from the 

Laverda dealers who were 

happy to provide day long test 

rides on their bikes. This was in 

contradiction to the unhelpful 

and suspicious Japanese bike 

dealers of the time, and the 

Ducatis you could not get for 

love nor money.  

These Laverdas came with 

limited edition badges showing 

One day son, all this 

will be yours. And it is

One day son, all this

will be yours. And it is

One day son, all this 

will be yours. And it is

Roadshow (Series 8, Episode 8) 

reads ‘Police in Conwy, North 

Wales, are clamping down on 

motorcyclists risking their 

lives.’ This may well be true, 

but it is totally misleading 

when it comes to the actual 

content of the programme. 

The programme contained 

one small section of a single 

motorcyclist having been 

pulled over for ‘odd behaviour’ 

(he was rolling from side to side 

– to ‘warm his tyres’), but who 

was not speeding. The 

programme spent much more 

time on the speeding, 

witnessed and filmed by the 

police, of three high powered 

cars as well as talking to a 

group of youths that had been 

seen, but not ‘clocked’, driving 

above the limit. Yet after all  

this the BBC decide to 

highlight motorcyclists as  

the wrong doers. 

Maybe you’d like to ask them 

just what the hell they’re 

playing at?

Tony Moran, Galway, Ireland

Then again maybe not. It’s only 

the BBC. And let’s face it no one in 

this country watches their rubbish 

any more – MG

Bike is also available 
on iPad and Android

Enjoy Bike magazine in its full digital glory,  
on phones and tablets everywhere. Videos 

include: Yamaha Tracer 700 and mind-warping 
footage of a very powerful Suzuki GT200 X5.
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Unprovoked assault
Today, a driver tried to squeeze 

me off the road (fast A-road; 

little traffic, summer sunshine). 

Having observed his body and 

head movement I have not 1% 

doubt this was a deliberate and 

calculated action; not a mistake 

or a SMIDSY.

There was no previous 

between parties, no provocative 

behaviour and I’ve never seen 

him before. Simply a driver I 

was trying to pass in 

mid-morning light traffic. 

I am a retired police officer 

and clearly this incident could 

easily have had very serious or 

fatal consequences for me, but 

for my swift reactions and 

training. I haven’t reported 

this, nor will I be so doing. 

I know it would result in no 

enquiry, no consequences for 

the driver and some wastage of 

my own time. CPS would 

demand a witness, to enable 

any serious enquiry, if I even 

got past a civilian phone 

operator, in itself unlikely. Due 

to being busy staying alive I 

missed getting details of the 

vehicles around me. 

Others would take the matter 

into their own hands. The 

justice system is now as good as 

encouraging that in my view. 

If this is the state of ‘ justice’ 

in 2016, something has gone 

very badly wrong. Needless to 

say I’m buying a headcam. Be 

careful out there. I was lucky 

and fast reacting enough to 

come away unscathed.

Todd Wilkeson, email

Grin and bear it
This is going back a couple of 

months, but having read Mike 

Armitage’s advice on 

manoeuvring bikes with ease I 

thought I’d give it a go with my 

wheeled selection of garage 

clutter and my experience was 

a bit like Goldilocks.

I’m not a small bloke (I used 

to make 5’11’’ but a bit of a 

stoop brings me down to about 

5’10’’ on a good day) and I’m 

also not as strong as I used to be 

(I used to play prop but I was 

crap) so my first attempt with 
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the GTR1000 didn’t go well. Big 

fairing, shortish arms, keg 

where the six-pack once was , 

660lb bike. Not a great way to 

build confidence.

Second attempt with 

XL250S. Large front wheel 

(23in hoop plus about 4in of 

tyre top and bottom), 27in 

inside leg and the same shortish 

arms brings about a goolie/

knobbly interface. 

  Third attempt; CB500. No 

fairing, smallish wheel, easy 

reach to bars and belly being 

useful for a change. Just right. 

So now it’s time for porridge.

Buzz Smith, email

How do you play prop? Is it a card 

game or something? – MG

Hunting for ladies
After years of clinging onto the 

back of my dad’s 1150GS as a 

kid, when he fell out with 

riding and sold his bike, I got 

the motorcycle itch.

I passed my restricted licence 

test at 21, carried on to be one 

of the youngest people to pass 

the IAM test and then after 

getting my full access I 

upgraded my Bonneville to a 

Speedmaster to celebrate. 

Meanwhile, after eight years 

of motorcycle celibacy, my dad 

was getting so inspired (or 

jealous) he went out and picked 

up another GS. Since then we 

have travelled the globe 

together. Now, although riding 

out with my dad is the BEST, 

there does seem to be a distinct 

lack of young female riders like 

myself (in the north at least). 

So my main focus at the 

moment is to hunt them down 

and make the most of the 

beautiful Yorkshire roads.  

I KNOW YOU ARE OUT  

THERE LADIES!   

Ash Barrow, email

This discriminates against male 

and gender neutral persons – MG

Goodbye to 

real-world-

speed bikes

Goodbye to

real-world-

speed bikes

Goodbye to 

real-world-

speed bikes

The lowdown on dullness 

>> A number of years ago the car industry went down 
the road of ‘easy to drive torque-oriented motors’. Cars 
like Honda’s high-revving type R range were dropped, 
and replaced by lazy torque low-rpm turbos. The 
CBR600RR is coming to an end because apparently 
no-one wants to rev a bike anymore. Both stories were 
in your magazine, and both made me sad. To riders and 
reviewers seduced by ‘easy torque’, I say be careful what 
you wish for. The car industry is dull now, and I fear 
history repeating itself as another high revving, real-
world-speed Honda bites the dust.  
Brendan James, Brisbane, Australia

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

GIVI 50.4 

SNIPER NEW

GIVI X.16 

VOYAGER

Travel with all the comfort of a 

flip-up helmet. With an excellent 

ventilation system and standard 

Pinlock fitting system.

Total innovation, starting from 

the compact technopolymer 

shell to the sophisticated quick-

release system of the visor. Now 

in new colours.

+ Integrated sun visor, standard 

chin wind deflector and nose 

guard

+ Entirely removable and wa-

shable hypoallergenic inte-

riors

+ Integrated sun visor, standard 

chin wind deflector and nose 

guard

+ Opening/closing system of the 

chin guard, usable also when 

wearing gloves

Find more than 900 accessories at givimoto.com

Discover giviexplorer.com the web portal for motorcyclists
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God-botherer help
Good evening. First, excuse me 

for my English (I’m Dutch).

A question from Holland.

We want to go to England this 

summer (me and my 

girlfriend). We both drive two 

Suzuki GSX-Rs and love to go 

on holiday with the bikes. 

Normally we go to Germany, 

France and Belgium. Never 

been to England before, but 

2016 is going to be the year that 

we we are going to England. 

Luckily we have the internet, 

but I’m quite the old-fashioned 

way. Now the question: I heard 

of the Britain’s road bible. Can 

you help me with that? We 

want to go at the south west 

and maybe Wales. 

Paul Vermeulen, email

Good to see people getting lost the 

analogue way. The bible is called a 

map, the church a garage – MG  

Going by the book
I am planning a two year trip 

around the globe with my 

three-year-old BMW, which is 

subject to an MoT. I can tax and 

insure the bike online but they 

depend on a valid MoT which I 

cannot do online. Called the 

DVSA and the DVLA, who 

didn’t care when it’s out of the 

country and said register it in 

the country I am in or bring it 

back to the UK after one year to 

get an MoT. Is there an 

alternative to bringing it back 

half way through the trip to get 

an MoT done?

Michael Wiessmuller, email

Yes there is. Keep riding it and 

pray the DVLA don’t send 

Interplod to arrest you. Just book 

an MoT for your return – MG
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Not so much 

scrambling as 

sloshing. Still, slippy 

roads proved the 

Scrambler’s throttle 

response is 

wondrously smooth

BMW R NINET SCRAMBLER
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Another month, another great retro. We get the  
first ride on BMW’s pared-back new Scrambler  

By Rupert Paul Photography BMW

A JEEP  
ON TWO 
WHEELS

Y
OU COULD CALL it BMW’s hipster boxer. BMW certainly 

wouldn’t mind, seeing as they launched the R NineT 

Scrambler, their newest flat twin, in an old plant nursery 

converted for the occasion into a sort of urban loft with 

wooden floorboards, coffee bar, workshop, upended 

pallets, bygone metal wall signs and an extensive 

collection of antique oil cans. 

“It embodies life off the beaten track,” gushes BMW’s Rudi 

Probst. “It suggests freedom, liberty and a new way. It gives you 

pictures in your head.” Well, maybe. But you can’t argue with 

the numbers: BMW have sold 20,000 original R NineTs in two 

years, plus of course a boatload of GSs (Europe’s top-selling 

bike). Clearly the boxer engine, which was almost dropped from 

BMW’s range in 1991, is more popular than ever.

Some context: if you’ve not ridden a ‘basic’ R NineT, it is, I 

reckon, a future classic. Not only can it tour, scratch or 

commute, it is painstakingly developed and wondrously 

beautiful from every angle. The Scrambler you see here is an 

altogether simpler device: lower-spec suspension, brakes and 

wheels; a new frame with lazier geometry; a skinny seat; a 

funky exhaust; and naff all electronics beyond the obligatory 

ABS. So what’s it got that the parent bike hasn’t? Two things:

1: a cheaper price (£10,530 vs £11,900)

2: a simpler, more stripped-down feel. As head designer Bernd 

Scherer put it: “It’s a Jeep on two wheels.”

BMW know it will appeal because they’ve been coming to the 

same conclusions as Yamaha, who have famously researched 

rider attitudes since the financial crash in 2008. In brief, 
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E N D  I S  N I G H  F O R  T H E  A I R - C O O L E D  B O X E R 

Boxer powertrain engineer 

Harald Mitschke says 2020 

could spell the end of the 

air-cooled twin

>> Bike: The Scrambler’s engine 

response is very smooth despite complying 

with Euro 4. How have you done that?

Harald: We have always taken care over 

emissions. So for us it’s not difficult to go 

from Euro 3 to 4. 

>> How do you reduce emissions?

We take a lot of care to have the right 

injection for every throttle position and 

condition. It’s a lot of work. Every step and 

every point is optimised. Another way is the 

exhaust valve. If you close it you increase 

back pressure, giving the catalyst more time 

to clean the exhaust gas. 

>> How long does it take to calibrate the 

engine for every condition?

(Laughs) From the start of development 

until maybe a few months before 

production. If you are fast, it’s six months.

>> Is the engine ride-by-wire now?

No, it’s the same throttle as the R NineT, 

which is Euro 3. The Scrambler’s ECU is 

different, because in Euro 4 it has to 

document errors – for example, a defective 

or disconnected lambda sensor.

>> Other manufacturers say the cleaner the 

engine is, the harder it is to make smooth

(Shakes head.) We always try to save fuel. 

Maybe other companies add fuel to make it 

smoother. We don’t. People have asked how 

it is possible to have a Euro 4 air-cooled 

engine. But if you don’t use the full possible 

power then how it is cooled is not relevant.

>> When will the air-cooled boxer die?

In 2020 Euro 5 will come. It will be very 

difficult to have this engine. Euro 5 for bikes 

is the same as Euro 6 for cars – it is a big 

technical step.

noise: a rich, deep purr when you’re 

twisting the throttle, with a saw-edged 

gurgle as the revs rise. It’s the same basic 

power unit as the R NineT’s, but with 

shorter gearing and the engine 

management reworked to get it through 

the new-for-2017 Euro 4 emissions 

regulations. (The R NineTs in the shops right now are all Euro 

3.) Power stays the same as the NineT’s.

Although it will chug smoothly in sixth, the Scrambler feels 

sweetest and liveliest taking 30 limits in third, 40s in fourth 

and 50s in fifth. There’s enough thrust to dispense with most 

cars, but because of the riding position 80mph is probably the 

fastest you’d do for a tankful. Top speed is 120mph, say BMW.

Our route near Munich took us through towns and villages up 

to a splendid bridge over a lake complex, 

with waterfalls cascading by the 

roadside, and a river raging in full spate. 

Higher still we rode past orchid-lined 

verges, and meadows with cork oaks and 

dappled cattle, while snow-capped 

mountains went straight up into the sky. 

Unfortunately all this beauty was lost on me because it was 

raining stair rods the whole time.

On the plus side, nothing exposes crappy engine mapping 

like sinuous mountain roads made of wet, polished tarmac. And 

after a day on the Scrambler I discovered no glitches or 

snatchiness of any consequence. Roll the throttle shut on the 

way into a bend at any revs: smooth. Open up on a slippery 

hairpin with a hanging precipice below: the response from a 

‘The bike is designed 
so owners can muck 

about with the styling’

they’ve noticed that today’s riders have even less time than 

money, so they need a strong emotional reason to ride that 

begins the moment they open the garage door. They also face 

less resistance from ’er indoors if the bike doesn’t look like it’ll 

kill the family’s main breadwinner.

So a bike that emphasises heritage over speed and feels easy to 

ride as soon as you let the clutch out is (price permitting) bang 

on the money.

Ducati, Triumph and Guzzi already make Scramblers, but far 

from jumping on the bandwagon, BMW have plenty of 

right to build their own version. There are photos of BMWs 

competing in dirt races as far back as 1926 but the 

heyday was the 1970s. Herbert Schek, a rock 

hard enduro rider, won the German 500cc+ 

off-road title in 1970 and ’71 on a works R75. 

When the factory pulled out in 1972 he 

built his own bike and won again. After him, 

factory employees Laszlo Peres and Rudige 

Gutsche built their own dirt-racing 

twins, eventually spawning the GS. 

But the basic idea was modifying a 

roadbike to mess about on dirt – in 

other words, building Scramblers.

What you get in this case is a big, 

solid bike with high, wide bars. You 

sit fairly upright, with the footrests 

rearwards and a shade lower than on 

the straight NineT. As with all BMW 

boxers, if you’re five foot ten or more you’ll fit just fine. Ahead 

of you is a simple speedo, a few hidden warning lights, plus 

time and distance. Between your knees the 17 litre steel tank 

looks huge, while the 820mm high seat is comfy enough.

The 1170cc engine makes a good 



ST YLING

The bike is as nicely detailed and screwed 

together as you would expect for a BM. The 

biggest visual prob is the sheer bulk of the 

engine. When you strip a boxer back, the 

crankcases are a big old lump so the bike can 

look heavy side-on. Rear view is best

PERFORMANCE

Air/oil-cooled boxer gives 108.6bhp at 

7750rpm and a rather tasty 85ft.lb of torque at 

6000. Peak revs are 8500. Unlike the current 

R NineT which complies to Euro3,  this is 

already Euro 4, which means it must meet 

more stringent conditions

ACCESSORIES

Billions of ’em. For example: spoked wheels, 

LED indicators, ally fuel tank, lowered 

suspension, single seat (below), number 

board, screen, knee pads, Akrapovic end 

cans, cylinder head covers, ally bar-ends, rev 

counter, alarm, chrome manifold…

MACHINING

Detailing is generally good. Fork tops and 

steering stem nut are unique to the bike

FUME CATCHER

Euro 4 regulations mean there’s a canister 

beside the shock to absorb fuel fumes

NOT MUCH PL ASTIC 

Rather than plastic, BMW have used 

aluminium and steel as much as possible. 

Tank and mudguards are steel
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‘The whole bike feels 
neutral, stable and smooth-

banking. There’s good 
feedback from the road too’

Scrambler is the most 
basic BMW for years 
– no electronics (apart 
from obligatory ABS) 
and minimal 
suspension 
adjustment 

Bike rating 8 / 10

Contact bmw-motorrad.co.uk

Price £10,530

Engine DOHC 8-valve oposed twin

Bore x stroke 101.0 x 73.0mm

Capacity 1170cc

Power 110bhp @ 7750rpm (claimed)

Torque 85 lb.ft @ 6000rpm (claimed)

Transmission six speed, shaft

Frame steel tube trellis

Front suspension 43mm rwu forks, no adjust

Rear suspension monoshock, adj preload, rebound

Brakes (front/rear) 2 x 310mm discs, 4-pot calipers/265mm disc, 

2-pot caliper

Rake/trail 28.5°/111mm

Wheelbase 1527mm

Wet weight 220kg (claimed)

Seat height 820mm

Tank size 17 litres

Economy 46mpg/160 miles (est)

Top speed 120mph (est)

Colours Silver

Availability September

Bike verdict Easy to dismiss as BMW jumping on the hipster 

bandwagon but fabulous build quality, clever detailing and a skilfully 

set-up engine make the Scrambler a tempting propostion. Its biggest 

problem may be that the standard R NineT is even better. 

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S B M W  R  N I N E T  S C R A M B L E R

BMW R NINET SCRAMBLER
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neutral throttle is like silk. Gearchanges are fast and slick 

enough not to upset the tyres. I was really impressed.

The Scrambler’s chassis geometry is unbelievably old school. 

A 1527mm wheelbase, 111mm trail and 28.5 degree steering 

angle is pretty much what you got on a 1970s GSX1100. The 

19-inch front/17-inch rear wheel combination is what some old 

Brit bikes had. But for reasons that must include the excellent 

Metzeler Tourance tyres the whole thing feels neutral, stable 

and smooth-banking. There’s good feedback from the road too, 

but at 12.5 stone in riding gear I found the springs pretty firm. 

They were fine on smooth roads but knocked me about on 

rutted tarmac. I suspect BMW envisage the typical customer to 

be around the 14-16 stone mark.

As you’d expect there’s a houseful of accessories and 

upgrades. Among them are luggage, wire wheels, heated grips 

and – get this – the R NineT’s aluminium tank with the welds 

either left in place or ground smooth. The bike is designed so 

that even novice owners can muck about with the styling. Head 

and tail lights are easily changed. A side mounting on the 

Paralever swing arm can take a number plate. You can unbolt 

the pillion support and fit a smaller seat to clean up the back 

end. If you want to emulate Herr Schek you can even fit number 

boards and semi-knobbly tyres and enter it in an enduro. You 

would, of course, need to be as strong as a gorilla to pick it up on 

wet mud. And completely mad.

It’s a well designed, charismatic motorcycle, nicely screwed 

together and available in any colour you like as long as it’s 

silver. To my eye the £1400 more expensive NineT is prettier and 

handier, especially on a track day. But if you dig the Scrambler 

vibe, nothing on this bike will disappoint. It’s out in the UK on 

September 17.



The pack-up-and-go feeling has never 

been so prepared, so capable, so reliable.

Finance available on the 2015YM Crosstourer range, 

including all Crosstourer Highlander models.

Model shown: VFR1200X CROSSTOURER C-ABS (15YM) at £12,499 OTR. Personal Contract Purchase (PCP) Terms and Conditions: New retail VFR1200X (all 14YM, 15YM Crosstourer variants) registrations 

from 01 July 2016 to 30 September 2016. Subject to model and colour availability. Offers applicable at participating dealers and are at the promoter’s absolute discretion. Representative example based 

on 3 years 5.9% PCP. Deposit contribution: £1000 Honda deposit contribution on VFR1200X (all 14YM, 15YM variants) models purchased through Honda Personal Contract Purchase. Excess mileage rate 

applies. Final payment includes £10 option to purchase fee.  You do not have to pay the Final Payment if you return the bike at the end of the agreement and you have paid all other amounts due, the bike is 

in good condition and has been serviced in accordance with the Honda service book and the maximum annual mileage of 4,000 has not been exceeded. Excess mileage rate applies should this be exceeded. 

Indemnities may be required in certain circumstances. Finance is only available to persons aged 18 or over, subject to status. All figures are correct at time of publication but may be subject to change. 

Credit provided by Honda Finance Europe Plc Cain Road, Bracknell RG12 1HL. Honda Finance Europe Plc is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Financial Services Register number 312541. 

CROSSTOURER RANGE

from £139 a month and 
£1,000 Deposit Contribution

5.9% APR
REPRESENTATIVE

Representative Example

FINAL PAYMENT
FINAL PAYMENT

INC OPTION FEE

TOTAL AMOUNT 

PAYABLE

REPRESENTATIVE

APR

OPTION TO

PURCHASE FEE

EXCESS MILEAGE 

CHARGE

INTEREST RATE

PA FIXED

£4,958.08 £4,968.08 £13,717.23 5.9% £10.00 6p 5.68%

VFR1200X CROSSTOURER C-ABS

OTR PRICE

CUSTOMER 

DEPOSIT

HONDA DEPOSIT 

CONTRIBUTION

AMOUNT OF 

CREDIT

DURATION

(MONTHS) 

36 MONTHLY 

PAYMENTS OF

£12,499.00 £2,745.15 £1,000.00 £8,753.85 37 £139.00

VFR1200X Crosstourer

To fi nd out more visit your local dealership

Or go to www.honda.co.uk/motorcycles
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SUNRISE: 04:30

The day is thine. A myriad of 
possibilities awaits. Meetings – race, 

rallies or riding mates. Far flung places, 
long unseen faces, As much or as little 

action as you desire. A heaven sent 
opportunity. Take it… 

ON ANY



>> ‘Darkside’ MT Tour
Sherburn-in-Elmet, 

Yorkshire 

Stunt rider Dave Coates 

demonstrates agility of the 

MT-09 outside Squires Cafe.
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>> An early morning ride
Somewhere in the UK 

In truth you don’t need a 

destination. Just go for a ride, 

though being with a mate can 

make it better.
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>> An early morning ride
Somewhere in the UK 
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destination. Just go for a ride, 

though being with a mate can 

make it better.
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Summer weekends are made for motorcycling. Here’s a snapshot  
from 19 June, 2016.  Suggestions for August Sundays on page 64
By Hugo Wilson
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>> VMCC Banbury Run
Gaydon, Warwickshire 

The Banbury is the biggest 

gathering of vintage and veteran 

bikes in the world, but every 

summer weekend the Vintage 

Motorcycle Club organise runs 

for old clunkers and their bikes. 

Wake up and smell the oil. 

>> ACU Clubman’s 

Championship Grasstrack
Gawsworth, Cheshire

‘60mph,  no brakes!’ shouts the 

event poster. It’s true. Grasstrack 

is one of the most spectacular 

bike sports. Coming soon to a 

field near you?
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>> ACU Clubman’s 

Championship Grasstrack
Gawsworth, Cheshire

‘60mph,  no brakes!’ shouts the 

event poster. It’s true. Grasstrack 

is one of the most spectacular 

bike sports. Coming soon to a 

field near you?

ON ANY
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>> VMCC Banbury Run
Gaydon, Warwickshire 

The Banbury is the biggest 

gathering of vintage and veteran 

bikes in the world, but every 

summer weekend the Vintage 

Motorcycle Club organise runs 

for old clunkers and their bikes. 

Wake up and smell the oil. 
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>> Michelin Cross-country 

Enduro
Maeshafn, Chester 

Enduro is a participation sport, 

but good to watch too. The 

Maeshafn event had a 4.5 mile 

lap and ran for two-hours. The 

winner managed 14 laps. 

>> Cock O’the North
Scarborough, Yorkshire 

You can see club road racing 

somewhere every weekend, but 

the spectacle at Scarborough is 

really special. Put it onto your 

‘must see’ list now. More from 

the extraordinary Oliver’s 

Mount on page 42. 
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>> Club trial
Stokenchurch, 

Buckinghamshire 
The perfect way to work up 

an appetite for Sunday lunch. 

More on Page 56. 

>> Father’s Day Rally
Sammy Miller Museum, 
New Milton, Hampshire

Free to enter show had  

prize for best turned  

out family. 
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BIKE
OF THE
YEARYEARYEAR

Next month

PLUS
>> New Brough-Superior ridden

>> Yamaha Tracer 700 v Kawasaki ER-6f v Honda CBR650F 
>> BMW S1000R v New Yamaha MT-10 shootout on dyno and dragstrip 

OCTOBER ISSUE ON SALE 31 AUGUST

>>

Riding advice, top destinations, 
buying pearls, kit advice  

and plenty more

Huge fact  
packed section

86 judges  
& just one winner! 
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past a war memorial’
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‘It’s narrow, with three hairpins,  
proper woods, jumps, massive  

elevation change and it wiggles  
past a war memorial’

A RIDE IN TH E PARK

 Oliver’s Mount circuit is in a park, on a 

hill overlooking Scarborough. There is no 

more scenic race track in the UK. The first 

races were run in 1946, making this its 

70th anniversary. The 2.43-mile course was 

laid out on the park’s natural tracks. It’s 

narrow, with three hairpins, proper woods, 

jumps, massive elevation change and it 

wiggles past a war memorial. The lap record 

stands to Guy Martin, a multiple winner at 

Oliver’s Mount, at 1m 44.269 seconds, 

83.898mph. Access to the cramped 

paddock is restricted, but spectator viewing 

from the hillside opposite the start/finish 

straight is spectacular. There are four 

meetings a year, Spring Cup, Cock O’ the 

North, Barry Sheene and The Gold Cup. 

The ideal way to spectate is to camp, or to 

stay in a bed and breakfast in town, and 

make a weekend of it.

FARM BE NDS

 This chicane was introduced in 1991 to 

reduce the speed at which bikes approach 

the Mere Hairpin. The Cock O’ the North 

meeting is organised by the Auto66 club 

and they still race two-strokes here in the 

Lightweight and Ultra Lightweight classes. 

This is Phil Stead’s Yamaha TZ250.

INSIDE COCK O’ THE NORTH
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IAN LOUGH E R

 Welshman Ian Lougher is the most 

successful rider ever to compete at 

Scarborough, with over 230 race wins. The 

TT ace had a corner at the circuit named 

after him when he retired in 2013. That 

retirement was short lived, though he was 

only able to add one victory to his tally this 

year, racing a Honda NSF250R Moto3 bike 

in the Ultra-Lightweight class (125cc 

two-strokes, 250cc four-strokes). The race 

was combined with the Classic F2 race for 

250cc two-strokes and 400cc four-strokes.

NEW WAVE CLASSIC S

 Classic racing is big at Scarborough, 

though at the Cock O’ the North that 

means bikes from the 1980s and ’90s. 

David Bell from County Durham rode this 

1000cc engined Yamaha FZ750 in the 

Classic F1 race. It was fast, and so is he.

WE LL BE HAVE D DOGS WE LCOM E

 Racing legend Phil Read last won at 

Scarborough in 1975 on a factory MV 

Agusta, when world champions still raced 

here. This year he was offering dog 

grooming tips to DJ Andy Kershaw.

M IND TH E FURNITURE

 When it’s not a race circuit it’s a public 

road to the summit of Oliver’s Mount, 

where there’s a café overlooking 

Scarborough and the North Sea. Marshals 

remove a road sign warning of the height 

of the pedestrian bridge on Sheene Rise.

JE FFE RIE S JUM PS

 On the descent from the Mountside 

Hairpin towards the start/finish straight  

superbike riders struggle to stop the bikes 

launching into orbit over a series of jumps.  

And all the while cows graze (not so) 

peacefully in the field below the track. 



Challenge  
us to find  
the best 
deals for  
two wheels.

•  Over 70,000 bikers trust us  

to insure their pride and joy

•  We provide cover for  

mods, imports, classic  

and sports bikes 

•  Up to 4 bikes insured with  

our multibike policies

•  We help you find the right 

cover by comparing quotes 

from leading bike insurers

Speak to our specialist bike team on

or go to swinton.co.uk/bike

0800 954 4158 
Swinton Group Limited, registered in England number 756681 whose registered office is at: Swinton House, 6 Great Marlborough Street, 
Manchester, M1 5SW. Calls are recorded for training and quality purposes. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.



CUTTING CORNE RS

 The track’s barely wide enough to allow 

solos to overtake, never mind sidecars. But 

they do. With two left hand hairpins the 

sidecar wheel spends plenty of time 

airborne. This is Dean Lindley and 

passenger Robert Bell trimming the grass 

with their 600cc Suzuki-powered F2 outfit.

ALL RISE

The climb up from Mere Hairpin, 

through the trees, under the pedestrian 

bridge and up to the Esses is steep, and is 

named Sheene Rise in honour of Barry, 

who rated Scarborough as one of his 

favourite circuits.
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who rated Scarborough as one of his

favourite circuits.

ALL RISE

The climb up from Mere Hairpin, 

through the trees, under the pedestrian 

bridge and up to the Esses is steep, and is 

named Sheene Rise in honour of Barry, 

who rated Scarborough as one of his 

favourite circuits.

CLOSE TO TH E ACTION

 Spectators stand behind hedges and 

wooden fences, separated from the tarmac 

by a grassy bank. It’s not like watching at 

sanitized Silverstone, at Scarborough you 

can get properly close to the action. 

LOCAL TALE NT

 27-year-old Yorkshireman Dean Harrison 

is having a good year. After podiums at the 

TT he won the day’s big race at Oliver’s 

Mount on a Silicone Engineering Kawasaki 

ZX-10R. It was his fourth successive Cock 

O’ the North victory. He’ll be back for the 

Gold Cup meeting in September. 

Superbikes wriggle spectacularly under 

braking for Mere Hairpin; its a good spot to 

watch do-or-die first lap overtakes.

‘Superbikes wriggle spectacularly under 
braking for Mere Hairpin; its a good spot to 

watch do-or-die first lap overtakes’watch do-or-die first lap overtakes’

‘Superbikes wriggle spectacularly under 
braking for Mere Hairpin; its a good spot to 

watch do-or-die first lap overtakes’
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FA M ILY FUN

 Races were originally planned as an 

attraction to provide Scarborough’s seaside 

visitors with added entertainment. Racing 

at Oliver’s Mount is still top amusement for 

all the family. 

Upto 60,000 people attend The Gold 

Cup meeting, and there will be a big turn 

out for this year’s 70th anniversary event 

in September, but most other meetings are 

pleasingly uncrowded with fantastic 

viewing and atmosphere.

GREAT BALLS OF FIRE

 Scarborough attracts road racers from 

Europe and Ireland too. Two Belgian riders 

entered this year. One of them went back 

across the North Sea with a well toasted 

Kawasaki ZX-10R after a spectacular crash 

and fireball at The Esses. 

Fortunately the Belgian team’s paddock 

barbecue was less destructive and the 

aroma of charcoal-cooked spicy sausages 

added continental flavour to the event.

AIRBORNE AGAIN

 Oliver’s Mount is a tight track, 

completely different to the open spaces of 

the Isle of Man Mountain Course, but the 

Yorkshire circuit has always been favoured 

by TT riders who can deal with natural 

challenges and bumps. Unfazed by an 

airborne rear wheel, two-time Lightweight 

TT winner Ivan Lintin tips his Kawasaki 

ZX-10R into Farm Bends. He’s a previous 

winner of the Scarborough Gold Cup too.

FRUIT CUP

 Race day commentary is provided by the 

encyclopedic Tony Coupland, who first 

came to the event in 1947, and Chris 

Palmer, both of whom must have been on a 

pee-break when this photograph of the 

commentators box was taken.

Winners in Yorkshire may be offered 

Asda Zero Mixed Berry Crush to sup from 

the Cock O’ the North trophy. Much more 

sensible than wasting champagne. 

‘Races were originally  
planned as an attraction for 

Scarborough’s seaside visitors’

‘Races were originally
planned as an attraction for

Scarborough’s seaside visitors’

‘Races were originally  
planned as an attraction for 

Scarborough’s seaside visitors’

NEXT M E ETING: There are four 

meetings a year at Oliver’s Mount; April 

Spring Cup, June Cock o’ the North, July Barry 

Sheene Races, September 23-24 Gold Cup. 

oliversmountracing.com
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winning it’s about 

the… Not really
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Previous winner 
Ivan Lintin: 10/10 
into Farm Bends

Previous winner
Ivan Lintin: 10/10
into Farm Bends

Previous winner 
Ivan Lintin: 10/10 
into Farm Bends

The great 
smell of 
BBQ’d 
Kawasaki

INSIDE COCK O’ THE NORTH



Down there, you probably think that up here 

in Sweden it does nothing but snow. Well, it’s 

true that in the winter it gets a bit cold and icy. 

But when the snow does thaw, Swedish 

bikers love to migrate south, to feel the heat 

and, well, to see what all the fuss is about. 

When you live up here, everywhere’s a 

long way away, though, and so it’s not 

that unusual for Swedish bikers taking their 

summer vacations to clock up quite a few 

thousands of miles in just a couple of weeks.

But here’s the thing; on their trips these 

guys expect to wear exactly the same gear 

that they do during the rest of the year.

Which might just explain why we at 

Halvarssons have produced jackets like the 

Prime and Qurizo, (and matching pants).

Using technologies like Outlast for thermal 

control, and Dryway Plus for waterproofing, 

they’ll cope with the worst that our snow 

queens and rain gods are able to throw at us.

Get to the South of France, however, and 

all you have to do is remove the various 

linings, and open the vents, and you get to 

enjoy the best in natural air conditioning.

We think we do four-season rider gear 

rather well, and if the clothing we produce 

works for the kind of bikers we have here 

in Scandinavia, then we think it should work 

just fine for you guys over there.

For information about products and stockists visit www.jofama.se

When Swedish bikers go off on their summer 
holidays they like to migrate south
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TEST THRUXTON v THRUXTON

H
ARD TO BETTER a good motorcycle 

and the Lincolnshire Wolds. Factor 

in a choice of Triumph’s new 

Thruxtons, standard and a swanky 

R further enhanced with the Track 

accessory pack, on roads that are 

apocalyptically devoid of traffic and riding 

heaven unfolds. It’s a perfect Sunday 

morning…

Denizen of Market Rasen, Lincs Peter 

Boast is the guide and we can’t believe our 

luck. It’s warm, dry and hard to imagine 

two machines better suited to the swoops 

and drags of this thinly populated East 

Coast playground. Boasty knows every 

twist of this terrain and it’s the easiest 

thing in the world following his tidy lines 

and revelling in the rambunctious punch 

from the Thruxton’s big twin power unit.

Triumph were market-bound to employ 

parallel-twin architecture and they’ve 

made the absolute most of this new liquid-

cooled version. 

Peak power of 96bhp at 6750rpm is 

entirely welcome, better yet is 83 lb.ft of 

torque. But best by far is that 90% of this 

generous dollop of twisting force is 

distributed between 2000 and 7000rpm. It 

peaks at 4950rpm, but to have nearly all of 

it to play with where you can best use it 

makes both the stock Thruxton and the R 

version (same engine) impossibly engaging.

The six-speed gearbox abetted by a 

slipper/assist clutch is a paragon of 

precision shifts. It launches silkily and 

you’ll use it from first to second but after 

that a tiny roll off the gas and a snick 

upwards is all that’s required for relentless 

forward motion. Where the previous 

Thruxton’s air-cooled lump (admittedly 

giving away more than 300cc) would 

wheeze onwards after each shift, this thing 

bangs along remorselessly as you throw the 

next ratio at it. It does not feel remotely like 

a Triumph twin of memory. Any memory.

Hedges and trees hurtle by in peripheral 

vision, tarmac sweeps underneath the twin 

clocks while your fullest gaze absorbs the 

middle distance and beyond. Country 

roads after heavy rain are always going to 

throw curve balls at you through the turns. 

Central gravel patches are never entirely 

unexpected but the faster you travel the 

better your anticipation has to be and after 

a while the limiting factor is concentration. 

We knock it down a bit.

No great hardship and a bit of a relief 

frankly. The thing will pull sweetly from 

30mph in top. Bimble through a village, 

roll it on lazily and still a Thruxton will 

introduce you to the next hamlet at almost 

indecent pace.  

Twins with 180º cranks and overly 

compliant silencing arrangements sound 

little better than a suppressed fart, this 

V-twin-mimicking 270º firing interval is 

always a better idea. The accessory Vance & 

Hines cans (yes, Terry and Byron from the 

USA) on this R are not appreciably louder 

than stock. They do sound a lot better on 

the overrun though. And their mildly 

slash-cut exits look a whole heap better too.

Pretty looks aren’t all, but they’re a huge 

part of what determines who flies or flops 

in the retro game. So much of both the R 

and the stocker is spot-on. Which makes 

the fake Amal Monoblocs masking the fuel 

injection such a vile aberration. The whole 

ethos of café racers is go-faster. If you had a 

caffed Bonnie in the sixties, you’d have 

lusted after Wal Phillips fuel injectors for it. 

To go to the trouble of fashioning snide, 

Seductive R 

cockpit bristles 

with quality

Seductive R

cockpit bristles

with quality

Seductive R 

cockpit bristles 

with quality

Unblemished 

scenery, decent 

tarmac and these 

things – bliss
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decorative go-slower bits somehow to be 
regarded as ‘period’ is mere artifice, a 
retrofication too far and very disappointing 
on what’s otherwise a more than decent 
effort. Why not dress the disc brakes up as 
drums for absurd measure? The marketing 
department knows best.

But we won’t let it ruin our day. Chippy 
wants to find a spot to shoot detail pics and 
we pitch up at Cadwell Park to find a track 

day in full swing. Cadwell never sleeps 
these days. And would you credit it? There’s 
a Thruxton R giving big Japanese fours all 
sorts of problems in the fast group – no 
surprise here. You’d want the floating discs 
and radial Brembos of the R on track. On 
the road much less so, where the fixed discs 
and sliding Nissins of the standard model 
are more than up to it.

As for the fancy Showa upside-downers 
and Öhlins remote reservoir shocks on the 
R, yes, by all means fine for track tweaking, 
but redundant for road riding. The boggo 
Thruxton rides and stops just as well as the 
all-singing, all-dancing (all-costing) 
version in what we sometimes refer to as 
the real world. I’d defy anyone to tell the 
bikes’ rides apart in the day-to-day.

The sun is out, the road to Caister 

a major achievement. Anything I’ve ever 
owned, from Tritons to Ducati SSs have 
been monumentally shit at both and 
sporadically wonderful (and always when 
least expected) too.

Haul into the Willingham Woods 
tea-shack and it’s peppered with riders 
making the most of this balmy morning. 
There are Triumph riders eager to clock the 
Thruxtons up close, and they like the 
accessory fairing on this R. With good 
reason. It’s a fair facsimile of the original 
Thruxton’s uppers, the tailpiece too a very 
good rendition of the 1965 version. We talk 
money. The stocker, at £10,400, is not what 
you’d call cheap, yet it undeniably exudes 
quality. The R, with its obvious big-name 
gold standards of enhanced performance, 
unsurprisingly attracts more attention, but 

‘Hedges and trees hurtle by… tarmac 
sweeps underneath the twin clocks’

beckons and we’re not going to waste any 
saddle time at all. The measure of any 
motorcycle is whether it gives you the urge 
to ride purely for the repetitive, yet 
unbeatably life-affirming drill of firing it 
up and heading off into the come what 
may. A jaunt into town should be just as 
rewarding as a continental epic. That a café 
racer should be as adaptable as the 
Thruxtons shows them to be something of 

is £1300 more. In this accessorised spec 
you’re up to almost thirteen and a half.    

We could chat all day, but with pictures 
concluded there’s more riding to be had. 
Swapping back to the R you see why all the 
fuss is directed at the fancy version. 
You glace down at the brushed 
alloy dial surrounds, the mirror-
polished top yoke, the nano-
engineered click adjusters 



T H R U X T O N  R

The R already comes equipped with  

high-spec Brembos on floating discs, 

Showa big-piston forks, Öhlins 

piggyback shocks and stainless header 

pipes. And this test bike is also festooned 

with bits from Triumph’s most generous  

101-item go-faster catalogue.

The brushed Stainless steel Vance & 

Hines silencers are a £600 option, and 

much neater than the mild steel 

originals. The half-fairing comes in at 

£650 on its own, or as part of the Track 

Racer Pack which includes a drilled tank 

strap, mini-indicators and diamond-

knurled grips (in light grey) plus the V&H 

pipes for £1620 all-in. 

You can also replace the round 

bar-end mirrors (what Boastie kindly 

described as ‘budgie mirrors’) with 

eliptical items (in black or chrome) for 

£85. The ’bars  on this bike are also 

lowered via a £60 kit that drops the clip-

ons at a sharper angle.

The clear-anodised swingarm, stainless 

(undrilled) tank strap, polished top yoke 

and seat cowl are standard on the R. 
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for the forks – luscious detail abounds. It’s a 

good place to be and if ‘name’ refinements 

are your bag it’s plainly the one to have. 

Hard not to fall for the crafted fairing stay 

and cute bubble on this bike too.

And yet there’s a bigger allure to the 

unencumbered environment of the plain 

Jane Thruxton. Thruxton and Thruxton R 

riding positions are the same, balancing 

comfort and attack, however this dressed R 

with its lower clip-ons feels a smidge more 

constrained. The screen’s narrow relief is 

seemingly squeezing you into a central 

channel. There’s a greater feel of liberation 

on the standard bike with  slightly higher 

’bars, the position that bit less demanding 

on the wrists and the sheer nothingness-

but-road of the view more captivating. You 

can adjust your torso to compensate for 

windblast as speeds climb with ease. You’ll 

never tire of gawping at this hopped-up R, 

but the stocker’s a purer motorcycle to ride.  

It’s unsettling to contemplate, but the 

parallel twin, with the possible exception 

of the single, is our national motorcycle 

engine configuration. It has to be fours for 

Japan, and both the USA and Italy can lay  

claim to V-twins. Germany owns the boxer, 

no argument (except perhaps from Soviet 

copycats). That this seemingly moribund 

‘You’ll never tire of gawping at the R, but 
the stocker’s a purer motorcycle to ride’

layout can come back from the dead to 

such great effect is big kudos for Triumph. 

You begin to notice your age when the 

old codger reminiscing about Triumphs... is 

you. YOU are that old-timer. The mere fact 

that virtually every British motorcyclist 

can talk about Triumphs for what can seem 

like days shows what a grip these things 

exert on the contemporary consciousness.

Boastie recalls riding a T120 Bonneville 

at Cadwell in his first ever track outing. 

‘The gear lever fell off,’ he says. ‘But I just 

carried on anyway, it didn’t seem to make 

that much difference to the lap times.’ 

I tell him about cobbling together a 

one-speed from a destroyed gearbox (the 

beauty of a direct top) at Knutsford Services 

on the M6. Oh how we could have done 

with a slipper/assist clutch getting onto the 

slip-road. The tales are legion. Coventry, 

Meriden or Hinckley, Triumph is indelibly 

etched into our British bike psyche.  

It used to be win on Sunday, sell on 

Monday. For these Thruxtons it’s ride on 

Sunday, buy on Monday. I still can’t get 

over the fake carb thing, however it 

wouldn’t put me off having a Thruxton in 

my garage (if I had a garage). I just hope the 

Amalgamated Carburettor Company is 

getting a decent cut. 

Form and 

function, it’s what 

the new Thruxtons 

are all about

Form and 
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T H R U X T O N

The ‘standard’ Thruxton is ladled with 

so many neat touches the only thing you 

might want to think about would be the 

stainless Vance and Hines silencers (and 

stainless headers to go with). Or just 

leave it alone.

The right-way-up forks with gaiters 

look far more period than the garish 

gold Showas of the R, in the way that 

upside-downers on any period bike 

always look a bit out of time (think 

‘modded’ Z900 with a ZX-7R front end – 

never looks right). The lines of the Lyta-

style tank don’t need highlighting with a 

strap and the Manx-style seat with 

glorious red stitching is more café racer 

than the froth on a cappuccino.

You’d have the mini-bullet LED 

indicators and leave it at that. Unless you 

need waxed cotton panniers at £450 a 

pop (pricing guidelines no doubt 

courtesy of Belstaff) there’s so little 

wrong with the details that to meddle 

would be madness. Have a close look at 

even the cast alloy sidestand if you get a 

chance. All quality.
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Contact triumphmotorcycles.co.uk triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

Price £10,400 £11,700 (£13,380 as tested)

Typical finance TriStar PCP: £1975 deposit, 36 

months £109, final cost £6717 – total 

payable £12,616

TriStar PCP: £2500 dep, 36 months 

£104, final cost £7935 – total 

payable £14, 193

Engine SOHC 8-valve parallel twin SOHC 8-valve parallel twin

Bore x stroke 97.6 x 80mm 97.6 x 80mm

Capacity 1200cc 1200cc

Transmission six-speed, chain six-speed, chain

Power (claimed) 96bhp @ 6750rpm 96bhp @ 6750rpm

Torque (claimed) 83 lb. ft @ 4950rpm 83 lb. ft @ 4950rpm

Frame tubular steel cradle tubular steel cradle

Front suspension 41mm, non-adjustable 43mm USD, fully adjustable 

Rear suspension twin shock, adjustable preload twin shock, fully adjustable

Brakes (front/rear) 2 x 310mm discs, sliding 2-pot 

calipers/220mm disc, 2-pot caliper

2 x 310mm floating discs, 4-pot 

radial calipers/220mm disc, 2-pot

Rake/trail 22.7º/90.8mm 22.8º/92mm

Wheelbase 1415mm 1415mm

Weight (claimed) 206kg 203kg

Seat height 805mm 810mm

Tank size 14.5 litres 14.5 litres

Economy 50mpg 50mpg

Electronics ABS, traction control, modes ABS, traction control, modes

Bike verdict Hard to go wrong. If you’re easily blinged into submission the R nails it, especially 

as it’s ‘only’ a grand dearer (plus fairing, etc). Yet, as is sometimes the way, the plain version feels 

more together than the ‘upgraded’ R and looks less of an impromptu riot in the accessory factory.  

 Bike rating 9/ 10 9/ 10

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S  T R I U M P H  T H R U X T O N  T R I U M P H  T H R U X T O N  R  
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‘I’ve never competed in, nor watched, a trial,’ says
Bike’s John Westlake. A pleasant Sunday ride round 

a Stokenchurch wood… how hard can it be?

Photography  Tim Keaton 

IF YOU  
GO DOWN IN 
THE WOODS 

TODAY

T
HE MEETING POINT for my first 

ever trial on this fine Sunday 

morning is not the idyllic 

countryside location I imagine. 

Instead, it’s a chaotic scrapyard 

five minutes from the M40. 

Jammed between the piles of rubble and 

twisted metal are vans, trailers and a 

huge variety of bikes – from the latest 

trials machines to twin-shock classics 

that don’t look like trials bikes at all. I 

park next to a shipping container but am 

warned not to: ‘That’s an incinerator. It 

might get hot later and burn your paint,’ 

says a cheery chap in his fifties wearing 

lairy motocross trousers. This should be 

interesting…

I meet with Bike’s off-road guru Jon 

Pearson, who the editor has kindly 

persuaded to guide me through my first 

trial. Well, I say ‘kindly’. What he 

actually said was, ‘I’ll ask JP to do it with 

you, then he can win it and you’ll come 

last. It’ll be funny.’ Absolutely hilarious 

I’m sure. 

We sign on and are handed a number 

each to stick on our lids. I’m slightly 

worried about my bike’s front mudguard 

which hit a resonant frequency at 

85mph on the A34 and flapped itself a 

huge crack, so I ask about scrutineering. 

The official looks bemused. ‘We don’t 

have that,’ he says. ‘If your bike’s not 

very good you won’t get far.’

Welcome to the world of club trials – 

the most grassroots of all grassroots 

motorsport. Not only is it cheap but it’s 

wonderfully accessible. Just buy a bike, 

pay £10 for an ACU licence (no medical 

required) and you’re free to compete in 

any of 1800 trials each year – there were 

9659 registered competitors in 2015, and 

this number has been on the increase for 

the past three years.

Back in the paddock it’s 10am and 

riders are starting engines and trickling 

between the ancient excavators. JP and  

I follow, squeeze between a pile of 

sleepers and an old grain bin and ride 

into another world. Harsh sunlight and 
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the acrid stink of burning plastic is replaced 

by dappled greens and browns and the 

earthy smell of ancient woodland. 

Weaving between oaks and beeches my 

nerves vanish for a moment as I’m 

overwhelmed by the beauty of the place – 

ferns grow between the trees, occasionally 

revealing more paths bisecting the wood. 

The undergrowth muffles the noise of the 

bikes, but all the same it feels barbaric 

making a racket in such a tranquil spot. 

Oddly, we’re among the first to arrive at 

section number one. JP explains that there 

are ten sections dotted around, and that we 

have to do each one four times by lapping 

the wood – other riders have gone off to 

start at other sections. He then props his 

bike against a tree and heads off to walk  

the section. 

It’s obvious what my first problem will 

be: going the right way. The section is set in 

an overgrown crater which is sprinkled 

with tiny flags to guide you on the correct 

route – white ones for beginners like me, 

green for novices, yellow for intermediates 

and blue for experts like JP. On the down 

side, it looks complicated. 

JP walks me through my route, flattening 

nettles to make it easier for me to see where 

I’m going. Around the crater dozens of 

other riders peer down, sussing out the 

course. I didn’t realise I’d have a bloody 

audience. JP is offering sage advice, ‘…so 

when you come up here stay wide so you 

can get a clean run to the exit.’ But I’m not 

really listening. My mind’s gone blank. I 

thought I’d just have to ride over logs not 

do a Mensa test.

As soon as I join the queue to do the 

section I completely forget the last 

remnants of the route. I seem to be 

channelling the directional gifts of James 

May and the more I worry I’m going to 

make a prize tit of myself, the more likely 

that outcome becomes. The blokes in front 

are all experts or intermediates and are 

doing a different route so I get no clues 

there. The observer – an old chap in a 

deckchair with a clipboard – waves me in. 

Oh well. The good news is I probably won’t 

hurt myself…

I roll off the top of the crater towards the 

two white flags I can see and go between 

them, then slow down and look for the 

next two. I spy them to one side in a 

completely impossible position. Because  

I didn’t plan my route there is no way of 
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getting to them. Bollocks. I go the wrong 

side of a flag, ride across the section 

towards another pair of white flags, see the 

exit and ride out. Hmm. That, JP explains, 

is a ÔfiveÕ, which means I get maximum 

penalty points (the winner accumulates 

the least points). I am soon to become well 

versed in scoring fives. 

We go to the next section, which appears 

to be observed by same elderly chap as the 

last one, but this time heÕs in a camping 

chair. Maybe theyÕre all related, or are 

issued a cagoule and combover upon entry 

to the wood. The section has a sharp turn 

at the start (not my strong point Ð my trials 

practice consists of giving it a handful and 

riding over things) then looks pretty easy. 

My nerves are abating and not all the route 

disappears from my head as we walk round. 

I get through with only two dabs (this is 

what trials riders call putting a foot down) 

and feel elated until JP mentions that I 

missed part of the section out and scored 

another five. Crap.

ItÕs great watching JP though. He really is 

very good Ð effortlessly hopping over 

things and turning within the bikeÕs 

‘Effortlessly hopping 
over things with a 
slow motion grace 
that’s more ballet 
than motorsport’
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wheelbase on his back wheel with a slow 

motion grace thatÕs more ballet than 

motorsport. ThatÕs what happens when 

your mother gives birth to you while riding 

a trials bike and you land on a trials bike. I 

took up trials at 48. You do the maths.

The next few sections are better. Aside 

from a tiresome skill deficit when it comes 

to making tight turns on rough ground (or 

any ground really), my main problem is 

that I canÕt yet ride and plan at the same 

time, so I constantly get through two flags 

then have no idea where IÕm meant to go 

next. All my brain is devoted to motor 

skills with none left for navigation. This 

must be what women feel like all the time 

(letters to the usual address Ð Ed). But as I 

relax I look up more, worry less and find 

myself smiling. This is fun. 
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Then we hit number eight. It starts with 

a tight corner round a tree on a slope, back 

round to a left then a right with a root half 

way round. Basically, it’s going round 

corners at 0.5mph on dirt on a hill. JP  

glides round flawlessly before riding over a 

slimy tree stump, pivoting on his front 

wheel and wheelieing through the finish 

gate for another clean. Inspired, I set off but 

the first turn is downhill so my shoulders 

and arms are tense, which means the bike 

doesn’t go where I want, but still, I’m round 

the tree. Now, where next? Ah yes, a left 

turn, which thanks to my poor planning is 

now incredibly tight. I attempt it, put a foot 

down, lurch forward, put another foot 

down and accidently ride out of the 

section. Cock. I’m getting hacked off now.  

I didn’t expect it to be this hard. I can do 

tight turns when I want to but can’t do 

them where other people tell me to. 

Fortunately, or perhaps realising that the 

previous section will make beginners want 

to give up trials forever and take up 

something easier such as brain surgery, the 

organisers make the next section a whole 

lot simpler to deal with. You still have to 

ride up and down a steep slope, but at least 

all the turns are at the top or the bottom, 

not half way up. I breeze through the first 

half but riding up the steepest section to 

the finish gate by the observer I realise too 

late I’m going the wrong side of the exit 

gate. I stop at the top and have a quiet 

swear to myself, before the observer (same 

chair, same cagoule, same combover) 

smiles kindly and says, ‘why don’t you have 

another go? You nearly had that one.’ Both 

my grandads died before I was born but I 

imagine they were like him – kindly old 

chaps who spent their Sundays sitting in 

woods with a clipboard taking pity on 

How trials help 
your road riding

By Jonathan Pearson, Off-road Editor

>> When I was growing up, riding most 

weekends at trials and progressing from 

club to centre then national and 

eventually international level, I couldn’t 

have cared less about other types of 

bikes. Trials was it.

Then I was asked if I could go on a road 

test for Bike’s sister title RiDE. The thing is, 

I’d never ridden a road bike. But when 

asked, ‘can you do us a few wheelies?’   

I just did. ‘Could you do a stoppie on that 

dark patch in the middle of the road?’ Yes. 

It wasn’t arrogance or the carelessness 

of youth, but a complete trust in my skill 

to judge speed, balance and feel for grip.

If ever there was a perfect example of 

how a local club trial can help you as a 

road rider, the Wycombe trial I rode with 

John was it. Intelligent use of the brakes? 

You need it when a section drops down a 

slimy bank to a 90 degree left. Throttle 

control? Sometimes you have to ask so, 

so nicely for grip it is like walking on ice 

or holding your first child.

Feel is everything when you want to 

ride a bike through a trials sections, feel 

to stop that back wheel spinning when 

you twist the throttle, feel for the front 

brake to slow you down when gravity is 

conspiring to speed you up, feel for 

where your weight should be to make it 

slither along a greasy camber.

Want to be able to walk before you can 

run? Take up trials.

passing idiots. I try the section again and 

clean it. I whoop, grandad smiles.

After one lap of all the sections JP heads 

off to win things and I continue alone, 

meandering between sections and 

occasionally not getting a five. For a while  

I tag along with three intermediates who 

laugh uproariously at each other’s 

ineptitude though are very supportive of 

my considerably more feeble efforts. After a 

shaky start I’m having a most pleasant day. 

By 3pm it’s all over and the observers 

seem to dissolve into the woods. Maybe 

their camp chairs sit over trap doors which 

lower them into a subterranean world filled 

with grandads in cagoules.  

I meet JP in the scrapyard and explain  

I’d like to do that again, but better. This 

sentiment is reinforced when the scores 

come through: JP is third with 17 points.  

I am third from last with 110. 
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Flat-out antics, staggering scenery 
and unmatched comradery. Bike
dashes coast-to-coast with 49cc

By Nigel Grimshaw  Photography Julie Watson

R
IDING COAST-TO-COAST IN the UK is not difficult. At its 

widest (St David’s Head to Lowestoft) it’s 383 miles. That’s 

not far. Blackhall Rocks to Whitehaven is 144.5 miles – 

according to the National Autocycle and Cyclemotor 

Buzzing Club. That’s not far either, unless you’re riding a 

Puch Maxi Sport 2… or any of the other assorted 

cyclemotors, autocycles and mopeds gathered at the Crimdon 

Dene static caravan holiday park, north east England.

In the world of the Buzzers riding coast-to-coast, destination 

Whitehaven, is a two-dayer, by necessity not choice. It’s 10am 

Saturday morning and the annual insanity is under starters-orders. 

I’ve been handed the route on two pieces of A4. Everyone else here 

seems to be a veteran and well practised in which way to go… 

>> Stage one – 18.6 miles, Crimdon to the Wheatsheaf Inn, Chilton. 

Gary Clarke’s 1952 Francis Barnett Powerbike is the oldest, gamest 

entrant. He’s attached a Dakar-style road book which means three 

things: he’s clever; he’ll know the way; he is my new best friend. 

The grand depart is chaotic and, while it’s hard to be certain on 

the B1280, I seem to be in the middle group with the Powerbike. 

That’s good. If I have a mechanical there’s a safety net behind and 

a pathfinder in front. We reach the Wheatsheaf without incident.  

>> Stage two –  18.3 miles, Chilton to Staindrop. As destinations go the 

Chip ‘n’ Dale fish and chip shop is without compare. Gary’s road 

book is working well and we’re overtaking and being overtaken in 

equal measure. There was hushed talk at the start about the size of 

this coast-to-coast challenge, yet the Puch’s Austrian exactness 

means my only real concern is fuel consumption. Reliability can 

be so overrated. A whiff of haddock and vinegar wafts my way.

>> Stage three – 17.8 miles, Staindrop to High Force. The preamble to  

stage four and the highlight of the day…
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>> Stage four – 18.2 miles, High Force to Alston. Puch’s do 30mph, 

which is front-of-the-pack form and perfect pace for the dash 

across Alston Moor. Post High Force I’ve become detached from 

fellow Buzzers, but that’s fine – it’s a straight line to the end of 

Saturday’s final stage. Out here on the tops wind, rain and open-

face HJC’s do not good bed fellows make. But today, unusually, 

there is sun. I stop and inhale the view. There’s joy to this going 

slow malarkey. Little bikes turn little Britain into a big adventure. 

>> Stage five – 19.3 miles, Alston to Penrith. Sunday dawns bright, 

but it’s not going to last. Torrential rain is set to pour in from the 

west this afternoon, the bit of the west we’re heading for. Today’s 

grand depart is brought forward. We’re climbing Hartside Pass 

and the gradient puts the Puch under pressure. There are Blades, 

ZX-10Rs, Panigales. Each rider nods and there are genuine smiles 

behind visors. We take a break at the Hartside Top Café. Fellow 

Buzzer (owner of the Ducati Sport 48 that’s had my attention all 

weekend) Steve Massie drops a ginormous pearl of wisdom: ‘It’s 

incredible that you get so much, from so little, from so long ago.’    

>> Stage six – 26.4 miles, Penrith to Bassenthwaite. Rural Cumbria 

is all about the sportsbike, but there’s little joy to be had from 

the four miles between Orthwaite and Bassenthwaite if you’re in 

full leathers and kneesliders. It’s the singlest of single track roads 

with 90˚ hairpins and tight climbs and descents. This makes it a 

’ped paradise, and the reason I’ll be back here Buzzing next year.    

>> Stages seven and eight – 25.9 miles, Bassenthwaite to 

Cockermouth to Whitehaven. The final run in to the port is a race 

against the weather. It’s hard to say how many of the grid make 

it all the way, with rain, reliability issues and the route taking a 

toll on a significant number. Yet sat in the Wellington Café by 

the harbour, rain lashing the window and watching stragglers 

splash over the finish, I’m elated. Yes, it seems odd in a world of 

modes and cornering ABS to be evangelical about small bikes. 

But you really do get such a lot, from so little, from so long ago. 
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SUNDAY 31 July 
>> ROAD RACING

British Motor Cycle 

Racing Club

Cadwell Park, Lincs.

01708 720305 or bemsee.net

>> FESTIVAL

Mallory Bike Bonanza 

Mallory Park, Leics. 

malloryparkcircuit.com

>> SHOWS

7th Classics at The Castle 

Bodelwyddan Castle, Rhyl, 

Denbighshire. 

classicshows.org

9th Lytham Hall Classic 

Car & Motorcycle Show

Lytham Hall, Lytham St Annes, 

Lancs. markwoodward 

classicevents.com

Rotary Charity Motor 

Show 

Frodsham Community Centre, 

Frodsham, Cheshire. 

0151 2039022 or 

cheshiremotorshow.co.uk

>> RALLIES

Fenlanders East of 

England Rally 

Fakenham, Norfolk. 

fenlandershog.com

Fast & Furious Rally

Reading Abbey Rugby Club, 

Reading, Berks. 

dmrcmffc@gmail.com

>> SPEEDWAY

Eastbourne,  East Sussex. 

eastbourneeagles.co/

Glasgow,  Glasgow. 

glasgowtigers.co/

Newcastle,  Tyne & Wear. 

newcastlediamonds.co/

Scunthorpe,  North Lincs. 

scunthorpescorpions.co/

Workington,  Cumbria. 

workingtoncomets.co/

Leicester, Leics. 

leicesterlions.co/

>> MOTOCROSS

Luton and DMC 

Old Park Farm, Toddington.

lutonanddistrictmcc.com

>> GRASS TRACK

Pickering 

Orchard Farm, Riseborough.

facebook.com/pickDMC

>> BIKE MEETS

Bike Day, Ace Cafe

Stonebridge, London. 

020 8961 1000 

or ace-cafe-london.com

Cafe Plus 

Baldock, Herts. 

01462 895755

Wessons Cafe

Horam, East Sussex.

01435 813999

Pit Stop Sundays

Iron Horse Ranch House, Market 

Deeping, Lincs. 

01778 346952 or 

ironhorseranchouse.co.uk

The Oddballs MCC

The Haygate, Telford, Shropshire. 

oddballsmcc.co.uk

TT Pit Stop, Super 

Sausage Cafe

A5 Watling St, Potterspur, 

Towester, Northants. 

supersausagecafe.co.uk 

or 01908 542964

Vic Bikers Pub

The Victoria, Coalville, Leics. 

01530 814718 or 

vicbikerspub.co.uk

Biker Breakfast

Wolverhampton Airport 

(Halfpenny Green),  

Stourbridge.  

01384 569064 or 

Melimoto.com

>> CHARITY EVENT

Bike Tours for the 

Wounded 

Royal Hospital Chelsea  

Ride Out, Royal Hospital  

Chelsea, Greater London. 

01332 523503 or 

biketoursforthewounded.co.uk

SUNDAY 7 August 
>> ROAD RACING

British Superbike 

Brands Hatch GP, Kent. 

britishsuperbikes.com

>> RIDEOUTS

West Kent Run 

The Friars, Aylesford, Kent. 

westkentrun.co.uk

Sunbeam MCC 54th 

Graham Walker Run

Headcorn, Hants. 

01293 771446 or 

acsociable1@sky.com

>> RALLIES

MAG Yorkshire Pudding 

Escrick Park Estate, Chapeltown, 

Nr Sheffield, South Yorks. 

yorkshirepuddingrally.co.uk 

>> AUTOJUMBLES

Garstang Car & Bike 

Autojumble

Hamilton House, Garstang, Lancs. 

garstangautojumbles.co.uk

>> MOTOCROSS

AMCA Motocross

Brookthorpe, Gloucestershire. 

amca.uk.com

>> BIKE MEETS

Cafe Plus 

Baldock, Herts.

01462 895755

Wessons Cafe

Horam, East Sussex. 9am-4pm.

01435 813999

Pit Stop Sundays

Iron Horse Ranch House, Market 

Deeping, Lincs. 9am-6pm.

01778 346952 or 

ironhorseranchouse.co.uk

The Oddballs MCC

The Haygate, Telford, Shropshire. 

www.oddballsmcc.co.uk

TT Pit Stop, Super 

Sausage Cafe

A5 Watling St, Potterspur, 

Towester, Northants.

supersausagecafe.co.uk 

Vic Bikers Pub

The Victoria , Coalville, Leics.

01530 814718 or 

vicbikerspub.co.uk

>> AUTOJUMBLE

Normous Newark 

Autojumble

Newark Showground,  

Newark, Notts. 

newarkautojumble.co.uk

>> FESTIVAL

 Donington Classic 

Motorcycle Festival

Donington Park, Derbys. 

donington-park.co.uk

SUNDAY 14 August 
>> SPRINT

Straightliners

East Kirkby, Lincolnshire. 

straightlinersonline.co.uk

>> SHOWS

Lancs Classic Car & 

Motorcycle Show

Hoghton Tower, Preston, Lancs. 

classicshows.org

>> RALLIES

Bulldog Bash

Shakespeare County Raceway, 

Long Marston Airfield, Warks. 

bulldogbash.co.uk

>> MOTOCROSS

MX Nationals, 

Wakes Colne, Essex. 

mxnationals.co.uk

>> TRIALS

Pickering & DMC

Cow House Bank Farm,  

Carlton, Nr Helmsley,  

North Yorks.

01904 622274

>> FILM FESTIVAL

Adventure Travel Film 

Festival

Mill Hill, North London. 

adventuretravelfilmfestival.com

>> BIKE MEETS

Cafe Plus

Baldock, Herts. 01462 895755

Wessons Cafe

Horam, East Sussex.

01435 813999

Pit Stop Sundays

Iron Horse Ranch House,  

A month of Sundays
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Run-wot-ya brungs, shows, rallies, trials, training days, races. There’s 
masses of Sunday motorcycling action. Here’s some for this month …

Market Deeping,  

Lincolnshire. 

01778 346952 or 

ironhorseranchouse.co.uk

TT Pit Stop, Super 

Sausage Cafe

A5 Watling St, Potterspur, 

Towester, Northants.

supersausagecafe.co.uk 

or 01908 542964

Salisbury MC & LCC

Harnham Social Club,  

Salisbury, Wilts. 

salisburymotorcycle 

andlightcarclub.co.uk

VMCC National 

Assembly of 

Motorcycles

Blairgowrie Rugby Club,  

Perth & Kinross.

facebook.com/

centralscottishvmcc/

>> TRAINING DAYS

Wilts & Bath Advanced 

Motorcyclists Taster 

Session

Anyone with a full licence  

can turn up. Little Chef, 

Chippenham, Wilts. 

9.30am-11.30am. 

07837 050713 or wabam.org.uk

SUNDAY 21 August 
>> HILLCLIMB

Speed Hill Climb 

Olivers Mount, Scarborough, 

North Yorks. 

auto66.com

>> ROAD RACING

British Motor Cycle 

Racing Club

Brands Hatch GP, Kent. 

01708 720305 or bemsee.net

>> RALLIES

The Peak and Troughs 

Vintage Challenge

Three National  

Parks in  

Northern England.

sdarmada.co.uk

>> DRAG RACING

Run What Ya Brung

Santa Pod Raceway, 

Podington, Beds. 

RWYB.com

>> MOTOCROSS

Maxxis British 

Motocross 

Championship

Preston Docks, Preston, Lancs. 

mxgb.co.uk

Nostalgia Scramble

Sedburgh, Cumbria. 

cumbriaclassic.co.uk

>> ENDURO

Michelin XCE Cross 

Country Series

Maeshafn, Flints. 07803 698061 

or worevents.com

>> BIKE MEETS

Cafe Plus  

Baldock, Herts. 01462 895755

Wessons Cafe

Horam, East Sussex. 

01435 813999

Retro Meet

Cottage Loaf, A540, Thurstaston, 

Wirral, Cheshire. 07801 597447

Pit Stop Sundays

Iron Horse Ranch House, Market 

Deeping, Lincs. 

01778 346952 or 

ironhorseranchouse.co.uk

The Oddballs MCC

The Haygate, Telford, Shropshire. 

oddballsmcc.co.uk

TT Pit Stop, Super 

Sausage Cafe

A5 Watling St, Potterspur, 

Towester, Northants. 

supersausagecafe.co.uk  

Vic Bikers Pub

The Victoria, Coalville, Leics. 

01530 814718 or  

vicbikerspub.co.uk

>> CHARITY EVENT

Hornsea bike Event

Hallgarth Park, Hornsea,  

East Yorks. 

hornseabikeevent.com

>> FESTIVAL

Cheltenham Festival  

of Bikes

Cheltenham Racecourse, 

Cheltenham, Gloucs. 

TheCustomShow.com

Tewkesbury Classic 

Vehicle Festival

Tewkesbury School Sports Field, 

Tewkesbury, Gloucs.

tewkesburycvf.org

SUNDAY 28 August
>> ROAD RACING

Classic Racing 

Motorcycle Club

Snetterton, Norfolk. crmc.co.uk

British Superbike

Cadwell Park, Lincolnshire. 

britishsuperbikes.com

Isle of Man Festival of 

Motorcycling (Manx GP)

Douglas, Isle of Man. 

manxgrandprix.org  

or iomgtt.com

>> SHOWS

Cheshire Classic Car & 

Motorcycle Show

Capesthorne Hall,  

Macclesfield, Cheshire.  

classicshows.org

Ripon Autumn Classic 

Car & Bike Show & 

Autojumble

Ripon Racecourse, Ripon, Yorks. 

markwoodwardclassicevents.

com or 01697 451882  

or 07768 741610

>> TRIALS

Sunbeam MCC Grey 

Beards Trial 

Jackson Woods Horsmonden, 

Kent.  01322 332087 or  

peterdmsc@hotmail.com

>> RIDE OUTS

The Sammy Miller Run

Sammy Miller Museum, Bashley 

Manor, New Milton, Hants. 

sammymiller.co.uk

>> HILLCLIMB

Harewood Hillclimb 

Otley, Yorkshire.

harewoodhill.com

>> ENDURO

Dawn to Dusk Enduro

Walters Arena, 

Vale of Neath, South Wales. 

dawntoduskenduro.co.uk

>> BIKE MEETS

Cafe Plus 

Baldock, Herts. 01462 895755

Wessons Cafe

Horam, East Sussex. 

01435 813999

Pit Stop Sundays

Iron Horse Ranch House, Market 

Deeping, Lincs.  01778 346952 or 

ironhorseranchouse.co.uk

The Oddballs MCC

The Haygate, Telford, Shropshire. 

oddballsmcc.co.uk

TT Pit Stop, Super 

Sausage Cafe

A5 Watling St, Potterspur, 

Towester, Northants. 

supersausagecafe.co.uk 

or 01908 542964

Vic Bikers Pub

The Victoria, Coalville, Leics. 

01530 814718 or 

vicbikerspub.co.uk

>> FESTIVAL

11th Blenheim Festival of 

Transport, Blenheim Palace, 

Woodstock, Oxon. 

www.classicshows.org

>> VINTAGE RACING

British Historic Racing

Mallory Park,  Leicestershire. 

britishhistoricracing.co.uk

>> GRASS TRACK

International 

Lincolnshire Poacher

Thorpe St Peter, Skegness, 

Lincolnshire. 

superspeedtrack.com

ON ANY
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SUNSET: 21:30

Knackered (in a good  
way), strangely elated, almost 

permanently bonded to the bike 
(like the squashed insects), and a 

Monday doesn’t seem so bad after 
days like these
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We knew that Yamaha’s new Tracer 700 would be 
good, but it’s the details that make it brilliant

By Hugo Wilson Photography Yamaha

Reinventing 
the handlebar

H
ANDLEBARS ARE A crucial component on any 

motorcycle. They’ve been around for a long time with 

their form and function pretty much taken for granted. 

You wouldn’t expect Yamaha to find ways to improve such 

a fundamental item on the new Tracer 700. But they have, 

in a very simple way, but we’ll come back to that.

The Tracer 700 is the third variant on Yamaha’s 689cc twin-

cylinder platform, following the perky base model MT-07 

introduced in 2014, and the retro-inspired XSR700 from this 

year. All bikes share the same basic components, but by 

changing bodywork and some suspension items and making 

minor alterations to the frame they’re able to deliver three 
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MTs and Tracers: 

fantastic bikes at 

quality prices. 

What’s not to like?

Above, left to right: neat design abounds; clever design for satnav simplicity; editor Wilson reports no aches and pains after 240km
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‘Yamaha want it to  
deliver versatility without 

compromising the fun’

distinct models, but with huge cost efficiencies for production. 

The MT and XSR have proven to be fantastic bikes sold at ultra-

competitive prices, and so have their bigger three-cylinder 

siblings – the MT-09, XSR900 and Tracer 900.

Yamaha confidently bill the Tracer as a sports tourer. They 

want it to deliver a bit more comfort and versatility without 

compromising the fun of the two naked variants. It gets a 

17-litre fuel tank and the promise of a 200-mile range from the 

frugal engine, a half-fairing with adjustable screen height and a 

more spacious riding position. That means 

taller handlebars (see, I said we’d come 

back to it).

Taller handlebars need a brace between 

each side to maintain rigidity. On every other ’bar 

the brace is tubular, but on the Tracer it’s a pressed 

steel bolt-on with a flat surface which, when 

combined with drilled holes, means a satnav can 

be mounted without having first to fit some 

kind of clamp. Simple, neat, and clever.

There’s more. The knuckles onto which the 

brace fits also serve as mounting points for small 

handguards that provide some protection from wind 

and weather for delicate digits. Another small thing, but 

more evidence of original thinking on what the user is likely to 

need. It’s all about reducing the number of components and 

clamps by getting multiple uses out of single components – it 

uses less metal so it’s cheaper to make and lighter too. That’s a 

win, win. 

Make that a win, win, win. When combined with a 

marginally taller seat (835mm compared with 790mm on 

the MT-07) and the fairing, the handlebar contributes to a 

decently spacious riding position. You could ride all day 

on this. So we do…

The 240km test route around the Italian Dolomite 

mountains has huge scenery as a visual distraction (can’t we 

stop and look at the view?). We dive into hairpins, flicking 

between second and third gears on the short straights, 

punching past climbing cars and tourist coaches, then heave on 

the brakes, feeling the rear ABS chattering over the rippled road 

surface before pitching into another uphill 180° switchback.

Or, on the downhill sections, swerving to avoid wobbling and 

sweating cyclists climbing up the hill with a kamikaze outlook 



Ample accessory list 

means the Tracer 700 

can be a commuter, 

tourer or Sunday 

afternoon scratcher
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on lane discipline. Fortunately this is a sweet handling bike.

Front fork angles are the same as the MT-07 but with different 

damping and spring rates, and there’s no adjustment. The rear 

suspension features a 50mm longer swingarm, made in alloy 

rather than steel, with a new linkage and shock absorber. Rear 

suspension travel has increased from 130 to 142mm.

On these spiralling roads it is certainly marginally less frisky 

than an MT-07. A bit more weight over the front (that fairing) 

and a longer swingarm make the Tracer feel calmer and more 

stable. Yamaha claim a wet weight of 196kg, 14kg more than the 

MT-07, but that’s still no heavyweight. It’s a lack of bulk that 

surely contributes to the bike’s commendable agility. It’s 

deliciously light, lithe and agile, flicking into turns on Michelin 

Pilot Road 4s.

Dynamically it’s 

everything we 

expect of Yam’s 

MT-based bikes

‘It takes a savage 
pot-hole or badly 

rippled road surface 
to remind you that 

this is a bike built  
to a price’
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Obviously there are limitations to the chassis composure, but 

it takes a savage pot-hole or badly rippled road surface to remind 

you that this is a bike that’s built to a price. It’s good, but it’s not 

what you would call plush.

Engine internals are the same as the MT. The 270° crankshaft 

delivers off-beat V-twin firing pulses and good – for a 700cc 

twin – midrange torque. It sounds sweet too, there’s a 

thrumming feel with a compelling soundtrack as the cylinders 

suck through the single intake airbox.

Yamaha claim peak power of 74.8bhp at 9000rpm, with peak 

torque of 50 lb.ft at 6500rpm. When we tested an XSR700 in the 

June 2016 issue it gave 70.1bhp at 8700rpm and 48 lb.ft at 

6750rpm. Whatever, you don’t need to rev it hard, and there is 

sufficient lunge from the feels-like-a-V-twin to allow it to pull a 

taller gear than you’d expect from low rpm and you can change 

up sooner. Or later if you prefer. 

In the Dolomites this means tackling walking pace first gear 

hairpins in second, grabbing a big handful of throttle and 

bounding towards the next one and revving the engine without 

changing up. Then slamming on the brakes, tipping into the 

apex and repeating the whole process, again and again, till it 

becomes a dizzying blur. 

In truth this riding style is partly down to one missed down 

shift when I find neutral instead of first when downshifting 

during an energetic corner entry. I hook it back up to second 

and wobble around, presumably while Yamaha’s following 

chaperone shakes his head in disbelief at my cack-handed 

riding. After this, using second gear and clutch slip looks like a 

O P T I O N S  A N D  A C C E S S O R I E S

A tempting array of accessories and bolt-ons awaits those with the wherewithal

>> Even as you read this, accessory company 

elves around the globe will be working to 

perfect a range of bolt-ons designed to 

enhance the practicality and looks of the 

new Tracer. But Yamaha’s own accessory 

elves have got a headstart and it’ll be easy to 

add to the Tracer’s £6436 starting price with 

trinkets from the Yamaha catalogue. 

The sports tourer tag means that most 

parts are aimed at increasing comfort and 

practicality, but there is a selection of ‘billet’ 

levers, oil caps, rearset footpegs, and some 

anodised plugs too.

Luggage is taken care of by a 39-litre top 

box, a choice of three tank bags and two 

different types of pannier, both with 20-litre 

capacity per pannier but with a hefty and 

inexplicable price differential. 

Need more comfort? Try the taller screen 

and a comfort seat, available with or without 

the benefit of heating. And heated grips are 

available too. 

Given the vulnerability of the radiator 

you might want the rad guard as well. 

Akrapovic exhaust,  street legal, £829.99; titanium crossbar Heated grips, £119.99 plus fittings £8.99; strange instrument cowl



‘You’d have to say that this is 
a contender for Bike of the 

Year… the Tracer 700 really is 
very, very good’
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a contender for Bike of the 

Year… the Tracer 700 really is 
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Bike rating 10 / 10

Contact yamaha-motor.co.uk

Price £6436

Typical finance £1287 deposit, 36 months £91.26, final fee £3035, 

total £7607

Engine liquid-cooled, DOHC, 270° parallel-twin

Bore x stroke 80 x 68.6mm

Capacity 689cc

Power 75bhp @ 9000rpm (claimed)

Torque 50lb.ft @ 6000rpm (claimed)

Transmission six-speed, chain

Frame tubular steel backbone

Front suspension 41mm telescopic, non-adjustable

Rear suspension monoshock, adjustable pre-load

Brakes (front/rear) 2 x 282mm discs, 4-pot calipers/245mm disc 

1 pot caliper

Rake/trail 24°/90mm

Wheelbase 1450mm

Wet weight 196kg (claimed)

Seat height 835mm

Tank size 17 litres

Economy 52mpg/190 miles

Top speed 120mph (est)

Colours red, black, blue

Availability end of July

Bike verdict Yamaha’s latest MT addition is a brilliant blend of 

practicality and fun, at a great price. Bike of the Year? Quite possibly…

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S Y A M A H A  T R A C E R  7 0 0
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better option. The engine’s rich midrange power makes it the 

best option. 

All these corners mean that we’re 150km into the test route 

before I get to fifth gear, and haven’t gone over 80mph except 

for the briefest bursts, so a meaningful report on long distance 

comfort will have to wait for a UK test. A short experiment with 

the adjustable screen suggests that on its tallest setting it fires 

wind blast straight into the neck of a 5’10” rider, but fortunately 

you can return it to its lowest setting with just one hand, as long 

as you’ve got dexterous fingers.

The seat isn’t huge but looks adequate for passenger carrying, 

and there are two big alloy grab rails and neat bungee loops on 

the back of the seat. Switchgear is the neat MT standard, the 

dash panel is simple and clear, so are the mirrors.

When we return to base after 150 miles there is still one bar 

left on the fuel gauge. Yamaha’s claim of a 230-mile range is 

quite optimistic, but over 200 miles is definitely achievable. 

This should be a practical bike to own, with one caveat. The 

finish on the XSR700 test bike that we ran through last winter 

was really poor. The fasteners and plated components were 

quickly covered in corrosive fur and rust. Yamaha need to save 

money somewhere to price a bike as competitively as this, but 

I’d rather pay another fifty quid and get them to put proper 

finishes on. Let’s hope they’ve improved things on the Tracer.

UK bikes should be arriving at the end of July, and we’re 

planning a proper test on British roads next month, but on the 

basis of the launch and the price you’d have to say that this is a 

contender for Bike of the Year. ‘All the bike you ever really need’ 

is a bit of a cliché but the Tracer 700 really is very, very good. 

We’re still hoping for an XT700 adventure bike using this 

engine too; a Yamaha spokesman wouldn’t deny it. 



For more information or to book your test ride, visit triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

Whether it’s for the daily ride to work, a weekend getting away from it all or the once-in-a-

lifetime big trip, the new Tiger Explorer family has taken the adventure sector to a new level.

Packed full of rider focussed technology, the Explorer ensures superb handling, stability and

control that can be tailored to your personal preference, while the unique 1215cc triple engine

delivers more power and torque, giving smooth, progressive drive across the whole rev range.

#ChooseEpic

MAKE EVERY DAY EPIC
EXPLORE YOUR WORLD

Credit is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 and over. TriStar Personal Contract Purchase is only available through Triumph TriStar which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St William House, Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff  CF10 5BH. 

Finance fi gures correct as of 04.07.16 and are subject to change. Finance off er ends 30.09.16. With TriStar Personal Contract Purchase you have the option at the end of the agreement to:   (1) Return the motorcycle and not pay the Optional Final Repayment. 

If the motorcycle is in good condition (fair wear and tear accepted) and has not exceeded the allowed mileage you will have nothing further to pay. If the bike has exceeded the allowed mileage a charge for excess mileage will apply – in this example 6p 

per mile + VAT for any excess mileage up to 4,999 miles and 12p per mile + VAT for any excess mileage exceeding 4,999 miles.  (2) Pay the Optional Final Repayment to own the motorcycle or   (3) Part exchange the motorcycle subject to settlement of your 

existing fi nance agreement; new fi nance agreements are subject to status. 

REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE

£185.00   £8,117.00  £18,732.60       9.45%    9.9% APR      £15,800.00    £3,955.60     £11,844.40           37 Months  £10.00

36 Monthly

Repayments

Optional Final

Repayment

Total Amount

Payable

Interest Rate

(Fixed)

Representative

APR

  On The

  Road Price

 Deposit/Part

 Exchange

Total Amount

Of Credit

Agreement

Duration

Purchase

Fee†

Based on: Tiger Explorer XCa @ 5,000 miles per annum.

†  Included

within the

Optional Final 

Repayment.
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HEAVY   
Cruiser doesn’t mean tassels and leather bags. Ducati’s          r

and Moto Guzzi’s luxurious Audace mix power,           p

CRUISE MISSILES

By Mike Armitage                              
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   METAL
s          radical new XDiavel, Harley’s full-on CVO Breakout 

          pose and practicality with foot-forward cool
Photography Stuart Collins
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Above: compact colour dash is under the ’bar 

for an uninterrupted forward view. Below: 

yes, very clever, but why’s it taken so, so long?

I
F YOU’VE RIDDEN a modern large-capacity sportsbike you’ll 

have been overwhelmed by its mind-bending performance 

and physics-defying handling. The abilities of stuff like the 

Ducati Panigale, Kawasaki ZX-10R and BMW S1000RR are 

amazing, life-affirming and ludicrous. Now imagine trying to 

manage this overwhelming engine output and a track-ready 

chassis while in the body position of an arse-dragging water-skier. 

That’s the new Ducati XDiavel, that is.

Other forward-control bikes are fast. The CVO Breakout in this 

test has as much torque as a Suzuki Hayabusa rocketship, delivered 

as soon as you touch its throttle. Yamaha’s VMAX has 179bhp, and 

Harley’s V-Rod will do 137mph. However they’re all slow-revving, 

heavy and ponderous next to the direct, crisp, sharp XDiavel.

Of course Ducati already had a Diavel, with 142bhp, 150mph 

and such light handling you wondered if the vast rear tyre was an 

optical illusion. The XDiavel is a different bike, though. It has a 

larger engine, its meaty 1262cc desmodromic V-twin using the 

Multistrada’s variable valve system. Belt 

drive, too. Claimed power slips from a 

whacky 162bhp to a merely mad 156bhp, 

but the bulging 95 lb.ft of tendon-testing 

torque is at 5000rpm, instead of 

8000rpm as on the non-X version.

It’s a different frame, what little there 

is of it. Forks are raked out even further 

at a cruiser-like 30 degrees, wheelbase is up 35mm to 1615mm, and 

the X is a little more portly at 247kg ready to rumble. And of 

course there’s the new tassel-tastic riding position with feet out 

front, and you’re 15mm closer to the ground on a 755mm seat.

Yet somehow the XDiavel has lost none of the normal Diavel’s 

nimbleness and geometry-mocking handling. It still has the ability 

to run rings round most things. There’s only ever a slight reminder 

of that daft rear tyre when you approach full lean, and that’s 40 

degrees. It’s a Eurofighter next to the Harley Flying Fortress – I bet 

the Milwaukee firm’s R&D have one quarantined in a special lab, 

unable to explain how Ducati make a bike behave in the opposite 

way to how its spec sheet suggests, and suspecting witchcraft. 

The difference is this riding position makes the performance 

seem even more preposterous. Lofting wheelies out of corners, 

hitting serious lean and rattling through chicanes like a pinball 

feels bizarre with the windblast blustering up your trouser leg. 

Acceleration is instant; bang-bang-bang through the slick gearbox 

and you’re deep into three-figure speeds while the Breakout is still 

lurching from second to third. It’s not a cruiser, it’s a supernaked... 

with a curious riding position.

Actually, that’s a little unfair. ‘I like the riding position,’ says 

editor Hugo Wilson. ‘The ’bars are low enough that I don’t feel like 

a human parachute, the stance is supportive and positive, and 

there’s immediacy to your contact with the bike. My only worry is 

flying off the back over a bump.’

This is an issue on every ride, as the Ducati is way too stiff. On 

truly bowling green-like A-roads it’s fine, but B-roads batter your 

body and upset the bike, and it’s agitated on motorways. This is 

our long-term test bike, and after a few days of running it in over a 

40-mile commute my kidneys and lower back hurt so much I had 

to stop using it. Mark Graham rode the S version at the bike’s 

launch and reports superior ride, but this base XDiavel will make 

you friends with the local chiropractor.

Our designer, Paul Lang, thinks the 

XDiavel is new ground, ‘like Porsche 

deciding to do something new and then 

wheeling out the sexiest, most hi-tech 

camper van’. But to me it’s what Ducati 

are already known for – a powerful, fast, 

light, high-tech and sexy motorbike. The 

only thing new is the riding stance, and it doesn’t work with the 

dynamic. Sat like this I want a relaxed ride, but at 60mph it can’t 

get near the soothing Guzzi or sensual Harley. With its belt drive 

and forward controls Ducati must be targeting the US, but it’s nowt 

like a Hog. Ride really hard and the power, lightning responses and 

stiff chassis work; you charge up to a corner, use all the mighty 

brakes, apply a hint of input and the Ducati scythes through at big 

lean and colossal pace. But then the riding position is awkward.

Don’t get me wrong. The new XDiavel is a wonderful thing. The 

engine is fabulous, it’s loaded with electronics including traction 

control and three modes (fast, too fast, very too fast), it’s full of 

clever touches like the adjustable ’pegs and glowing switchgear, 

and the way it behaves is genuinely hilarious. Our problem is that 

other than for fast high-hilarity blasts to the pub on super-smooth 

roads, we’re not really sure what to do with it.

‘It’s not a cruiser, it’s a 
supernaked... with a 

curious riding position’

Ducati XDiavel
Fast, powerful, high-tech, it’s unlike any foot-forward motorbike the world has ever seen

We’re unable  

to find anyone 

willing to test the 

pillion perch  



To replicate the XDiavel 
riding experience: sit on 

the loo, hold a pool cue out 
in front of you at nipple 

height, lean 40˚ to the left
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CRUISE MISSILES



Arms spread to that chunky 
’bar, sun on your happy face, 
good-looking lass (or fella) 
hanging round your waist...  

Arms spread to that chunky 
’bar, sun on your happy face, 
good-looking lass (or fella) 
hanging round your waist...  

Arms spread to that chunky 
’bar, sun on your happy face, 
good-looking lass (or fella) 
hanging round your waist...  
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Above: relaxed needle sweeps gracefully with 

changes in revs, rather than darting. Below: 

criss-cross spokes are a seriously fine touch

It’s no Street  

Triple but the  

behemoth Audace is 

more agile than it looks  

B
RING YOUR MARKER pen over here and let’s tick main 

points on the Stereotype Checklist. Wide? Yes. Very long 

and extremely heavy? Most definitely. So much vibration 

at tickover that the steering rocks and the exhaust pipes are 

a blur? Indeed. There’s further Guzzi folklore accuracy 

once aboard. Blipping the throttle makes the bike lurch to 

one side. The clutch isn’t exactly light, and toeing in first gear 

reveals fathoms of lever travel. So far, so typecast.

Yet as soon as you pull away the Audace instantly morphs into 

perhaps the smoothest and most civilised creation in the history of 

big V-twins. Once above 1500rpm the imposing 1380cc motor is 

fantastically civilised and utterly devoid of vibes. No tingles, no 

low-speed jack hammering, no dips in the delivery, just velvety 

thrust delivered with polite urgency. It’s mechanical double cream.

At 104 x 81.2mm it’s no long-stroke plodder. Bore-to-stroke ratio 

is as oversquare as Kawasaki’s intergalactic ZZR1400. Guzzi claim 

96bhp, which isn’t much given it has two 690cc cylinders and 

KTM’s 690 Duke makes 75bhp with one. 

Of course the Audace is about sensation, 

not peaks – and it feels lovely. The 

twistgrip is light, and response from the 

single throttle body is glitch-free and 

silky. Hugo can’t help uttering expletives 

at discovering a Guzzi with ‘a smooth, 

light, well-behaved gearshift.’

The other two bikes get all clattery at 30mph in fourth gear, yet 

this huge twin will potter in top gear without grumbling. There’s 

not quite the bottom-end wallop of the Harley and nothing like 

the ridiculous top-end of the Ducati, yet the Audace’s usable spread 

sits neatly between the two. It’s not fast or exciting, but overflows 

with feel-good. I don’t know if you can describe an engine as being 

sumptuous but, if you can, that’s Guzzi’s big-block V-twin.

There’s luxuriousness elsewhere too. The bike was previously the 

California Custom, and Audace (‘ow-datch-ay’) is Italian for bold, 

yet next to the bling Harley the Guzzi is a paradigm of refinement. 

It’s got presence, impact, but without being brash or in-yer-face.

Its seat is plushest (detachable pillion bit, too) and the riding 

position is the most comfy, making 80mph stress-free. There’s the 

finest ride quality, mirrors are the best, and it has an understated 

quality to its surfaces and presentation. Even the sidestand is where 

your foot expects, not a leg-stretch away like Guzzis of yore. Langy 

studies the bike’s entire length and declares nothing looks cheap 

or out of place. Well, apart from the dash. ‘The graphics are off a 

20-year-old Nintendo,’ he moans. I’m not bothered, mind, and 

love how the large dial looks above the imposing handlebar and 

20.5-litre tank. Fine spec, too: three maps (change on the move), 

traction control, cruise, ABS, and two trips with ample info, all 

controlled from the usual Guzzi/Aprilia/Piaggio switchgear.

Ah yes, stablemates Aprilia. A few years back Guzzi announced 

the Noale firm’s chassis engineers were helping coerce Mandello 

products round corners. Aprilia’s blokes know their game. Despite 

a 200-width rear tyre, 1695mm wheelbase, raked-out head angle 

and whopping 314kg fully-fuelled weight, the Audace is pleasingly 

light on its feet. It steers cleanly, rolls smoothly, and is way more 

agile and cheery than the as-long, as-heavy Breakout (although, 

equally, nothing like as flickable and delicate as the XDiavel).

Remote-reservoir twin shocks and 45mm forks soak up bumps 

where the Harley clunks and the Ducati 

ricochets, too. There’s a slight sense of 

drop-in just before full lean, however, 

when you’re reminded of the HGV 

wheelbase. It gives 42mpg when the far 

more powerful Ducati does 52mpg, and 

occasionally the engine feels a little odd. 

Roll off the gas, around 3000rpm, and 

there’s a curious loose sensation, as if a large internal component is 

floating on its bearing or the shaft drive is trying to disconnect. It’s 

super-subtle and you become oblivious, but it’s certainly there.

And while the V-twin’s volume is spot-on, its noise is wrong. 

There’s no big-bike boom. Merrily bend-swinging on a sunny 

evening I can’t quite put my finger on what it reminds me of. 

Suzuki SV650? Too bubbly. Yamaha MT-07? Not edgy enough. 

Then I catch up with a 1980 Honda CX500. Ah. That’s the one.

Exhaust racket doesn’t stop the Audace being the most civilised 

and friendly bike here, of course. No, it’s not as fabulously 

unhinged as the XDiavel, and doesn’t have the image of the 

Breakout. Instead, your £15,136 (steep, but cheapest here) pays for 

class, robust engineering, a hefty slice of badge satisfaction, and a 

package which for carrying a pillion, a weekend away or motorway 

commute is the one we’d all take.

ÔVelvety double-cream 
thrust delivered with 

polite urgencyÕ

Moto Guzzi Audace
Refined, measured and able, Guzzi’s big-block sweetie gets on with being quietly brilliant
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Above: fine detailing – see how the dial hangs, 

where the idiot lights are, the lack of wiring. 

Below: taillights hidden in indicators. Smart

W
ELCOME TO THE main event. Ducati might target the 

USA with belt drive and forward controls, Guzzi have a 

right to trumpet about heritage, but this is still the real 

deal. Want a killer-capacity cruiser with presence and 

character? You need a Harley-Davidson. To be specific, 

you want the new CVO™ Pro Street Breakout®.

The low-slung lines, steamroller tyre, pounding 1690cc V-twin 

and attitude-packed stance of the regular Breakout impress. And its 

riding experience pretty much backs up the look. But the CVO Pro 

Street is the next level. Harley bill it as ‘top-of-the-line American 

muscle’, so there’s a bigger motor with go-faster extras, sporty forks 

and twin discs, XR750-style cowl, dubious gold/brown stripe, black 

everywhere, and even an exclusive engine finish – the ‘smoked 

satin chrome’ is only found on this model.

Slide into the scooped seat, press the starter, and the 1801cc twin 

cranks, shudders and coughs into life like a WW2 fighter. The floor 

trembles under sledgehammer pulses from the Screamin’ Eagle 

Twin Cam motor, and so do your limbs. 

In with the chunky heavy-action clutch, 

clank the long-throw lever into gear, and 

the Breakout lunges forward with the 

low-rev might of an earth-mover.

Nobody else makes huge long-stroke 

(101.6 x 111.1mm) air-cooled V-twins 

with pushrods and chain primary drive. 

Or gearboxes with such a deliberate action – it’s like moving slabs 

of tool steel with a crowbar. The chassis is just as obstinate. It’s got 

a 35˚ head angle, 196mm of trail, a kilometre between its wheels 

(or 1680mm at least), and a humongous 240/40 R18 out back. 

With its centre of gravity at manhole height and 332kg wet weight, 

the Harley needs definite, positive instruction before doing 

anything, and then only responds as it sees fit. They claim 24.8˚ of 

right lean, 25.5˚ left – which doesn’t sound much, yet is actually a 

tad optimistic. Grinding those large ’pegs is part of the deal.

Refined? Delicate, easy to operate? Not really, no. But that’s the 

point. You buy one because the experience is unique, and to be at 

the heart of the ride; from finger-stretching hand controls, to the 

hubbub on a closed throttle, to the weighty steering.

This doesn’t mean low-tech, though. The multi-function digi 

display has switchgear operation. It’s keyless ignition (with alarm), 

the throttle’s ride-by-wire, there’s cruise control and winkers turn 

themselves off. The flush filler is neat, and H-D’s usual sidestand 

locks-in so the bike can’t roll off it. Top details, too. ‘I love the neat 

oil lines, hidden switchgear wires, idiot lights secreted in the ’bar 

clamp, and the flared ends of the spokes,’ says Langy. ‘The finish of 

the whole bike is excellent. The more you look, the more you see.’

Once you’ve dialled in to how it needs riding the Harley’s quite 

capable of trouncing traffic. With a tarmac-tearing 111 lb.ft at a 

thudding 3500rpm (15 lb.ft more than a normal Breakout, but 

500rpm higher) you stamp into a tall gear, roll on and off the gas, 

and plan smooth and surprisingly swift routes through turns. If 

your cut-off is the speed limit plus 10mph, the Harley’s cool.

The problem is that, posing aside, this is all it offers. It’s a pony 

that’s shy of tricks. Get your gander up on a tumbling B-road and 

the ride jars your joints, bucking where the Guzzi floats, digging 

footpeg-shaped troughs while the Ducati is still warming up. 

Swing side-to-side at 40mph and you can touch both ’pegs down 

within the confines of your lane.

Though there’s low-rev and midrange 

muscle, the engine has a narrow effective 

range. It’s happier than most Harleys to 

bludgeon its way to higher revs (high as 

in 5500rpm), thanks to Screamin’ Eagle 

enhancements, but it’s not pleasant – 

everything vibrates and the V-twin gives 

the impression it’ll break the frame’s grasp. The seat’s support 

means less lower-back issues than many H-Ds, but it’s less comfy 

than the other two on a motorway, with a lower cruising speed. In 

town the clutch is a literal pain, and the mirrors are rubbish. It’s 

better for pillions than Ducati’s daft accommodation, however the 

Guzzi is nicer still.

Given overall quality it’s also a pity the tail pipes, as on every 

H-D that I’ve ever tested, have flaking paint and rust. I shouldn’t 

see corrosion on a £19,995 bike after just 400 miles.

Yes, the CVO Pro Street Breakout is twenty fat ones – £4000 

more than the non-CVO version and the Ducati, almost five grand 

more than the Guzzi. It won’t depreciate, neighbours will call you 

Wild Thing and it’s the only place to get this experience, but it’s a 

hefty financial commitment for a bike of such narrow purpose. 

You wouldn’t pay £20k for a supermoto.

‘Cranks, shudders and 
coughs into life like a 

WW2 fighter plane’

H-D CVO Pro Street Breakout
Tons of torque, bundles of black and ample attitude – this is about as mean as cruising gets

Despite that tyre the H-D can’t 

quite stand up on its own. Air 

filter chomps flappy strides 
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CRUISE MISSILES

Relaxed stance, oodles of 

attitude, distinct sensations 

– it can only be a Harley



Huge thanks to the Self Store Centre, near Melton Mowbray.  
An excellent selection of photogenic containers, that can  

also be used to store stuff in. Call 0800 156 0500.
84

‘People carry old prejudices, however these 
cruise missiles shatter all preconceptions’

>> Biking is laden with preconceptions. People still talk of dicky Ducati electrics and weak 

Yamaha clutches, despite the prejudices being decades old and often with zero modern 

evidence. It’s the same with feet-forward riding positions – say ‘cruiser’ and folk assume 

you have a dog-slow Harley with awful build quality. Or a rusty Yamaha XV535 Virago.

These cruise missiles shatter all preconceptions, none more so than Harley-Davidson’s 

new CVO Pro Street Breakout. Finish is superb, components are quality, the spec sheet is 

chocker, and there’s superb design. It’s not like old H-Ds – its suspension and brakes work 

too. It’s completely impractical, you wouldn’t go touring, but for sensation-laden sunny 

rides the high-torque twin has immediate impact. Ride and image are perfectly linked.

Ducati’s XDiavel is hilarious. So fast, such accurate handling, all the tech, yet with a 

genuine look-at-me stance – it’s an armchair strapped to a computer-guided missile. That 

a bike with so much presence and visual impact can dart between hedges with such 

eye-watering pace is astounding. Want the full sportsbike dynamic with Harley-esque 

accommodation? Live near smooth roads? The potty XDiavel is first in a class of one.

It’s Moto Guzzi’s classy Audace that we can’t help drifting back too, though. The grand 

V-twin doesn’t excel in any specific area, however it shines by being in a pleasant place 

somewhere between the others. It shares most of Harley’s grunt and brand resonance, but 

with greater usability and refinement. It can’t excite and astound like the Ducati, however it 

soothes and charms at legal speeds. It’s the most comfy, the smoothest, and cheapest too.

Verdict

CRUISE MISSILES
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S  M O T O  G U Z Z I  A U D A C E  H A R L E Y - D A V I D S O N  C V O  B R E A K O U T  D U C A T I  X D I A V E L 

Contact motoguzzi.com/uk harley-davidson.com ducatiuk.com

Price £15,136 otr £19,995 otr £15,932 otr 

Typical finance Moto Guzzi Freedom PCP: £1500 dep, 

35 months £250, final cost £7639 – total 

payable £17,891

Harley-Davidson PCP: £4075 dep, 36 

months £215, final cost £11,404 – total 

payable £23,220

Ducati TriOptions: £3511 dep, 36 

months £162, final cost £8787 – total 

payable £18,127

Engine DOHC 8-valve V-twin OHV pushrod 4-valve V-twin DOHC 8-valve desmo V-twin 

Bore x stroke 104.0 x 81.2mm 101.6 x 111.1mm 106.0 x 71.5mm

Capacity 1380cc 1801cc 1262cc

Transmission six speed, shaft six speed, belt six speed, chain

Power (claimed) 96bhp @ 6500rpm 75bhp @ 4500rpm (est) 156bhp @ 9500rpm

Torque (claimed) 89 lb.ft @ 6000rpm 111.4 lb.ft @ 3500rpm 95 lb.ft @ 5000rpm

Frame steel tube cradle steel tube cradle steel tube trellis

Front suspension 45mm fork, no adjustment 43mm usd fork, no adjustment 50mm usd fork, fully adjustable

Rear suspension twin shocks, adj. preload, rebound horizontal monoshock, no adjustment monoshock, adj. preload, rebound  

Brakes (front/rear) 2 x 320mm discs, 4-pot calipers/ 

282mm disc, 2-pot caliper

2 x 300mm discs, 4-pot calipers/ 

292mm disc, 2-pot caliper

2 x 320mm discs, 4-pot calipers/ 

265mm disc, 2-pot caliper

Rake/trail 33°/145mm 35°/196mm 30°/130mm

Wheelbase 1695mm 1680mm 1615mm

Weight (claimed) 314kg (wet) 332kg (wet) 247kg (wet) 

Seat height 740mm (720mm option) 660mm 755mm

Tank size 20.5 litres 18.9 litres 18 litres

Economy 42mpg/189 miles 43mpg/178 miles 52mpg/205 miles

Electronics ABS, traction, cruise, modes ABS, cruise, keyless, self-cancel ind. ABS, traction, modes, keyless

 Bike rating 8/ 10 8/ 10 8/ 10



www.adventurebikeshop.co.uk

t: 01787 372901 e: info@adventurebikeshop.co.uk

Unit 19, Inca Business Park, Acton, Suffolk CO10 0BB

From

£7,459

@Adventure_BikesAdventure.Bike.Shop

DEMONSTRATOR

NOW

AVAILABLE
CALL TO BOOK A TEST RIDE

ON and OFF ROAD

***In Stock ~ CCM GP450S***

 shark-helmets.com

YEARS

WARRANTY

   Compact aerodynamic design and acoustic 
insulation optimized thanks to Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) studies.

   A «Perfect Fit» interior specially conceived 
to ensure optimal comfort in all sizes, from XS to XL.

   Auto-up and Auto-down system (Patented®).

   A retractable noise-absorbent breath guard.

   “Autoseal” system.

   Full-protection solar visor.

   Pinlock MaxVision® included as a standard feature.

ONE R LUTION, HELMET
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To locate your nearest dealer, please contact Nevis Marketing on 01425 478936 or visit www.nevis.uk.com
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S P E C I A L I S T  D I R E C T O R Y

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

Shock AbSorberS

Tel: 01773 521800 Mobile: 07971 321932

WWW.JUSTBANDITS.COM

SUZUKI BANDIT PARTS & ACCESSORIES

NOW SUPPLYING GSX 1400 PARTS

Accessories

BMW R100 GS PD 1992 
£7,950

Tel: 01252 625444 www.ClassicSuperBikes.co.uk

MOTORCYCLING ICONS FROM BYGONE TIMES

★ Motorcycles bought, sold & sourced

★ Workshop Services

★ Memorabilia, clothing & accessories

TOURING IN SPAIN AND MOROCCO

www.biketravelspain.com

•  ADVENTURE TOURS • DIRTBIKE TOURS • TARMAC TOURS

Morocco 11 days ADVENTURE £1,525

Single bike £279.00

Double bike £329.00

Treble Bike £379.00
Price includes lightboard + ramp

Spare wheel £29.50 extra
FOUR ENAMEL COLOURS
Delivery Service Available

www.davecooper.co.uk

01732 820082 days
07860 702112 mobile

Dave Cooper Trailers,
Unit 7, Pettings Court Farm,

Hodsoll Street, Wrotham,

Kent TN15 7LH

DAVE COOPER TRAILERS

}inc

VAT

Bike Batteries
www.mdsbattery.co.uk

0800 310 2100

Batteries

Overseas TOurs

ClassiC MotorCyCles

BUMPSTOP

10 FlyRide™

•USA •Canada 
•New Zealand 
•South Africa 

•Norway

15 Escorted™

European Tours

25 SelfGuided™

Preplanned Bike holidays

5 RaceMeets™

MotoGP 2017

2017 
Tours

mcitours.com

5 RaceMeets

Tel: 0800 774 7149

NORMANDY 
lA MOtte 

BIKe FRIeNDlY B&B
Secure covered parking

PHONe BIll OR CAROl
0033-233-510084

www.lamottebandb.fr

Meltedsliders
Dyn0 Tuning & Accessories

Tel- 01283 210816
07870 771723

E-mail- meltedsliders@sky.com

www.meltedsliders.co.uk

A personal service 
for motorcycle servicing, 

MOTs & repairs

APRILIA  BMW  DUCATI  HONDA  

KAWASAKI  KTM  PIAGGIO  SUZUKI  

TRIUMPH  YAMAHA  ETC

Tel: 01474 833553
www.bbsmotorcycles.co.uk

ACCOMMODATION 
IN frANCe

Overseas 
TOurs

Service & 
repairS

www.bikemagazine.co.uk
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SOUTH AFRICA

blazingtrailstours.com
The Planet's Tastiest Motorcycle Adventures 

10 Days Now From £1795!

Call: 05603 666788

Included: Bikes | Accommodation | Mountain Passes | Support Vehicle 

Rivers | Amazing Scenery | Baboons | Transfers | Experienced Guides

Beaches | BBQs | Dirt/Tarmac/Both | Sunsets | Knobblies | Weather

Breakfasts. Optional: Flights | Wine | Elephants | Beer | Safaris | Biltong

Shark-Diving | Extra Days | Lion-Walking | Riding Instruction | Giraffes

VFR-NEWZEALAND
Honda Pan Europeans, 

VFR800s and VTECs

www.vfrnewzealand.com
Call 07779 656 253 

Fly drive holidays now booking up to April 2017

Recommended by

Overseas TOurs

Insurance

YOU COULD

SAVE UP TO £249
ON A MULTI-BIKE POLICY ^

Chloe Insurance Specialist

UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. Carole Nash Classic Bike Insurance: ^Based on an average 
customer saving of £249.25. Saving compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 52 year old male with 8 years 
NCB, riding a Honda CBR 900RR Fireblade, BMW R1200 GS. As at April 2016.Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, 
registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.  Images supplied by Mortons Archive.

Six Wheel Multi-Bike Off Road Custom Future Classic Classic Vintage

0800 083 5588
We share your biking passion, call now for our best cover

Based on reviews from July 2015 – December 2015

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash96

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2016

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE
carolenash.com

“ WHAT OTHERS  
CALL ‘EXTRAS’  
WE CALL  
A GIVEN”

A fresh
approach

to insurance

MULTI 

BIKE

MODIFIED

SPORTS

CUSTOM

CLASSIC

SCOOTER

Call us on: 0330 024 1622
www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

Calls may be recorded for training and monitoring purposes.

*Calls to this number cost no more than a national rate call to an 01 or 02 number and 

must count towards any inclusive minutes in the same way as 01 and 02 calls.

Principal Insurance Ltd, Dalton House, Dane Road, Sale, Manchester, M33 7AR

*

Please mention 
Bike magazine 

when resPonding 
to adverts
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Insurance

Freephone:

0800 954 9852
Online quotes at: www.bwbc.co.uk

For all your insurance needs - bike, car, van, 
multi-vehicle, home & travel

Proud sponsors
of the new 2016

Be Wiser
Ducati

British Superbike
Team

l The best policy at the best 

price, buy and save

l We search over 30 

insurance companies

l FREE Breakdown Cover

l FREE legal protection

l Instant cover and instalments

l FREE Helmet & Leathers Cover 

including Personal Accident Cover

THE BEST
CLASSIC

TRADE STANDS
Seek out that elusive part or 

bag that bargain at the 
autojumble & trade stands

Bring your classic
£1,000 TO BE WON

Cash prizes awarded for “BEST IN SHOW”

1st: £500, 2nd: £300, 3rd: £200 

email: info@livepromotions.co.uk

QUALITY CLASSICS TOP CLASS BIKE JUMBLE BEST IN SHOW INDOOR HEATED HALL FIRE-UP PADDOCK

Celebrating the 
LEGENDS OF 

CLASSIC 
MOTORCYCLING

FEATURING:

Race bikes from the 
Sheene and Grant rivalry of the 70’s

Iconic road bikes from the last half century

Unique collection of Jim Lee Motorcycles 

PLUS:

John McGuinness 
and Mick Grant’s 
racing machines

TV Presenters from “Shed & Buried”

Fred 
Clarke

Circuit Commentator 
Since 1969

Henry 
Cole

Sam 
Lovegrove

Rick 
Parkington

Classic Bike Expert

BOOK ADVANCED TICKETS NOW TO GET THE LOWEST PRICE!

www.c las s icb ike l i ve . co .uk
For trade enquiries please contact 

Kelly Delaney: 01775 768661 kelly@livepromotions.co.uk

29-30 OCT 2016
PETERBOROUGH
ARENA

CELEBRATING THE LEGENDS OF 
CLASSIC MOTORCYCLING

NEW 
EVENT

AD
VAN

C
E TIC

KETS

£9KID
S G

O
 FREE

 Club displays  Live stage chats
Restoration skills demonstrations

Expert restoration advice  Autojumble

GUESTS OF 
HONOUR

Mick
Grant

John
McGuinness

TO ADVERTISE

IN THE

INSURANCE 

SECTION OF,

PLEASE

CALL

SHAUN COLLIN

ON  

01733 468229

OR EMAIL 

SHAUN.COLLIN@

BAUERMEDIA.CO.UK



Get 
on your iPad

E X T R A  C O N T E N T F U L LY  I N T E R A C T I V E C U S T O M - B U I LT  F O R  i P A D

“Great app, easy 
to navigate and 

fun to use”

“If this is the future  
of magazines,  

then bring it on”

“Brilliant, slick 
and beautifully 

presented”

“Well thought  
out and excellent 

interactive material”

See our latest subscription offers at
www.greatmagazines.co.uk/bike

Try the free  
preview on your 

iPad now!
Search ‘Bike magazine’ on 

the Apple App Store

PDF replica edition  

also available on:

Missed an issue? Back issues from December 2012 available to download for only £3.99 each

What Bike readers say about our iPad edition on iTunesWhat Bike readers say about our iPad edition on iTunesWhat Bike readers say about our iPad edition on iTunes

E X T R A C O N T E N T F U L LY I N T E R A C T I V E C U S T O M - B U I LT F O R i P A DE X T R A C O N T E N T F U L LY I N T E R A C T I V E



STRAIGHT TO THE

OF ADVENTURE
HEART

SUBLIME STYLING

FOR ALL

ADVENTURE BIKES

www.bandcexpress.co.uk

PRICES FROM

JUST

£359.52

ALLOY/CARBON

DARKLINE

SILENCER

PARIS DAKAR

SILENCER

Lifetime warranty to original purchaser. Calls may be recorded for training/security purposes. Prices correct at time of press and exclude delivery. E&OE

Distributed in the UK by HPS
Quantity dealer pricing availableHPS • Derwent House • Alfreton • Derbyshire • DE55 7BP • UK

www.BikeHPS.com

Tailor your bike’s airflow to suit you!
Cheat the wind, reduce fatigue and gain
high speed, long distance rider comfort
with the 7-way adjustable Vario-Touring
Screen with Spoiler now from only £89!

SEE THE SCREENS FOR YOUR BIKE OR BUY NOW AT...

German made high-quality, 
effective screens. 
Manufactured to TÜV 
standards from a unique
and virtually unbreakable
aircraft canopy grade 
material – with a 
perfect fit and finish 
and a lifetime warranty

– there’s no better

screen than an MRA!

Double-Bubble/Racing Screens Screens for Naked Bikes

OR CALL TO DISCUSS THE BEST SCREEN FOR YOU 01773 831122

Touring Screens

Complete

replacement

screen with

spoiler

“...it’s like riding a different bike,

the buffeting and noise is great-

ly reduced, what a difference."
MK, Hertfordshire, BMW R1150GS

Read much more feedback at..

www.bikehps.com/mra

See a photo of your

bike’s screen now at...

www.bikehps.com/mra

LATEST MODELS
AVAILABLE, 
NEW BMW
S1000XR

SHOWN HERE

Go the distance with

an MRA screen...



92 The Big Test
>> Here it is, the verging on the 
ridiculous Kawasaki ZX-10R. 
Fast, comfy, rubbish fuel gauge.

101 New Products
>> A pair of stout boots, a Ducati 
game, gloves, a jetwasher for 
wrecking wheel bearings, plus 
clothes and an intercom.  

104 Your Adventure
>> Boy and girl in the boondocks 
of Oregon, USA. All fun and 
games until the water runs out.

110 The Dealer
>> Triumph Tiger 800 in detail 
with Clive Wood.

112 Tour Guide
>> The legal niceties and 
sometimes nasty realities of  
the law and riding in Europe.

115 Kit dealer
>> Treat yourself to a pair of 
trackday gloves.

117 Instructor
>> Introduce yourself to the 
wonderful world of mud. It will 
improve your road riding…

118 The Tests
>> Every current bike we have 
tested (marked out of ten) and 
biking’s minutiae. Essential.

122 Bike Life
>> Motley crew fall off XR100s in 
a barn, next generation sample 
previous generation stinkwheel,  
plus KTM Super Duke GT.

T H I S  M O N T H

Riding technique tips, travel 
destinations, buying advice  
and workshop inspiration. 

Come in…

Essential knowledge
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Kawasaki ZX-10R

 3000-mile test
More power, manically fast, smarter electronics, crisper handling than  

ever, yes , yes, yes. But how does Kawasaki’s revised superbike  
stand up to real life in the UK’s biggest test? 

By John Westlake Photography Jason Critchell 
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K A W A S A K I  Z X-1 0 R  T H E  F I G U R E S

>> That cheeky 
8500rpm peak 
gives more 
midrange than 
the old model, 
and it holds an 
advantage all 
the way to the 
limiter. Curve 
shape and 
numbers are 
just like Yam’s 
R1. The BMW 
S1000RR has 
more bottom 
end, but is still 
Euro 3 where 
the ZX meets 
Euro 4 limits. 
Quick nugget: 
2004’s original 
ZX-10R had an 
extra 10bhp 
from 6000 to 
8000rpm, and 
still revved to 
almost 13k. 
Gave 42bhp 
less, mind.
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P O W E R  
A N D  T O R Q U E

T Y R E S

P E R F O R M A N C E  T E S T I N G

44 
MPG

A V E R A G E

F U E L  F I G U R E S

Tank size:  

17 litres
Distance to  

fuel light: 

125 miles
Range:

150 miles

Contact kawasaki.co.uk

Engine 16v DOHC inline four

Capacity 998cc

Fuel system injection

Transmission 6-speed, chain

Frame aluminium twin-spar

Front

suspension

43mm usd fork, adj. preload, 

compression and rebound

Rear

suspension

monoshock, adjustable preload, 

compression and rebound

Brakes  (f/r) 2 x 330mm discs, 4-pot/

220mm disc, 1-pot

Tyres  (f/r) 120/70 ZR17, 190/55 ZR17

>> The Kawasaki is supplied with trackday-ready Bridgestone 
Battlax RS10s. And, predictably, they’re very good on a circuit, 
with lots of feel and grip. Despite very little tread they’re also 
confidence-inspiring on the road, and don’t feel lethal in the wet. 
They’re still in reasonable shape after 3000 miles, however the 
wear indicators have almost been reached on the abused rear.  

>> The ZX easily hits 180mph, despite a crosswind – 
in ideal conditions we’d see the 186mph of the 
Japanese factories’ agreement. Getting off the line is 
tricky, though – the managed low-rev response is 
soft below 7000rpm, yet reach 8000 and the ZX 
wheelies. Get the balance of clutch and revs spot-on 
and it’s quicker than rivals (quickest accelerating 
ZX-10R we’ve ever tested in fact), but 90% of the time 
it bogs or wheelies. Watch the easy-cook clutch, too.  

206kg

W E T 
W E I G H T

P E R F O R M A N C E

0-60mph: 3.18s

1/4 mile: 10.6s @ 146.3mph

Top speed: 180.2mph

(indicating 189mph) 

40-80mph top gear: 6.22s

40-120mph top gear: 12.25s

Braking 70-0mph: 53.17m 

(ABS on)

Power  

189.1bhp @ 
13,100rpm

Torque

80.3 lb.ft @ 
10,500rpm

Wheelbase 1440mm

Rake

25º

Seat height
835mm

Price

£13,939otr

Trail
107mm

F A C T S  A N D  F I G U R E S
>> It hasn’t the sharpest rake, shortest 
trail or lowest weight. There’s more 
than this to handling, though , and the 
ZX carries its C-of-G like a race bike.



‘The ZX-10R could pass Blades like they were 
600s down straights by sheer brute force’

B
ECAUSE OF KAWASAKI’S dominance of World Superbikes 

over the last couple of years, there were high hopes for the 

all-new 2016 ZX-10R. Surely, we thought, if Kawasaki can 

kick the bejesus out of BMW S1000RRs and Yamaha R1s on 

track, then they’ll do the same on the road. But it’s not as 

simple as that because, for one thing, the new ZX-10R 

complies with 2017 Euro 4 emission regs (the BM and Yam are 

Euro 3) which means more weight and stifled sub-7000rpm power. 

So although the new ZX-10R blew testers away at the launch with 

its top-end rush, remarkable new traction control system and 

divine front end, it hasn’t annihilated the other 1000s in quite the 

fashion expected. So we’ve heaped 3000 miles of commuting, 

touring and thrashing onto our ZX-10R to really get to its core.

Engine and transmission
New cylinder, camshafts, exhaust valves, pistons, airbox, crank… 

the entire engine has been revised. The result? Freshly run-in (but 

presumably still on the tight side), our ZX-10R made 189bhp on 

the dyno – up 7.5bhp on the old model. What does this mean 

in the real world? Holy. Crap. It’s. Fast. From 8000rpm the revs 

don’t build in the conventional manner. Instead, 4000 of them 

arrive all at once with enough ferocity to trouble the wheelie 

control in third and fourth if your weight’s back. You can see 

what’s happening on the dyno curve – from 8000 to 12,000rpm 

there are two almost vertical ramps connected by a blip which I 

can’t feel on road or track. The difference to previous generation 

litre bikes is stark coming out of fast corners – on a trackday at 

Folembray in France, the ZX-10R could pass Blades like they were 

600s down short straights by sheer brute force. It really did make 

them look slow, which of course they are not. As deputy editor 

Mike Armitage said after speed testing the ZX-10R: ‘How fast? 

Astonishingly, bewilderingly, whoop-like-baboon rapid. Wind 

open the gas, let the ZX-10R into the revs and the horizon is 

history. It makes you wonder if it’s actually legal’. 

All this high drama is in contrast to what occurs below 

7000rpm. It’s here that Kawasaki have had to make the big Euro 

4 compromises (for noise as much as anything), and so it feels 

surprisingly tame. Crack the throttle at 5000rpm to overtake a 

dawdling Vectra and the ZX burbles past efficiently enough, but 

you need a decent gap. There’s no snap, no hint of the lunacy 

when you hit 8000. Do the same on an S1000RR and it clears off. 

The problem is compounded by a high first gear (good for 

104mph), which means the ZX-10R isn’t fast away from the lights 

without aggressive clutch slip. The gearbox itself is fine and the 

quickshifter works well if you’re accelerating hard. For pottering 

gear changes it needs a manual throttle dip to stay smooth. 

Handling and ride
The ZX-10R’s new Showa BF (Balance Free) forks are production 

versions of the ones used on Kawasaki’s WSB race bikes, so 

you might imagine they’d be a teeth-chattering horror on the 

road. But they’re not. However you adjust them they’re firm, 

as you’d expect, but they’re supple enough to float over most 

road imperfections. It’s a neat trick because on the same setting 

you can attack a trackday and only have to think about winding 

up the damping as your pace approaches banzai. The standard 
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The Bike Big Test
>> No other magazine or website tests bikes as 

comprehensively as Bike. Every month our 

team of full-time testers puts serious miles on a 

key bike, speed tests, dynos, weighs, and tries 

tyres and accessories. It’s the UK’s biggest test.
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T H E  V E R S I O N S

>> Four of them, all very similar 

but subtly different. The 

edition is all the rage these 

days and Kawasaki are no 

strangers to this sales ploy. 
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The Big Test

>> STANDARD: In Matte 

Carbon Grey, the stocker is 

identified by the green 

damping units for the Balance 

Free forks. And it doesn’t say 

Ninja anywhere either.

>> KRT REPLICA: In Lime 

Green with red damping units, 

still with the stock silencer 

and modest Ninja graphic on 

the fairing uppers. This is our 

test version.

>> WINTER TEST EDITION: In 

Flat Ebony, mimicking the 

factory test mule (note red 

damper units) and with an 

Akrapovic end can. Ninja in 

big letters mid-fairing.

>> PERFOR MANCE: Choice of 

Lime Green or Matte Carbon 

Grey with the fancy pipe and 

red damper thingy. Just add 

the pipe to a stock KRT and 

you’ve got a Performance.  
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settings front and back are sensible for average-sized riders – I 

fiddled around with compression and rebound damping on the 

forks over the course of a month to find the perfect set-up and 

later realised I’d inadvertently gone back to exactly the settings 

recommended by the manual. The rear was a few clicks out – it 

seems less sensitive to change than the forks. Or maybe I am.

The handling highlight is the turn-in. It is so secure, smooth 

and intuitive that moderate track riders easily drift up a few 

levels as confidence soars, while good riders can carry ridiculous 

speed into corners. On the road it means you can effortlessly ride 

very, very fast down anything other than a bumpy B-road. It’s 

intoxicating and not entirely sensible.  

Electronics
These are all-new and use an Inertial Measurement Unit (a 

clever gyroscope thingy) to determine how far you’re banked 

over, wheelieing, accelerating etc. Sophisticated software then 

works out whether you’re about to have the mother of all slides 

and trims power or reduces brake pressure. The traction control 

works flawlessly. There are five levels, with one giving the least 

intervention, five the most. As a competent but not overly fast 

track rider I find level one too lairy – it lets the front come up by 

about 18in before calming things down and allows what feel like 

big slides. I find it distracting and nerve wracking, though proper 

racers say it’s great. Level two is more civilised (you can switch on 

the move by a toggle on the left bar), but I use three on track – it 

lets you leave massive dark lines as you do saucy low wheelies 

out of corners but stops all the heart-stopping funny business 

(with two you feel the slides). I find I can concentrate on my lines 

more without the worry. On the road, three is just the job. There 

are also three power levels, but because the low-rpm response 

is so docile, you might as well leave it in full power mode. The 

intelligent ABS system could well be brilliant, but in 3000 miles  

I felt no desire to slide the front into corners to find out. Sorry.

Controls and comfort
Relative to other sportsbikes, comfort is good. The riding position 

doesn’t put ridiculous weight on your wrists and the screen 

is high enough to take most of the wind off your chest while 

leaving enough to ease pressure on your forearms at motorway 

speeds. One rider I met had gone for a taller screen for more 

relaxed motorways, but I’m fearful that would make my wrists 

ache. Pegs are the limiting factor for riders over 5ft 10in – it’s not 

an extreme knee bend like the R1, but I fidget from 120 miles.

The clocks are a mixture. The LED rev counter across the top is 

clear and easy to read (and the flashing at high revs is useful on 

track), as is the speedo. All other detail – trips, mpg, temperature – 

is small, fiddly and often requires a second squint.  

Practicality
Again, for a sportsbike it’s very good. Mirrors are clear, wide and 

fold in for easy garage storage. The pillion seat pops off easily 

to access the minimal toolkit or lock your helmet, and getting 

to the battery then just requires undoing a couple more bolts to 

remove a section of rear fairing. The main fairing keeps rain off 

your thighs and lower chest. Though the tank has plastic covers 

at the front, there’s enough metal at the back to hold a tankbag 

provided you loop a front strap over the steering damper. Other 

luggage requires initiative. There are bungee hooks under the 

pillion pegs but that’s it. I drilled holes in the sturdy numberplate 

hanger so I could hook more bungees through to strap on a tent.  

I expect Kawasaki’s R&D boys will copy this intelligent upgrade.

The fuel range is acceptable – a trackday will see the warning 

light come on after 80 miles (26mpg), while you can do 145 
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S E R V I C I N G

>> 600 miles (after run-in): 

change engine oil and oil filter. 

Safety checks of controls, 

brakes and steering.

Cost: £180.

>> 3750 miles/one year:

change engine oil and oil  

filter, strip and clean brakes, 

adjust cables and chain, plus 

safety checks. 

Cost: £133.

>> 7500 miles/two years: 

change engine oil and oil filter, 

replace air filter and spark 

plugs, brake fluid, adjust cables 

and chain, plus safety checks.

Cost £305.

>> 26,500 major service: this 

includes the valve clearance 

check, and needs the bike to be 

dropped off night before so 

engine stone cold.

Cost: £576

Guide prices supplied by Via 

Moto Kawasaki: 01246 860011, 

via-motokawasaki.co.uk  

P A Y  F O R  I T

>> Finance examples from 

kawasaki-kalculator.co.uk, 

based on our KRT edition at 

£13,939 on the road.

>> K-Options PCP

Deposit: £2000

APR 5.9%

36 monthly payments: £172 

Optional final payment*: £7456

Total payable: £15,662

*after three years you make 

the final repayment to keep the 

bike, or use the bike as the 

deposit on another new one, or 

return the bike and walk away.

>> Any Bike hire purchase

Deposit: £2000

APR 9.5%

36 monthly payments: £380

Total payable: £15,686

The Big Test
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miles of 85mph motorway cruising before looking for petrol 

(that’s 48mpg). You’ll be wanting to stretch your legs before 

then anyway. Annoyingly, it hasn’t a fuel gauge or a mile-to-

empty range function. Instead, it shows how much fuel you’ve 

used, thereby providing hours of motorway fun as you try and 

remember the tank size (17 litres), estimate you current mpg and 

then do some maths. Madness. Oh, and if you want a divorce, 

take your other half on the back.      

Finish
At £13,939 this is an expensive motorcycle and it shows; from 

the red anodised fork tops, to the neat damping adjusters at their 

base, to the mirror-integrated indicators. The bike arrived after 

the salt lorries had gone on their summer holidays so it’s difficult 

to tell how long fasteners will last, but early signs are good – a 

brisk wash brings everything back to as new. Quality is proper.
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A LT E R N AT I V E S

Yamaha YZF-R1
Pros: super-sharp handling, 

amazingly compact, classy and 

finely finished. Leading-edge 

electronics, motor sounds ace.

Cons: feels even more single-

minded than the ZX-10R. Comfy 

and flexible it is not.

Price: £15,136 otr PCP deal: 

£1500 deposit, £217 for 36 

months, final payment £7908. 

Total £17,215.

Ducati 959 Panigale
Pros: fabulous looks, great 

details, superb handling and 

V-twin grunt. Very different 

experience to a Japanese four.

Cons: lacks steering lock and 

comfort, hot in summer, and it’s 

‘only’ Ducati’s entry-level bike.

Price: £13,321 otr PCP deal: 

£3182 deposit, £139 for 36 

months, final payment £6789. 

Total payable £14,975.

Honda Fireblade SP
Pros: just glorious suspension 

and brakes, great road manners 

as well as track ability, and 

kudos from the SP badge.

Cons: model is at the end of its 

life, hasn’t the electronics of the 

latest rivals.

Price: £14,499 otr PCP deal: 

£2158 deposit, £155 for 36 

months, final payment £8601. 

Total £16,349.
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Last weekend I rode a 1000-mile round trip, carrying camping 

gear – the sort of journey where you could hate a sportsbike 

because of rattly ride, painful riding position, lack of range and 

snappy throttle response. But the ZX-10R was enjoyable, if rather 

unsympathetic on old knees. It’s fundamentally a decent road 

bike, an astonishing achievement considering its prime purpose 

in life is to pump adrenalin and lose licences. Finely made, too. 

In fact, the main criticism of the ZX-10R from road riders isn’t 

a waffly bottom end or high first gear, it’s that it’s so damn fast. 

And not just the power, it’s the way it makes it – the shriek to the 

redline from 8000rpm is extreme. It can corrupt wise and saintly 

riders in a way few other machines can: this is both a compliment 

of the highest order, and a most sincere warning... 

‘It can corrupt in a way few 
other machines can… this is 

both a compliment and a 
sincere warning’

‘It can corrupt in a way few
other machines can… this is
‘It can corrupt in a way few 
other machines can… this is 

both a compliment and a 
sincere warning’

Bike rating 9 / 10

Verdict 

Order yourself a Big Test
Bikes include Triumph Street Twin (Aug ’16), Yamaha XSR700 (Jun ’16), Triumph 

Tiger 800XCx (May ’16),Kawasaki Versys (Apr ’16), Aprilia Caponord (Mar ’16), 

Ducati Multistrada (Feb ’16), Ducati Scrambler (Jan ’16), Suzuki GSX-S (Dec ’15),  KTM 

1050 (Nov ’15), Yamaha Tracer (Oct ’15), BMW R1200R (Sep ’15), and many more. 

Download back issues for your iPad or Android device, or call 01858 438884.
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Ducati 90th 
Anniversary 
Game 
Price: £29.99  

Info: ducati.com

>> They say ‘Ducati – 90th Anniversary 

The Official Videogame comes from the 

creators of RIDE and Ducati passion 

itself, and is a true spin-off, entirely 

dedicated to the historic Ducati brand 

and presenting ninety years of 

motorcycle legends in a spectacular 

and exciting videogame.

‘39 different Ducati models are 

included in the game, 29 of which have 

never before been seen in this context, 

divided into seven eras, from the 1950s 

to the latest, high-performance Bologna-

built bikes. Compete on five road tracks 

and on eight faithfully reproduced 

racetracks. Available for PlayStation 4, 

Xbox One and PC Steam.’

We say ‘It’s slick, looks ace and a lot of 

fun, especially when riding Casey 

Stoner’s GP bike flat out.’  Paul Lang

Bosch AQT 45-14X 
Pressure Washer 
Price: £279.99  

Info: bosch-garden.com

>> They say ‘The most powerful of the 

Bosch pressure washers allows you to 

tackle heavy duty outdoor cleaning 

tasks quickly and efficiently. The high 

pressure hose and reel allow fast and 

easy set up and storage. The pump and 

self-priming function allow water intake 

from a source other than water mains. 

Compact and ergonomic space saving 

design includes a telescopic handle, 

accessory storage and large wheels.’ 

>> We say ‘First time I’ve used a pressure 

washer at home. It’s heavy. Incredibly 

noisy too, but then they all are I’m told. 

Really easy to set up and powerful 

enough to blast all regular road grime off 

any bike. Can’t fault its performance at 

all so far.’ Steve Herbert

Knox Handroid 3.0 
Price: £169.99  

Info: planet-knox.com

>> They say ‘Knox have re-engineered 

their unique and innovative Handroid 

gloves. For 2016 the Handroid gets box 

seams and accordion stretch panels on 

the fingers for improved comfort, extra 

protection from Kangaroo leather on 

the palm and a leather shield over the 

BOA closure system straps and 

Low-Profile BOA Closure system.’

>> We say ‘I’ve used Knox gloves with the  

BOA Closure system for three years. 

They’re a bit of a faff to put on, but feel 

well made and protective.’ Hugo Wilson

New Products
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Oxford Explorer 
Price: £119.99 

Info: oxfordproducts.com

>> They say ‘Oxford boots major on 

comfort, build quality, waterproofing 

and value. The new Explorer boots boast 

waterproof membrane, leather upper, 

velcro storm flap, reinforced counter 

and shank, heavy duty tread, flexible 

padded instep and rear, reinforced ankle 

protector and buckle adjustment points.’

We say ‘These are off-road biased with 

very thick soles, buckle fastening and a 

suede-type covering to protect the bike. 

They do up tight, feel like you could kick 

through a brick wall and don’t let wet in. 

Some details aren’t top – buckles seem to 

be made of monkey metal – but it’s why 

they cost less than half the equivalent 

Sidi. Be sure you need a big adventure  

    boot: road boots have greater feel and   

        off-the-bike comfort.’ Mike Armitage



Buffalo Horizon 
Price: £89.99  

Info: thekeycollection.co.uk

>> They say ‘Four-season jacket. Tough 

600-denier outer, reinforced leather 

panels, CE armour at the shoulders and 

elbows. Windproof, waterproof, 

breathable drop liner. Removable 

thermal quilted liner.’

We say ‘I’ve used this for a month. 

It’s got lots of adjustment, is comfy, 

doesn’t leak and keeps me warm 

when it’s cool and cool when it’s 

warm. Plenty of details defy the 

price, too. Fit at the front suggests 

the designer likes real ale, and 

polyester hasn’t Cordura’s heat 

and abrasion resistance – but I 

don’t think any textiles protect 

like leathers. You definitely get 

what you pay for, but £90 is a 

steal.’ Mike Armitage

Rukka Suki 
Price: £699.99 jacket, £569.99 

trousers Info: tranam.co.uk

>> They say ‘Gore-Tex Proshell three-

layer suit actively breathes to reduce 

moisture. Armacore reinforcement, 

temperature regulating lining and D30 

limb protectors and full back protector. 

It has a detachable thermal liner, direct 

air ventilation and removable storm 

collar. It’s machine washable too.’

We say ‘Now ladies can spend a 

fortune on super-high-spec kit too. My 

other half has been testing this and loves 

it. After 1000 miles of pillion riding, she 

didn’t realise bike kit could be so good. 

The cut and fit are fantastic and she 

loves the jacket’s full-length side vents 

and double cuffs. It feels a bit stiff and 

heavy, but reassuringly tough, perfectly 

comfortable and so far does a great job of 

regulating temperature. As you’d expect, 

it doesn’t leak a drop either. She doesn’t 

like the high storm collar so it’s been 

junked. Bloody expensive, but yes you 

do get a six year warranty. I’m not jealous 

at all.’ Steve Herbert

Interphone Tour 
Price: £219.99 (£379.99 pair) Info: nevis.uk.com

>> They say ‘New, top-of-the-range 

Interphone Tour can pair up to four 

motorcyclists and reaches a maximum of 

1.5km. It’s waterproof and features a 

windproof microphone and noise-

dependent volume control, plus a record-

breaking 20 hours battery life, standby 

time of 1000 hours and can be recharged 

rapidly thanks to Fast Charge technology.

‘Compatible with all intercom, GPS and 

smartphones devices fitted with 

Bluetooth® technology it allows the user 

to receive and make calls, listen to music 

from the built-in FM radio or by wireless 

MP3/Smartphone connection and follow 

GPS directions. 

‘The Interphone smartphone app for 

iOS and Android allows intercom 

configuration and control directly from 

the rider’s phone, while the VOX feature 

allows intercom voice activation and the 

Automatic Reconnection feature ensures 

that communication is restored as soon 

as possible in the event of lost signal.’

>> We say ‘The unit itself seems ace. 

BMW-like button-per-function design 

makes it a doddle to use and tech-wise it 

delivers on every promise. Clamp mount 

doesn’t work on any helmet I’ve tried so 

I’m using the sticky one. Fitting is a bit of a 

faff and the thin speakers produce clear 

but flat, tinny audio.’ Steve Herbert

New Products
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F1R SlashDiablo Classic 01539 738333

fuelexhausts.com

Classic F1R

UK Road Legal (removable baffle)  Lifetime Guarantee

KNFILTERS.COM® SUPERIOR AIRFLOW. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.™

DESIGNED TO INCREASE HORSEPOWER 

with more airflow, a K&N® High-Flow Air Filter™ feeds  

your engine more of what it craves. And when it’s time  

to reload, just wash it, oil it and you’re good to go.  

Find your filter and order online today.

AIR
FEEDS

THE
HORSES.

EXPLORE MOROCCO

1 OCT - 16 OCT

EXPLORE MOROCCO

1 OCT - 16 OCT

Starting in Malaga means a full two
weeks in Africa. You can choose to ride
to the start or we will ship your bike to
Malaga while you fly in.

More time in Morocco means you can
ride the passes of the Atlas, explore the

Starting in Malaga means a full two
weeks in Africa. You can choose to ride
to the start or we will ship your bike to
Malaga while you fly in.

More time in Morocco means you can
ride the passes of the Atlas, explore theride the passes of the Atlas, explore the
medinas of Rabat, Marrakech and
Fes, wander ancient Ait Ben Haddou
and dine at a Berber camp in the desert.

ride the passes of the Atlas, explore the
medinas of Rabat, Marrakech and
Fes, wander ancient Ait Ben Haddou
and dine at a Berber camp in the desert.



Oregon, USA: land of dunes, eerie burnt out forests and endless deserted trails. Naomi 
Tweddle, and partner Alberto, saddle up two Yamaha WR250Rs and head way out West…  

It’s not all  
about the sand… 
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There are rocks as far as the eye can see. 

Big rocks, small rocks, rocks all over the 

trail. The sun is beating down and a thick 

layer of dust and dirt cakes our faces. Our 

communication system chit-chat dies, 

we are down to basics. I can only muster 

short answers as 100% of my focus is on 

the road and picking my lines. 

All the lakes shown on Garmin must 

have been seasonal because they are 

nowhere to be found. We are making 

progress, but it’s slow. Like navigating 

a minefield, constantly adjusting our 

course because hitting just one rock could 

send us off course and into the bushes. 

And then, to add insult to injury, the 

reserve light kicks in on the bike. 

This rocky adventure probably only 

lasts two hours but it feels like an eternity.

Happiness washes over me as a 

gas station finally comes into view. I 

run quickly into the air-conditioned 

S
OMETIMES THINGS GO 

SMOOTHLY, but this isn’t one of 

those times. We have both 

completely run out of water as we 

foolishly thought we’d eventually 

come across a river or a lake at some point 

during the day. Needless to say local 

knowledge would have been helpful in this 

area locals refer to as the high desert. 

Rookie mistake and now we are both very 

thirsty and there’s a lot of riding ahead. 
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by Naomi Tweddle
I started riding motorcycles at the age of 16 

and when motorcycle adventure travel 
became a thing I was in. I’ve ridden over 

100,000km on my travels and through 12 
countries. See more at motolara.com 
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convenience store for two gallons of 

ice cold water. We don’t speak to each 

other much, we just sit there in silence 

chugging our water. 

Anyone who has shared the 

experience of a long hard day such 

as this knows that feeling of joy 

and accomplishment these simple 

experiences can provide. Now is not 

one of those times, not just yet.  

Our waterless excursion into the 

land of rocks and dried up lakes is 

the highlight/lowlight of our summer 

adventure vacation to Oregon State, 

USA. We want to see the hipster 

revolution for ourselves, so we hit the 

road and trails in search of craft beer 

and outdoor pursuits. Our weapons of 

choice? The trusty Yamaha WR250R. 

One for me and one for my husband 

and riding partner, Alberto. Thanks to 

modern conveniences such as onboard 

GPS and a Butler Map which shows all 

the good biking roads in Oregon we’re 

confident we can pack a lot of fun into 

six days. 

The best thing about the little Yam 

is that no trail is too tricky, no hill too 

rocky. The little 250cc machines take 

everything in their stride, so we find 

ourselves freely exploring the abundant 

trails of the Willamette, Umpqua and 

Fremont National Forest lands. 

We bounce around on the high-

banked corners and slide through the 

dust. We haven’t seen any traffic all 

day and it feels like we have the whole 

forest to ourselves. Then we hit a burnt 

section and the terrain opens up. The 

contrast of black and white bare tree 

trunks and the deep blue sky have us 

stopping for photos. 

We are generally following tracks 

downloaded from the internet, 

unaware of what lies ahead or what 

surprises the journey could bring. We 

intend to do a sort of loop, heading 

south first and then back north to the 

start. The forest fire season has been 

severe so instead of lamenting the road 

closure signs we encounter we embrace 

them as opportunities to explore. 

Left, right, left, left, are we still going 

south? I’m sure things will work out, 

they always do. ‘Are you following 

the Oregon Backcountry Route?’ asks 

the Forest Patrol Officer who is busy 

clearing the area in readiness for yet 

another fire. ‘Yes,’ we say. Does it really 

matter where you are going as long as 

you are having fun? 

The sensation of fast flowing dirt 

roads beneath our knobblies puts us in 

the zone. One minute we are in dense 

forest with trees so tall you can barely 

see the tops, the next the terrain opens 
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‘We haven’t seen any traffic all 
day and it feels like we have  

the whole forest to ourselves’



up and scenic Oregon is on full display. 

There’s rich blue sky and sun overhead, 

green forest as far as we can see, and 

a little stream running alongside the 

empty trail we find ourselves on. We 

encounter very few people out on the 

roads. Are we the only ones who think 

Oregon is adventure-riding paradise? 

Fine by us. 

Our route has all kinds of riding 

conditions from smooth flowing turns 

to hard packed dirt, to randomly 

paved back roads that feel forgotten 

and entirely out of place, to trails that 

are more rock than dirt, to two-wheel 

tracks of red clay with just the right 

amount of grip and some glorious sand.

With smiles on our faces we open 

the throttles more, feeling the back 

tyres start to slide ever so slightly. 

Alberto races me up an abandoned, 

narrow paved road that we have all to 

ourselves. He claims to be doing his 

best Marc Marquez impression as he’s 

right on my rear wheel when I shoulder 

check because he’s disappeared from 

my mirrors. We both make a mental 

note to return to Oregon one day 

on sportier machinery, but the little 

Yamaha’s hold their own and it feels 

like we are going fast regardless. 

The next day we wake to drink tea 

and eat oatmeal – the breakfast of 

champions. We spend the morning 

riding through more of Oregon’s 

beautiful forests. Unbeknownst to 

us when we stop for a snack we 

are taking in a historic site in the 

Fremont National Forest. We have 

unknowingly happened upon the 

Mitchell Monument – the only location 

in the continental United States where 

American civilians were killed in World 

War II by a Japanese balloon bomb.

We are falling into a predictable 

routine of programming a camping 

location into the GPS at the end of 

the day, and letting good old Garmin 

do all the work. So when we rock up 

to sand dunes it is by pure chance 

that we stumble upon this exquisite 

playground. Again we have the whole 

R E A D E R  A D V E N T U R E S

>> Every month Bike will publish a reader 

travel story. So please tell us yours. It can be 

in words, or pictures, or both. It can be about 

speeding through Siberia on a Suzuki, 

meandering to Morocco on a Moto Guzzi or 

diverting to Derbyshire on a Ducati. You can 

get plenty of stories on a C90 in Cumbria. 

The best reader stories published in 2016 

stand a chance of winning a biking trip to an 

exotic location; 2015’s winner was Tom 

Hartland who went to Peru (Bike, March 

2016). bike@bikemagazine.co.uk (subject 

line: adventure)

place to ourselves. Neither of us has 

much sand riding experience, but 

that doesn’t stop us from seeing what 

our little bikes can do. We ride and 

ride, and play and play. We are very 

surprised at how large an area the sand 

dunes cover. We have to keep an eye on 

things as it is easy to get lost. 

Dunes can be very deceptive, 

sometimes larger than you imagine or 

there’s a sharp drop-off hiding over 

a crest. Alberto decides he is going to 

crest one particular dune, in his mind 

he looks like Cyril Despres, in reality he 

falls like a sack of potatoes: after easily 

climbing the front side of the dune, he 

launches himself over the crest only to 

discover that crest jumping is harder 

than it looks. Front tyre in mid-air, 

rear not far behind he sails out of 

sight. On landing he buries the front, 

halting forward momentum, sand 

flying everywhere… rider and bike hit  

the ground. Surveying the carnage he 

discovers he has a glove and arm full 

of sand, the contents of his tank bag 

are scattered across the sand and his 

poor little Yamaha is lying on its side. 

Thankfully the sand is forgiving, and 

there is no damage. 

While the sand dunes are the 

highlight and surprise of the trip, and 

the rocky desert our biggest challenge, 

everywhere we ride in the National 

Forests seems to present endless 

possibilities. Roads go every which 

way and it is hard to decide which one 

to ride. You could get lost for weeks 

and weeks out here and next summer 

maybe we just might.

Garmin says there’s 

water around here 

somewhere…
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‘Roads go every which way… 
you could get lost for weeks 

and weeks out here’



www.ktm.com

www.JimAimRacing.co.uk

LIFE’S AN ADVENTURE
Go Explore with £1000 Trade In Bonus on all new Adventure Models

01202 683910    www.thegearboxonline.co.uk

162 Stanley Green Road, Poole.

Located at THE GEAR BOX

BIG RANGE OF OUTSIZE 
MOTORCYCLE CLOTHING

JACKETS UP TO 64’’ CHEST
TROUSERS UPTO 54’’WAIST

HELMETS UPTOXXXL
WATERPROOFS UPTO 12XL

BOOTS UPTO SIZE 50

SAVE MONEY
7 out of 10 on average save over £80

* 12% of 433 MCN Compare customers surveyed in February 2016 saved 
over £150 on their bike insurance. The average saving was £85.61. 

Source: Bauer Research. 

Calls to 0844 numbers on this page cost 5p per minute plus your phone 
company’s access charge.

0844 409 7587

How much could you save? Compare today at:



>> 2010-2014 Tiger 800
Powered by a stroked version of Triumph’s 

Street Triple 675 engine, the road-orientated 

version of Triumph’s 800cc triple-cylinder 

dual-sport machine has cast alloy wheels 

with a 19-inch rim up front. Slightly smaller 

and lighter than the XC version, it was 

cheaper too.

800cc – 210kg – 84bhp – £4100-£7700

>> 2010-2014 Tiger 800XC
The range-topping dirt-biased XC featured 

fatter 45mm forks with longer travel, wider 

bars, spoked wheels with a 21-inch front and 

the adventure bike ‘beak’. Beefier 

components and tweaked ergonomics 

make it feel much more like a full-size 

adventure bike than a middleweight.

800cc – 215kg – 84bhp – £4500-£7900

>> 2015-present Tiger 800X R
The second-generation model has slightly 

more power, better fuel efficiency, ride-by-

wire throttle with traction control, rider 

modes and switchable ABS. This road-

orientated version features Showa 

suspension, cast wheels, trip computer and 

12v power socket. 

800cc – 216kg – 84bhp – £7800-£8600

With Clive Wood
Clive Wood worked as crew chief for the 
Jack Lilley British Supersport team before 
setting up for himself. He now works on 
all Triumphs from his Lincolnshire 
workshop. Call 07752 477738.The Dealer 

T
RIUMPH’S TIGER 800 family is one of 

the stars of the all-round segment. Its 

rugged stance, ease of use and the way 

it handles are exemplary, both on-road 

and off. Triumph three-cylinder 

motors are some of the most engaging 

ever produced, and the long-stroke 800cc 

triple inside the Tiger 800 is no different. With 

around 90bhp on tap and a broad spread of 

torque, it has the ability to urge the bike along 

your favourite twisty B-road or just purr 

through city traffic with faultless control. The 

ride-by-wire throttle and engine update in 

2015 only serves to hone the experience 

further, adding even better fuel economy, and 

rider benefits such as traction control and 

throttle maps.

With a 200-mile tank range, excellent 

wind protection and naturally comfortable 

riding position, the Tiger 800 is up for the 

long haul and will leave its rider feeling 

fresh and ready to attack a few bends or 

explore a newly discovered green lane at the 

end of the day. 

Wherever your adventure takes you, 

Triumph have a Tiger accessory to make 

your journey even better – from extra 

comfort seats, screens, crash protection, 

luggage and more. But it’s the addition of an 

Arrow High Flow exhaust that should be top 

of your wish list, as it gives that intoxicating 

Tiger soundtrack a bit of extra boost and 

turns every tunnel into a triple-cylinder 

auditorium. Finish the mix with a set of 

Triumph heated grips and book the ferry.

From green lanes to continent gobbling grand 
tours there’s a Triumph Tiger for all occasions 
and a bolt-on extras list to match…

From green lanes to continent gobbling grand

Triumph Tiger 800

Road biased or off-road biased, that is the question… HOW TO SPOT ONE

tours there’s a Triumph Tiger for all occasions
From green lanes to continent gobbling grand

Triumph Tiger 800
FROM

£4100
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LUGGAGE

The Triumph system is designed to float – 

just because the boxes move on the bike 

they are not loose or about to fall off. This 

works brilliantly if the Tiger is tracking 

through bumpy bends. The boxes do not 

transfer energy back into the chassis and 

upset the handling. All original Tiger 

luggage is ‘one key’, so the ignition key 

also fits all the locks. 
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For some reason Tiger’s eat the plastic chain 

runner that guards the swingarm and damps 
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Replacing it is a simple task and the 

replacement rubbing strip costs around £25. 
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when the rear shock is compressed and 

its bearings may have worn prematurely. 
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CHAIN ADJUSTERS

The standard steel chain adjuster bolts 

are prone to seizing in the aluminium 

swingarm, a symptom of galvanic 

reaction, and assisted by the fact that 

water can get into the swingarm via large 

holes on the inside. The right hand 

adjuster tends to be more affected than 

the left, and if seized solid will require 

drilling out and a thread insert applied, 

before replacing the adjuster bolt with a 

stainless steel item. It also helps to block 

up the holes on the inside of the 

swingarm with rubber grommets. 
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TOP BOX

Accessories are a contributing factor on 

the model and the brilliant Triumph 

Expedition Top Box is a must-have item. 

It’s light, waterproof and easy to stuff 

full of bits for any journey. It’ll even take 

the largest full-face helmet.
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>> 2011 Triumph Tiger 800
Ad says: 31,000 dry Spanish miles. Full 
service history. ABS, heated grips and more. 
We say: Early silver-frame model loaded 
with touring extras. High mileage but FSH 
means it’s not an issue. Price:  £4100  

>> 2016 Triumph Tiger 800 XR
Ad says: Pre-registered 16-plate with just 21 
miles on the clock. We say: This is a 
massive saving on list price for what is a 
brand new, current model machine. 
Price: £7300  

Go to… mcnbikesforsale.comWE FOUND THESE
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>> 2015-present Tiger 800XC
XC has the same revised engine and 
electronics as the latest XR. On top of that 
this off-road biased model comes with fully 
adjustable WP suspension, spoked wheels, 
and a high-level mudguard. These’s also a 
radiator guard and adjustable levers, which 
come as standard. Plusher ride than the XR.
800cc – 221kg – 84bhp – £7900-£9100

>> 2015-present Tiger 800XRx 
and XCx
Higher spec versions of the ‘R’ and ‘C’. 
Creature comforts include plush rider and 
pillion seats, centrestand, self-cancelling 
indicators, cruise control, extra 12v socket, 
adjustable screen, aluminium bash plate 
and an advanced trip computer.
800cc – 221kg – 84bhp – £9700-£10,200

>> 2015-present Tiger 800XRt 
and XCa
Designed for riders with long-distance 
aspirations, the XRt (touring) and XCa 
(adventure) feature heated grips and seats, 
uprated alternator, tyre pressure monitoring 
system, aluminium sump and radiator 
guard, pannier rails and a GPS mount. 
800cc – 221kg – 84bhp – £10,700-£11,200

RECALLS

The return spring on the optional centrestand fitted to 

Tiger 800s and XC models during 2011 and early 2012 

was recalled and the spring upgraded. At the same 

time Triumph fitted the centrestand’s feet with 

tougher rubber boots to prevent it damaging the 

underside of the swingarm. Also Tigers built between 

September 2010 and August 2011 were recalled for an 

ECU software upgrade to prevent a possible fault 

which caused the bike to stall under deceleration.
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POOR IDLE

This is a common fault among bikes that have not been 

looked after as well as they might have been. The stepper 

motor beneath the fuel tank can seize if the bike’s not been 

kept clean or serviced properly, causing low-speed stalling 

or poor idle. It’s easy to clean, adjust and re-grease, but 

those who skimp on maintenance will have problems. 
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SERVICING

Always check the major service has been done to full 

Triumph specification, these are due every 12,000 

miles and include the valve clearance adjustment as 

well as a host of other important checks. Your Tiger 

should come with service sheets or large invoices of 

around £400-£700 as proof of regular maintenance.
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Check for damage on engine cases and rear footrest 

hangers. The adventure element of the model tends to 
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sometimes leads to the occasional tumble. Especially 

check the rear footrest hanger on the frame, as the 

rear subframe can sometimes twist in an impact.
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>> Priority from the right. European 

suburbia is a perilous place if you don’t 

understand that traffic coming from the 

right has priority. ‘Priority from the right 

happens whenever there are no other 

signs,’ explains Edelweiss Bike’s Christian 

Preining. ‘It happens everywhere in 

Europe, from French suburbia to small 

Austrian villages where they’ve taken down 

all road signs.’ Look for yellow diamond 

signs, though. These tell you that the route 

you’re on has priority over routes joining 

from the right, but it’s cancelled by a 

yellow diamond struck out by a black line. 

Watch out for villages where a new speed 

limit isn’t expressly marked. Christian 

again: ‘Just the village name sign can mean 

an urban speed limit applies, and it’s 

cancelled by the village name with a red 

cross through it.’

>> Give way on roundabouts, even in 

Morocco. On unmarked roundabouts  

keep a sharp look-out for upside-down 

triangle give way signs and the shape of a 

stop sign. Why just the shape? Sometimes 

it’s all you’ll have to go on because the sign 

will be pointed towards traffic merging 

from the side road. If they’re told to give 

way you have priority.

>> The weirdest craze currently 

sweeping internet forums is the reflective 

helmet stickers in France debate. Never 

have stickers been at the root of so much 

controversy. By law helmets in France must 

have reflective stickers visible on all sides. 

However, the EU Commission has 

responded saying that the regulation can’t 

apply to helmets already in use. This 

implies that foreign riders can’t be forced to 

display stickers on their helmets. ‘It only 

applies to French motorcycle riders who 

have purchased a helmet in France since  

1 January,’ says Toursareus owner Graham 

Sanders. ‘It doesn’t apply to non-French 

residents who are wearing a helmet 

purchased outside France. In fact, another 

EU rule states that stickers are not allowed 

on helmets.’

>> Beware of British shops selling 

products that ‘comply with European laws’ 

when they don’t actually apply to you as a 

motorcyclist visiting Europe or aren’t 

enforceable. Search online for motorcycle 

warning triangles and there’ll be a lot of 

websites telling you it’s mandatory kit. But 

as a motorcyclist you are exempt from the 

requirement to carry a warning triangle. So 

don’t bother buying one.

>> There’s a difference between 

legislation and enforcement. The 

on-spot fine for not carrying at least one 

unused breathalyser in France, due to be 

implemented back in 2013, has been 

indefinitely suspended. 11 euros would 

have been the penalty for not carrying one 

unused breathalyser which is just £4 more 

than a packet of the things cost. Don’t 

bother buying them.

>> Do bother with a fluorescent vest. ‘You 

need a fluro vest for emergency breakdown 

only,’ says Graham Sanders. ‘But it has to 

be in reach of you. Put the vest in your 

pocket, and do not get off your motorcycle 

until you put it on.’ This rule applies in 

France and Spain: if a policeman pulls you, 

and asks to see your fluro, and you get off 

your bike to fish it out of a top box, he’s 

going to hand you a 50 euro fine.

>> Carry your driving licence, passport, 

V5 and insurance certificate at all times. 

Unlike the UK, you won’t be allowed to 

saunter into a police station with the stuff 

six days after being stopped. You do still 

need an International Driving Permit  

(IDP) for some countries on the European 

periphery. It costs £5.50 from the AA, RAC 
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with Ben Lindley
Currently enjoying the ups 
and downs of Austria which 
got me thinking about the 
many and varied road rules 
across Europe, and beyond…

or Post Office. Some information about the 

IDP on the web seems to be out-of-date. For 

example the RAC website lists Albania as a 

country where you need an IDP to drive. 

But when I passed through their a year ago 

they had no problem with my British 

licence. That said, if you want to be sure of 

hassle free progress get yourself an IDP.

>> A green card is old-school proof that 

you’re insured to ride in specific countries. 

Back in the day they were a requirement for 

any foreign travel and thanks to Brexit that 

situation might become a reality again.  

There are still a few borders close to 

Europe where guards ask for the green card: 

Morocco, Montenegro, Turkey, and Bosnia  

Herzegovina. Explaining to these guys that 

your insurance company has stopped 

issuing them can be tricky, so it’s best to 

follow their directions to the insurance 

booths and purchase specific insurance for 

the country in question. For example: if 

you’re riding south through Croatia to get 

to Dubrovnik you’ll have to cross a seven-

mile stretch of Bosnian coastline that cuts 

right through the country. It’ll cost 20 

euros to purchase a cover note at the 

border, but if the booth isn’t open the 

guards will send you back north to Opuzen.

(Above)  
M. Armitage’s only   
misdemeanor was 

stopping on a 
white line.  

Yet coppers 
demanded to see 
passport and V5, 

firearms were 
brandished and a 

fine enforced 
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How to buy  
trackday gloves

Racing improves the breed, which is as true for gloves as it is for bikes.  
So for advanced safety features and comfort go for a trackday mitt…  

PROTECTION

 Hard knuckle protectors are important as your 

hand could become trapped under your bike if 

you fall. You should also make sure palms are 

reinforced with a double layer of leather and 

padding, or extra armour. Some gloves also 

have scaphoid hand/wrist armour which offers 

further protection. How far you want to go 

with armour is up to you, as some people find 

that a heavily armoured glove can be stiffer 

and more uncomfortable. Make sure you 

choose a full-cuff glove which fits over the 

sleeve of your leathers as this reduces the 

chance of exposing skin to injury. A finger brace 

between ring and little fingers reduces the chance of 

the little finger being bent backwards and breaking. 

FIT

Not all manufacturers work to the same 

standard sizes. Alpinestars and Dainese 

tend to come up smaller than most, and 

as far as I know nobody makes more 

generously sized gloves than Austrian 

brand Racer. Most major brands produce 

sizes up to 3XL. If you really struggle to 

find a good fit Held offer a made-to-

measure service on their Phantom II race-

spec glove to give you the perfect fit. Track 

gloves for ladies are more difficult. Alpinestars 

do a ladies version of the SP-8 and SP-2 models 

which are identical to mens in everything but size 

and fit. Women’s hands will have narrower palms 

and longer fingers than men’s and so ladies often 

struggle to get a good fit. Try on an XS pair of RST 

Tractechs before claiming it’s impossible, though.

FEEL

Your gloves should be snug but comfortable (bear in mind that 

they will soften and stretch the more you use them). 

Look out for gloves that use Kangaroo hide on the 

palms. Kangaroo leather is on average ten times 

stronger than cowhide. It will also retain 30-60% of 

its tensile strength when stripped to 20% of its 

original thickness, whereas cowhide will retain 

only 1-4%. If the starting thickness is the same this 

means that a panel of kangaroo leather that is 20% 

as thick as a cowhide panel will still be three times 

stronger. Kangaroo palms are therefore very thin 

so you get better protection with a higher level of 

feel. Racer’s High Racer and the RST Tractech Evo 

Race both have kangaroo palms, as does 

Alpinestars’ top-end GP Pro.  

BREATHABIL ITY

When on track you exert a lot more energy than you would 

on the average road ride, so having gloves that are well 

ventilated will reduce sweaty palms. While you won’t find 

many track gloves that have mesh panelling, almost all will 

have some level of perforation. Remember that you won’t get 

anything like as warm on the road. If you do want maximum 

venting have a look at Alpinestars’ SP-Air gloves. These use 

mesh panelling on the back of the hand, perforated leather for 

the palm, and mesh panels for the finger side-walls. You still get 

plastic scaphoid and knuckle protection, and a third-fourth 

finger bridge for safety. There is no such thing as a ‘cold weather 

racing glove’. However, Rukka’s Argosaurus and Alpinestars’ 

365 are waterproof and warm while still being fine on a trackday.

Try these on for size…TRACKDAY GLOVES

>> Racer High Racer – 
£150
Top-spec CE certified glove. 

Kangaroo leather palms with 

Knox palm sliders to prevent 

snagging on contact with 

tarmac, so reducing the chances 

of wrist injury. Carbon fibre 

armour provides high level of 

protection. Third-fourth finger 

brace and perforated gauntlet.

>> Alpinestars SP-8 – £70
These gloves are aimed at the 

sports rider who wants track-

level protection. Full-grain 

cowhide construction with 

foam padding on impact zones 

and a moulded plastic knuckle 

protector. Extra layers of leather 

prevent wearing and increase 

protection. A good choice for a 

tighter budget.

>> RST Tractech Evo 
Race – £90
As used by RST factory racers. 

Carbon knuckle armour hides a 

clever memory elastane insert 

which works like a back 

protector, reducing energy 

transference from ground to  

knuckles. Kangaroo leather 

palms and seams stitched on 

the outside give great feel.

>> Dainese D1 Carbon – 
£140
Cowhide construction with 

extra goatskin overlays across 

the palm and thumb. Carbon 

knuckle protectors and 

Dainese’s Distortion Control on 

the little finger. Pre-curved 

fingers and elasticated inserts 

for comfort. Long version gives 

better wrist protection.
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with Emma Sulway
Emma Sulway has worked for 
motorcycle clothing specialists 
Infinity for six years. She’s Assistant 
Manager at their Holborn, London 
branch and commutes on a Z750.Kit Dealer

>> Alpinestars SP-8 – £70Racer High Racer – RST Tractech Evo>> Dainese D1 Carbon –



Have you tried

132-page glossy bike racing magazine

“MCN Sport 
is really 

great”
Valentino Rossi

www.greatmagazines.co.uk/motorcycling Available in all good newsagents

Buy online now – free P&P
TT REVIEW ON SALE NOW!

What do you get to see if you take an enduro 

bike to the TT? How about Hutchy & Co, 

knee down in top gear?

Top riders discuss the madness of pre-race 

nerves, post-race relief and being force-fed 

wildlife at 180mph

There’s much more to the TT than results. 

Our TT Tales section records the event’s 

many bizarre aspects

All the racers know TT racing is dangerous. 

Really dangerous. So how do they cope 

with that?

20 pages of the best TT pictures, like this 

one of James Cowton, Ivan Lintin and Jamie 

Coward at Brandywell

Becky McGuinness and Danielle Cuskeran, 

partner of Conor Cummins, tell how their 

men change at the TT

SECRET TT SPECTATING SPOTS

“BEING A TT RACER IS LIKE...”

STRANGE HAPPENINGS

THIS AIN’T BALLET DANCING

AMAZING PHOTOGRAPHY

RACER’S WIVES

All this and much more



T
HE FIRST THING you need is 

patience. Because you can ride a 

motorcycle on the road, you might 

expect you’re going to crack the 

off-road thing straight away but 

this is rarely the case. There are a 

lot of new skills you have to learn and you 

need to give it time.

If you want to learn fast I would 

recommend getting instruction. I know 

I would say that, being an off-road 

instructor, but it saves time and effort. 

I’ve got nothing against just getting on 

a dirt bike and mucking about off-road – 

that’s how I learned – but it takes a long 

time and a lot of mistakes. If you go this 

route, you have to accept you’re going to 

have to put in a lot of hours.

We see a lot of riders who are stopped 

from progressing by basic faults. For 

example, being in a good standing riding 

position is critical. Usually people hold 

onto the bars too tightly, are too bent at 

the knees and stand very rigidly so their 

muscles are tight. You need to be relaxed 

so the motorcycle can do what it will 

naturally do. When you fight the bike, 

you’re upsetting its balance and stopping 

it working. Similarly, you need to look 

up at the wider terrain, not tense up and 

fixate on the detail right in front of you. 

The next thing to be aware of is that 

as adults we tend to want to learn one 

skill quickly then move on to the next. 

When teaching kids, I’ve noticed the big 

difference to adults isn’t that they have 

less fear, but that they’re prepared to 

practice one small skill until it’s perfect. 

As adults we’re not very good at that – we 

get it roughly right, then say ‘done that’ 

and move on. If you ask a kid to ride in 

a tight circle, they’ll do it for two days, 

getting better and better. An adult will do 

two laps that aren’t terrible and want to 

move on, even though they haven’t really 

got it. And then they wonder why they 

fall off when the speeds increase. 

Confidence is key to riding off-road. 

That’s why you should break things down 

and progress slowly. It’s better to keep 

Skills wise riding off-road is a whole different kettle of fish to riding on it…

I want to ride off-road,  
where do I start?

>> GET SOME PROFESSIONAL 

INSTRUCTION. This will fast- 

track your learning, boost your 

confidence and increase 

enjoyment when you go out on 

your own.

>> KEEP YOUR VISION UP and 

plan your route through the terrain. 

Don’t stare at what’s in front of the 

front wheel. Stand tall, relax your 

arms and let the bike do its job.

>> STAY LEGAL and don’t piss off 

the locals. If you’re riding trails, join 

the TRF (trf.org.uk) to find out 

where your local byways are. 

doing something easy rather than take on 

something too difficult – it takes a long 

time to build confidence back up again. 

So if you’re trying to ride over a little log, 

practice doing wheelies without the log 

there until your confidence is high. Then 

try the log (and don’t try and hoist the 

front wheel all the way over – hitting the 

log just over half way up makes it easier).

Choosing the right bike to use is more 

about size and less about a particular 

model – if it feels too big or too small, it 

probably is. It’s also better to concentrate 

more on condition – there’s nothing 

worse than trying to learn on a bike 

with droopy footpegs. If you come from 

road riding it’s easy to forget about 

the footpegs, but they’re a massively 

important point of connection off-road. 

And of course you need good brakes and 

a light throttle and clutch action. 

T O P  N O V I CE  O F F-RO A D  T I PS

No matter how long 

you’ve been a road 

rider throw in mud 

and trees and it’s a 

different ball game

No matter how long

you’ve been a road

rider throw in mud

and trees and it’s a

different ball game

No matter how long 

you’ve been a road 

rider throw in mud 

and trees and it’s a 

different ball game

>> Simon Pavey runs BMW’s highly-regarded 

Off-Road Skills school. They have a range of 

courses and can provide bikes. Contact 0800 

0131282, offroadskills.com

with Simon Pavey
Simon Pavey is this month’s 
instructor. He runs BMW’s famed 
off-road school and is a Paris-Dakar 
veteran. Simon knows what it takes 
to get started off-road…Instructor
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APRILIA uk.aprilia.com, 00800 15565500 Bike ’s choice: RSV4R is everything a full-on race rep should be

Caponord Rally £14,135  1197cc V-twin 136mph 99bhp 40mpg Knobbly tyres, crash bars, but actually a great tourer. Ride quality and comfort exceptional. 9 / 1 0 May ’15

RSV4 RF £18,135 999.6cc V4 186mph* 198bhp** 36mpg* Super-sharp, fast, high-tech and underrated. Bit much on road but top-class sports exotica. 9 / 1 0 Jun ’15

Tuono V4 1100 RR £13,135 999.6cc V4 168mph 146bhp 36mpg RSV4-based naked is easier to ride but still loud, fast, edgy, powerful. Factory gets Öhlins. 8 / 1 0 Aug ’15

Shiver 750 ABS £7135 750cc V-twin 131mph 81bhp 49mpg Looks, handling and solidity, if a little big-boned. A few reliability doubts, otherwise sound. 6 / 1 0 Nov ’08

RS4 125 £3871 125cc single 75mph* 15bhp** 80mpg* Four-stroke single is essentially Derbi’s decent GPR125 with tweaks and RSV4 styling. 7 / 1 0 Dec ’13

ARIEL arielmotor.co.uk, 01460 78817 Bike ’s choice: loads of options and extras, but it ’s got to have girder forks

Ace £20,000 1237cc V4 165mph**  173bhp**  40mpg* Machined alloy frame, Honda motor, endless choices. Fast, capable, and a work of art. 8 / 1 0 Aug ’15

AVINTON krazyhorse.co.uk, 01284 749645 Bike ’s choice: there are various finishes and parts available – make it yours

GT Originale £26,000 1640cc V-twin 130mph*  120bhp**  37mpg* Mighty S&S motor, direct chassis, glorious hand-made feel but factory back-up. Lovely. 8 / 1 0 May ’15

BENELLI benelli.co.uk, 0844 4128450 Bike ’s choice: the 898cc TNT models are the most affordable and usable

Tre-K Amazonas £11,299 1130cc triple 130mph*  106bhp  32mpg* No longer made (stock is from ’14). Grunt, style, but Africa Twin or GS so, so, so much better. 3 / 1 0 Dec ’07

TNT 899 £9499 898cc triple   140mph* 108bhp  29mpg* Think Italian Speed Triple, but not as good. Still selling 2014 models; update coming in 2017. 4 / 1 0 Oct ’08

BI MOTA  bimota.uk.com, 01630 655720 Bike ’s choice: Tesi is clever, beautiful, different and works

Tesi 3D Naked £25,450 1078cc V-twin 135mph* 92bhp 40mpg* Exquisite hub-steered super-stable genius, usable Ducati twin. Feels just different enough. 9 / 1 0 Aug ’15

DB9 Brivido £24,900 1198cc V-twin 170mph* 160bhp** 40mpg* Sexy, beautifully made, stupid-fast, yet remarkably civilised and comfortable. Not cheap. 8 / 1 0 Apr ’15 

BMW bmw-motorrad.co.uk, 0800 777155 Bike ’s choice: all are great... but nineT has appeal you can’t ignore

K1600GT £16,300 1649cc inline 6  154mph 142bhp  41mpg Syrupy six-cylinder, toys, comfort, hugely impressive handling. Full-on GTL Exc is £22,950. 8 / 1 0 July ’11

K1300S Motorsport £15,550 1293cc inline 4 169mph 162bhp 42mpg Fast, practical, top front-end, but lacks ZZR’s appeal. Naked R dropped – last year for the S? 7 / 1 0 Aug ’13

S1000XR Sport SE £14,800 998cc inline 4  155mph 161bhp 43mpg Truly ace high-tech mix of sports, adventure and tourer. But Kwak Versys 1000 is £5k less. 9 / 1 0 Sep ’15

R1200RT £13,810 1170cc flat-twin 142mph 117bhp 50mpg Defining tourer has many options, top tech, better-than-ever ride... but still not to all tastes. 9 / 1 0 Aug ’15

R1200GS £12,185 1170cc flat-twin 133mph  115bhp 44mpg Fast, crisp, agile, easy. Mildly iffy pillion, otherwise ace. Adventure (£13,050) has big tank. 9 / 1 0 Aug ’16

R nineT £11,900 1170cc flat-twin 135mph*  100bhp* 49mpg* Cheap? No. Beautifully made? Oh aye. Glorious mix of modern ability and classic charm. 9 / 1 0 Jul ’16

R1200R Sport £11,595 1170cc flat-twin 145mph 117bhp 48mpg GS motor, top chassis, ace gadgets. Speed Triple for BMW fans. Half-faired RS from £11,065. 8 / 1 0 Sep ’15

S1000RR £13,850 998cc inline 4  186mph 194bhp 35mpg UK’s best-selling sportsbike is mighty device. Options (semi-active, quickshifter) all mega. 9 / 1 0 Jul ’15

S1000R £10,350 998cc inline 4 156mph  159bhp  40mpg Presence, performance and practicality. Sport has all tech widgets for just £11,750. Superb. 1 0 / 1 0 May ’16

F800GS £8850 798cc twin  128mph 79bhp 61mpg Frugal, punchy, tall, convincing. Adventure is £10,750. F700 version (£7815) lacks appeal. 8 / 1 0 May '16

F800GT £8350 798cc twin 140mph  90bhp**  50mpg The old F800ST with more  bhp and comfort. Nimble, stable, lively, somehow plasticky. 8 / 1 0 Feb ’14

F800R £7595 798cc twin  133mph  86bhp 57mpg Better looks and spec than ever, but hasn’t edge to match its solid chassis... or fit rivals. 7 / 1 0 Aug ’10

G650GS £6290 652cc single  106mph**  48bhp** 61mpg Looks the part, rides well, and mild use can return 90mpg... but needs to be a grand less. 6 / 1 0 May ’11

CC M  ccm-motorcycles.com, 01204 544930 Bike ’s choice: GP450 has serious round-the-world potential

GP450 Adventure  £7459 449cc single 90mph**  41bhp** 52mpg Classy trailie with BMW single, great chassis, no weight. Go anywhere. Exquisite S is £8985. 8 / 1 0 Mar ’16

DUCATI ducatiuk.com; 0845 718500 Bike ’s choice: Multistrada is fast, comfy, well equipped and desirable

1299 Panigale S £21,186 1285cc V-twin 181mph 196bhp 35mpg Mighty grunt, super-sharp, excellent semi-active Öhlins. Friendlier than 1199, but still mad. 9 / 1 0 Jul ’15

XDiavel S £18,531 1262cc V-twin 150mph* 156bhp** 40mpg* Feet-forward cruiser style yet trad’ Ducati grunt and able handling. Less tasty non-S is £16k. 8 / 1 0 Sep ’16

Multistrada Enduro £16,826 1198cc V-twin 145mph*  142bhp 45mpg* Brilliant, clever, fast, all-roads adventure bike with real – and surprising – off-road ability. 9 / 1 0 Aug ’16

Diavel £14,631 1198cc V-twin 150mph  160bhp 37mpg Bruiser-cruiser with thunderous twin, attitude, but finesse. Better seat than early ones. 8 / 1 0 Jan ’15

Multistrada 1200S £15,861 1198cc V-twin 156mph  142bhp 47mpg Ace vary-valve twin, fit chassis, all-roads skill. Semi-active ride good but Caponord comfier. 9 / 1 0 Sep ’15

Monster 1200S £13,686 1198cc V-twin 153mph  127bhp 42mpg Fast, usable, classy. More Speed Triple than Tuono. R model (£15.4k) adds extra track skill. 8 / 1 0 Dec ’15

959 Panigale £13,231 955cc V-twin 160mph* 157bhp** 36mpg ‘Enty-level’ superbike feels like previous 899. So that’s fast yet friendly, sharp yet usable. 1 0 / 1 0 Mar ’16

Hypermotard 939 £10,131 937cc V-twin 140mph* 113bhp** 45mpg* Grunty, fun, good spec, but limited by its supermoto nature. Firm SP (£12,731) is track-ready. 7 / 1 0 May ’16

Monster 821 £9286 821cc V-twin 145mph*  99bhp* 47mpg Style, noise and feel are right for a Monster. Great mix of performance and posing. 8 / 1 0 Sep ’14

Scrambler Urb. Enduro £8531 803cc V-twin  123mph 71bhp 56mpg Looks, sounds and feels good, and easy to ride too. Easy to love, but Street Twin is classier. 8 / 1 0 Feb ’15

HARLEY-DAVI DSON  harley-davidson.com, 0871 6412508 Bike ’s choice: the Breakout has looks, finish and rides great

Ultra Limited £21,845 1690cc V-twin  105mph*  67bhp* 43mpg H-D take on a tourer. Best-ever ride and handling, water-cooled heads. Good, if not ace. 7 / 1 0 Nov ’13

Road Glide Special £19,845 1690cc V-twin 105mph* 67bhp*  42mpg Fairing looks mad, but works. Not perfect, but ride and motor better than ye olde H-D. 6 / 1 0 May ’15

Street Glide Special £19,645 1690cc V-twin 105mph* 67bhp*  43mpg Steers, rides, feels, stops like no Street Glide before, but still lacks widespread appeal. 7 / 1 0 Oct ’13

Softail Slim S £17,195 1801cc V-twin 115mph* 75bhp*  42mpg* Tyre-smoking motor, vivid sensations, lots of feel-good. Pay £400 extra for army paint. 8 / 1 0 Dec ’15

Breakout £15,995 1690cc V-twin  105mph* 65bhp* 50mpg** Low-slung, drag-inspired cruiser rides as well as it looks. CVO version (£20k) is sexy brute. 8 / 1 0 Sep ’16

Fat Bob £13,195 1690cc V-twin  110mph* 65bhp*  45mpg* Chunky flat-bar streetfighter. It’s OK, but not as refined as latest Harley-Davidsons. 5 / 1 0 Oct ’07

V-Rod Muscle £13,995 1247cc V-twin   137mph 110bhp 36mpg Surprisingly fast, usable, engaging, refined. Very un-H-D and top weekend amusement. 7 / 1 0 Jan ’15

Roadster 1200 £9695 1202cc V-twin 110mph* 55bhp* 45mpg* Clip-ons, sporty suspension and big brakes turn Sportster into cafe racer. Kinda works OK. 7 / 1 0 Jul ’16

XL1200 CA  £9575 1202cc V-twin  110mph* 55bhp* 45mpg* Sportster has iconic H-D silhouette. CA tag means comfier ’bars and mid-mounted pegs. 6 / 1 0 Dec’12

Seventy-Two  £9595 1202cc V-twin  110mph* 55bhp* 46mpg Clean, undiluted, chopper-ish Harley-Davidson experience with nice styling touches. 6 / 1 0 Aug ’12

Forty-Eight £9675 1202cc V-twin 110mph* 55bhp* 45mpg* Best-seller has hot-rod style, fuss-free charm, and this year even the suspension works. 8 / 1 0 Jun ’16

 Bike Price Engine Top speed Power mpg Bike verdict            Rating Tested

The Tests
T

his isn’t a limp brochure-style round-up of all the bikes 

you can buy. No, your guide is far more useful as it only 

contains bikes that we have tested, with comparable 

on-the-road prices plus data, expert opinion and must-know 

detail gathered by fussy full-time testers. We do hundreds of 

thousands of miles, dyno, datalog, weigh and answer the big 

questions. Don’t buy a new bike without reading this first.
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äSMALL FOR A REASON

Honda’s Monkey bike looks like it was meant for kids... because it was. The 49cc 
Z100 of 1961 was intended for amusement parks, used as a kid’s ride at Honda’s 
Tama Tech motorsport theme park. The CZ100 road version came in 1964, with 
a new frame and the tank off the Sport Cub C110. Want a CZ? That’s £12k, please.
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 Bike Price Engine                                Top speed Power mpg Bike verdict              Rating Tested

Iron 883 £7495 883cc V-twin 105mph 44bhp 56mpg Usual cruiser limitations, but good looks and details, and noticeably better ride for ’16. 7 / 1 0 Dec ’15

Street 750 £5795 749cc V-twin  105mph  55bhp**  55mpg* Indian-built, liquid-cooled entry bike. Decent, and cheap, but lacks real H-D character. 7 / 1 0 Jan ‘16

HONDA honda.co.uk/motorcycles, 0845 2008000 Bike ’s choice: hyper-refined and classy, the Fireblade remains superb

GL1800 Gold Wing £25,399 1832cc flat-six  124mph 101 bhp 32mpg Morphed from sportsbike (ish) into opulent QE2 of biking over 40 years. Feels unique. 8 / 1 0 Sep ’12

Gold Wing F6C £18,399 1832cc flat-six  120mph* 101 bhp* 34mpg* Honda’s huge tourer stripped down to a ‘power cruiser’. All very nice... except the price. 7 / 1 0 Aug ’14

ST1300 Pan European £14,699 1260cc V4 141mph  111bhp  43mpg Big cash for what looks and feels old. Buy a VFR12 or Crosstourer with extras instead. 5 / 1 0 Jan ’08

CTX1300 £14,999 1260cc V4 135mph*  111bhp*  45mpg* Pan Euro’ V4 in a cut-down comfort-cruiser. Nice spec and style spoilt by poor details. 7 / 1 0 Aug ’14

VFR1200F  £12,999 1237cc V4 157mph  152bhp  38mpg Great engine, chassis, refinement, finish. Traction too. Pillion-pleasing DCT is £600. 9 / 1 0 Mar ’14

Crosstourer  £12,399 1237cc V4 130mph**  133bhp**  43mpg Noise and floaty ride are GS-like, finish is classy, V4 is strong. The BMW for Honda fans. 8 / 1 0 May ’12

CB1100 £10,299 1140cc inline 4  130mph*  86bhp  43mpg Classy retro is smooth, usable and extremely charming. Not the cheapest, but quality. 7 / 1 0 Dec ’13

CBR1000RR Fireblade £12,199 1000cc inline 4  180mph  168bhp  42mpg Not R1-slick or S1000RR-fast, but better road bike. Plush SP is £15k. New one coming in 2017. 8 / 1 0 Jul ’15

Africa Twin £10,499 998cc twin  124mph  90bhp  47mpg Proper big dual-purpose bike is super-able and top quality. The GS beater. DCT option good. 1 0 / 1 0 Aug ’16

CBF1000F £9599 998cc inline 4 143mph  102bhp  45mpg Comfort, finish and chassis impress. However we all crave amazing, not merely nice. 7 / 1 0 Dec ’10

CB1000R  £9999 998cc inline 4  140mph 110bhp  40mpg Mint do-it-all sports naked. Naff colours, otherwise like a big 600 Hornet. Overlooked. 8 / 1 0 Nov ’10

VFR800F  £10,699 782cc V4 141mph 98bhp 46mpg Classic VFR charm and ability with modern air. In class of one. Furs-up in winter, mind. 9 / 1 0 Jun ’14

Crossrunner £10,299 782cc V4  134mph  98bhp  46mpg Classy VFR for adventurers is smooth, brisk, comfy, well-made... pretty much faultless. 1 0 / 1 0 Dec ’15

NM4 Vultus £9666 745cc twin 105mph*  54bhp**  70mpg* Whacky future-cruiser based on NC/Integra. Unique looks, surprising ability, salty price. 8 / 1 0 Jun ’16

Integra £7999 745cc twin 105mph*  54bhp**  70mpg* Based on NC750. Half bike, half scoot is nice, but somehow lacks the benefits of either. 6 / 1 0 Apr ’14

NC750X £6499 745cc twin 110mph*  54bhp** 62mpg Flexible twin, top mpg, big storage, well made. Not flash, just very useful. Naked S is £5999. 1 0 / 1 0 Jun ’16

CBR600RR £8999 599cc inline 4 165mph*  116bhp**  45mpg* Utterly sublime. But 600s don’t sell and Euro 4 looms, so it’ll be discontinued in 2017. Sad. 9 / 1 0 Aug '16

CBR650F £6999 649cc inline 4 140mph 86bhp  45mpg Tidy road tool is able and well priced. Naked CB (£6399) is overlooked Hornet replacement. 8 / 1 0 Mar ’15

CB500X  £5499 471cc twin 110mph*  43bhp  68mpg* As well-finished and usable as 500F and 500R, but in taller, trendier adventure style. 7 / 1 0 Jul’13

CB500F £4999 471cc twin  110mph  43bhp 66mpg Good value, surprisingly able, proper Honda quality. Nice. Faired R version is £5499. 8 / 1 0 May ’16

CBR300R £3999 286cc single 95mph*  30bhp** 68mpg Previous 250 with more zip and Fireblade styling. Friendly, polite, but no mini blade. 6 / 1 0 Nov ’14

CRF250M £4299 249cc single  78mph*  23bhp** 70mpg* Polite supermoto. The 250L trail version is a top commuter and weekend green-laner. 7 / 1 0 Jul’13

CBR125R £3599 125cc single 70mph* 13bhp*  70mpg* Gears and suspension are not YZF-R125, but looks better than it used to and will last yonks. 6 / 1 0 Jul ’11

MSX125 £2899 125cc single 70mph*  11bhp*  105mpg Half Monkey bike, half proper bike. More giggles than a naked bouncy castle party. 8 / 1 0 Aug’13

CBF125  £2699 125cc single 70mph*  11bhp 122mpg Frugal, able, no real flaws and sells huge numbers, but lacks old CG’s charm. Ho-hum. 6 / 1 0 Nov ’12

I NDIAN indianmotorcycle.co.uk Bike ’s choice: classic character, modern quality, sensible price – Scout Sixty is a market leader

Roadmaster £21,999 1811cc V-twin 110mph*  90bhp* 40mpg* Fully-loaded, over-the-top celebration of touring opulence is actually very good. 7 / 1 0 May ‘15

Chief Classic £16,499 1811cc V-twin 120mph*  90bhp* 40mpg* Stupendous engine, superb ride, great finish, authentic style. Harley-beater? Oh yes. 8 / 1 0 Nov’13

Chief Vintage £19,999 1811cc V-twin 120mph*  90bhp* 40mpg* The impressive Chief but with CHiPs-style screen, soft bags and far too many tassels. 7 / 1 0 Nov’13

Chieftain £20,599 1811cc V-twin 120mph*  90bhp* 40mpg* Half-faired, long-haul version of Chief with luggage and quicker steering. Impressive. 8 / 1 0 Nov’14

Scout £10,499 1133cc V-twin 120mph  100bhp** 45mpg* Cast frame, liquid-cooled 8v V-twin, light handling, trad’ Indian style. Distinct and classy. 8 / 1 0 Oct '15

Scout Sixty £8999 999cc V-twin 110mph*  78bhp** 45mpg* Style, quality and details of big ’un (above), but affordable. Finest ‘medium’ cruiser there is. 9 / 1 0 Oct’ 15

KAWASAK I kawasaki.co.uk, 01628 856750 Bike ’s choice: has to be the Ninja H2. It ’s simply like nothing else

Ninja H2R £41,136 998cc inline 4  240mph*  310bhp**  30mpg*  Wildest, loudest, fastest ‘production’ bike ever. Track only, obviously. Just sensational. 9 / 1 0 May ’15

Ninja H2 £22,136 998cc inline 4  183mph  205bhp  25mpg  Glorious excess in a hi-vis cotton-wool world. So fast, so powerful. Bike of the Year 2015. 1 0 / 1 0 Jul ’15

VN1700 Voyager £16,835 1700cc V-twin  120mph*  72bhp  40mpg*  Elec Glide rip-off with light handling, tech and big saving. More basic Classic is £12.5k 5 / 1 0 Jul ’09

ZZR1400  £11,935 1441cc inline 4| 186mph 193bhp  38mpg Sportier than a Busa, yet still smooth and plush. The legendary ZZR name is deserved. 1 0 / 1 0 Dec ’15

1400GTR  £13,835 1352cc inline 4  158mph 139bhp  40mpg Fast with  endless toys. But gizmos can’t mask steering and ride quality that aren’t good. 5 / 1 0 Dec ’10

Versys 1000 £10,085 1043cc inline 4 144mph 114bhp 47mpg Jacked-up Z1000SX is comfy, well appointed, brisk, smooth. Not flash, just hugely capable. 9 / 1 0 Apr ’16

Z1000SX  £9835 1043cc inline 4  149mph 140bhp** 40mpg* Pleasing, sporty, Z1000-based do-it-all. Not perfect, but very good. Tourer has boxes. 8 / 1 0 Nov ’15

Z1000 £10,035 1043cc inline 4 147mph  131bhp  37mpg Eager chassis, fit motor, bold looks, firm ride. Very distinct... but why is faired SX cheaper? 7 / 1 0 Aug ‘15

Ninja ZX-10R £13,785 998cc inline 4  184mph  175bhp 41mpg Amazing race-derived engine, handling and electronics, yet still usable by normal people. 9 / 1 0 Jan ‘14

VN900 Classic £7585 903cc V-twin 110mph*  44bhp 45mpg* Stereotypical H-D clone is okay but nowt great. Accessory screen and bags look good. 5 / 1 0 Nov ’06

Z800 £8035 806cc inline 4  138mph  101bhp 49mpg Looks like origami but is ruddy good. Don’t buy a Z1000 or Street Triple without trying. 9 / 1 0 Dec ’13

W800  £7035 773cc twin 105mph 45bhp  59mpg Well-executed, easy-going ’60s retro. Convincing styling but doesn’t ride like a Street Twin. 7 / 1 0 Feb ’13

Versys 650 £6985 649cc twin 115mph*  62bhp* 54mpg* ER-6-based tall-rounder is able, easy to use and no longer ugly. Superb mid-weight tool. 9 / 1 0 Oct ’15

Vulcan S £6185 649cc twin 115mph*  61bhp** 63mpg* Affordable, good-looking, modern cruiser with ER-6 power. Surprising ability, keen price. 8 / 1 0 Jan ’16

ER-6f £6185 649cc twin 128mph  64bhp  60mpg* Fairing makes it more comfy, practical and grown-up than the naked ER-6. That’s nice. 7 / 1 0 Jul ’12

ER-6n £5935 649cc twin 126mph 64bhp  61mpg Light, frugal, welcoming, cheaper than it was... but Yamaha MT-07 makes it look dated. 8 / 1 0 Mar ’12

ZX-6R 636  £9135 636cc inline 4 165mph 116bhp  44mpg Still very sporty, but the more road-oriented Ninja is the best inline-four 600 road bike. 9 / 1 0 Dec’12

ZX-6R  £9035 599cc inline 4 162mph  112bhp  42mpg* Scorching handling, howling four, proper suspension, but not quite CBR or 675 beater. 8 / 1 0 May ’11

Ninja 300 £4992 296cc twin 112mph  35bhp  60mpg* Revvy power, decent speed, nice details. Great intro to sportsbikes but RC390 is sexier. 7 / 1 0 Oct ’13

READ ROAD  TESTS ON iPAD  & ANDROIDSimply go to  www.greatmagazines.co.uk,  
Apple Newsstand or  Google Play to  download back  issues
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äSMOKE SIGNALS

Indian built America’s first V-twin in 1907, had leccy start in ’14, and hit 1000cc 

by ’16. Now making 1811cc Harley-beaters they’re big-twin kings, but did have a 

duff bit – 1950s bikes were re-badged Royal Enfields, and 70s bikes were made 

in Taiwan and re-badged Italians. This ME125 has a Minarelli engine.



The Tests
Z250SL £3742 249cc single 90mph*  28bhp**  72mpg Neat trellis frame, fit motor, agility, looks. Tiny, yes... but way cooler than an Inazuma. 6 / 1 0 Nov ’15

KLX250 £4292 249cc single  70mph* 18bhp 65mpg* Looks like a snorting, nimble, green lane-chomping enduro. Rides like a stifled 125. 3 / 1 0 Mar ’09

KLX125  £3021 125cc single  70mph* 10bhp** 90mpg*    Learner-friendly trail bike can even go off-road but is more like a fluffy toy than a bike. 5 / 1 0 Apr ’11

KTM ktm.co.uk, 01280 709500  Bike ’s choice: 1190 Adventure R is the most authentic giant trailie

1290 Super Adventure £16,199 1301cc V-twin  155mph* 160bhp**  40mpg Traction, cornering ABS, semi-active ride, heated seats... Sports-enduro-tourer is mega. 1 0 / 1 0 Jun ’15

1290 Super Duke GT £15,999 1301cc V-twin  165mph* 170bhp**  36mpg Mad power, true sports handling, but able to eat miles. Couple of iffy details, otherwise ace. 9 / 1 0 Aug ’16

1290 Super Duke R £13,999 1301cc V-twin  158mph 161bhp  40mpg Wide-eye pace, sports handling, in-yer-mush looks, yet friendly and simple to operate. 8 / 1 0 May ’16

1190 Adventure R £14,149 1195cc V-twin 154mph  134bhp 43mpg Utterly convincing dual-purpose, go-anywhere all-rounder. Feels a proper adventure bike. 9 / 1 0 Sep’13

1190 Adventure  £13,999 1195cc V-twin 154mph  134bhp 43mpg Desert-rally presence, comfort, trinkets. Lacks rugged GS feel, but laugh-out-loud ballistic. 8 / 1 0 Aug ’16

1050 Adventure £10,999 1050cc V-twin  132mph 95bhp**  45mpg* Lowest Adv’ on spec, few vibes, but agile and punchy. Can be restricted for A2 licence. 8 / 1 0 Nov ’15

690 SMC R £7899 690cc single 115mph*  63bhp  56mpg High-quality supermoto. Classy bits, more usable than racier offerings, but still hardcore. 7 / 1 0 Nov ’12

690 Enduro R £7899 690cc single 100mph*  63bhp*  56mpg* Proper green-lane tool with road-friendly suspension and efficient, pokey Duke motor. 8 / 1 0 Sep ’14

690 Duke R £8999 690cc single 125mph* 73bhp** 60mpg* Staggering motor and suspension. Makes rivals feel flabby and vague. Pricey but we love it. 9 / 1 0 Feb ’16

690 Duke  £7699 690cc single 125mph* 73bhp** 60mpg* Feisty yet frugal motor, practical but sharp chassis. Very good, but it’s still ‘just’ a single. 8 / 1 0 Feb ’16

RC 390 £4999 373.2cc single 107mph 42bhp 53mpg Fast, frantic, flighty, yet efficient and usable. Dissolves in winter. In 125 form too (£4199). 6 / 1 0 Jul ’15

390 Duke £4499 373.2cc single 108mph 41bhp 70mpg* Revvy, eager motor in agile 125 chassis brings much joy. Feels a bit fragile, otherwise great. 7 / 1 0 Mar ’14

125 Duke  £3999 125cc single  75mph* 15bhp**  100mpg* Authentic Duke for teens. KTM designed, Indian made. 80mph 200cc version is £4195. 7 / 1 0 Jun ’11

LEX MOTO  lexmoto.co.uk, 08445 678887 Bike ’s choice: Adrenaline shows affordable doesn’t have to be flimsy

Adrenaline £1499 1151cc V-twin  72mph**  11bhp**  96mpg* Suzuki motor, adjustable suspenders, fine finish. Not perfect, but impressive value. 8 / 1 0 Aug ’15

ZSF125  £1099 124cc single 62mph**  12bhp* 105mpg* Frugal, easy to ride, better than price suggests. No wonder Lexmoto sell so many 125s. 7 / 1 0 May ’15

MOTO GUZ Z I uk.motoguzzi.it Bike ’s choice: the Griso is unique, enjoyable and entirely Guzzi

Audace £15,136 1380cc V-twin 130mph*  96bhp**  45mpg** Used to be ‘Custom’. Quality, comfy, able H-D beater. Touring model no longer imported. 8 / 1 0 Sep ’16

Stelvio NTX £13,136 1151cc V-twin  129mph* 103bhp** 40mpg Shameless GS-alike at its best yet. Charm, good spec, but not as polished as BMW/KTM. 7 / 1 0 Sep ’11

Griso 1200 SE £10,936 1151cc V-twin  145mph  98bhp  40mpg Sport-retro-cruiser hard to pigeonhole but really is great to ride. Viable nineT alternative. 9 / 1 0 Oct ’08

V9 Bobber £8136 853cc V-twin  110mph*  55bhp**  55mpg* Pleasing V-twin in a trendy, well-made package.  Shiny Roamer (£7899) looks a bit too ’80s. 8 / 1 0 Jun ’16

V7 II Stone £7136 744cc V-twin 105mph* 51bhp** 56mpg Right noise, cool badge, great handling. It’s good. Flashier Special is £7635, Racer is £8635. 9 / 1 0 Oct ’14

MV AGUSTA mvagusta.co.uk, 0844 4128450 Bike ’s choice: F3 800 adds grunt to delicate, sexy middleweight

Brutale 1090RR £14,899 1078cc inline 4  154mph 124bhp 34mpg Speed and image of old MVs, but better built, more refined. Spec rivals KTM and BMW. 8 / 1 0 May ’10

F4 RR ABS £20,299 998cc inline 4  185mph**  201bhp** 35mpg* Posh suspension and brakes make high-spec F4 a bit special. Are you good enough? 7 / 1 0 Mar’13

F4 ABS £14,799 998cc inline 4  181mph** 195bhp** 35mpg* Brilliant on a hot track, gives you goosebumps, but demanding and fickle on the road. 7 / 1 0 Mar’13

Turismo Veloce 800 £12,199 798cc inline 3  136mph 110bhp** 48mpg* Adventure bike? Nah, it’s like a high-rise sportsbike. So-so ride, busy dash, but it’s good. 8 / 1 0 Dec ’15

Rivale £11,449 798cc inline 3  150mph* 125bhp** 45mpg* Supermoto-ish triple is perky, agile, top fun, not practical. Has MV’s best-yet fuelling, mind. 7 / 1 0 Jan ’14

F3 800  £12,299 798cc inline 3  161mph  148bhp**  34mpg* Crisp, punchy, trim. Easier than a 600 but still focused. 675 version (£11k) is one for the track. 8 / 1 0 Apr ’14

Brutale 800  £10,499 798cc inline 3  153mph**  125bhp**  40mpg** As 675cc but big motor. More usable yet still loopy. Dragster (£11k) has fat tyre, tiny seat. 8 / 1 0 Apr ’14

Brutale 675 £8899 675cc inline 3  150mph*  108bhp**  35mpg* Italian Street Triple is small, sexy and great fun, but not as usable or natural as the Brit. 7 / 1 0 Sep ’12

PATON krazyhorse.co.uk.com; 01284 749645 Bike ’s choice: There’s only one road bike available. Good job it’s brilliant

S1 Strada £16,574 649cc twin  135mph* 71bhp** 55mpg* Eager ER-6 engine in bespoke Italian chassis, based on classic racer. Pricey but feels proper. 8 / 1 0 May ’15

RI EJU rieju.es; 01526 834357 Bike ’s choice: Marathon will commute all week then blitz trails at the weekend

Marathon 200 Pro  £3699 184cc single 70mph*  15bhp*  54mpg Great little enduro with bored-out Yamaha YZF-R125 motor. Genuine off-road potential. 7 / 1 0 Sep ’10

ROYAL E NFI E LD royalenfield.com/uk; 0844 412 8450 Bike ’s choice: Continental looks proper, but the Classic has the most character

Continental GT  £4999 535cc single 85mph*  30bhp*  80mpg* Top looks, cheeky handling. But unfortunately vibrates like Ann Summers’ stock room. 5 / 1 0 Oct ’14

Classic 500  £4499 499cc single 80mph*  27bhp  80mpg* Slow, vibration, basic ride? All true. But also a disarming and engaging sunny weekend toy. 7 / 1 0 Jun ’16

Bullet 500  £3999 499cc single 80mph*  27bhp  85mpg Indian-built classic is decent, honest, authentic, if not of the absolute finest quality. 6 / 1 0 Mar ’09

SUZUK I  suzuki-gb.co.uk; 0845 850 8800 Bike ’s choice: current GSX-R750 is a heady blend of usable poke and handling

Intruder M1800 BOSS   £12,135 1783cc V-twin 120mph*  105bhp 45mpg* Looks good, sounds great, goes fast, but things move on – Ducati Diavel is heaps better. 5 / 1 0 Jan ’15

Intruder C1500T £11,135 1462cc V-twin  120mph*  77bhp** 50mpg* Decent looks, practical panniers and a screen that bobs your head over 50mph. 5 / 1 0 Jun ’13

Hayabusa £11,335 1340cc inline 4 182mph  184bhp  42mpg Tad dated, but syrupy smooth, comfy and bonkers fast. Z version with Yoshi pipes is £12k. 8 / 1 0 Jul ’16

GSX1250FA £8135 1255cc inline 4  139mph  93bhp 38mpg Dependable, solid, trusted – it’s a Bandit in GSX-R-ish full fairing. Not flash, but honest. 6 / 1 0 Dec ’10

GSX-R1000 MotoGP £11,535 999cc inline 4 181mph 165bhp 46mpg No widgets (ABS aside), but roomy, plush, hellish fast, and looks sharp in MotoGP paint. 8 / 1 0 Sep ’15

V-Strom 1000 £9935 1037cc V-twin 135mph* 99bhp** 45mpg* Stout V-twin, solid chassis, but not in same class as newer rivals. Full-spec Titanium is £11k. 6 / 1 0 Aug ’16

GSX-S1000F £10,135 999cc inline 4  153mph 143bhp 45mpg Upright sports, not a sports-tourer. Fast, composed, but not too much: think modern ZX-9R. 8 / 1 0 Sep ’15

GSX-S1000 £9235 999cc inline 4  149mph 143bhp 45mpg GSX-R motor, supple ride, comfy, fine finish, low price. Hard to fault, but lacks a little ‘wow’. 8 / 1 0 May ’16

GSX-R750  £9835 750cc inline 4 166mph 130bhp 49mpg Same chassis as the 600 means it’s lighter than a ZX-6R, yet has early R1 power.  Legendary. 9 / 1 0 Feb ’13

GSR750 £7135 749cc inline 4  143mph 100bhp  49mpg Capable, perky, user-friendly and lacks flaws, but also lacks sparkle.  Good, not brilliant. 6 / 1 0 Jul ’11

Burgman 650 Exec £9135 638cc twin  99mph 54bhp**  50mpg Big scoot is practical, good spec, but not as fast, comfy or refined as bikes for the same cash. 5 / 1 0 Jan ’14

 Bike Price Engine Top speed Power mpg Bike verdict           Rating Tested
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äTHE RC213V-S OF ITS DAY...

Moto Guzzi might not seem high-tech now, but they used to. Back when bikes 

had hand-pump lube and open primary drive, Guzzi’s first prototype single had 

a gear-driven overhead cam driving an oil pump, four valves, twin plugs, sealed 

geared primary, reverse rotation (like Rossi’s M1), and even lubed its own chain.
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 Bike Price Engine                                Top speed Power mpg Bike verdict              Rating Tested

V-Strom 650 £7135 645cc V-twin 115mph* 60bhp*  45mpg V-Strom is better than earlier bikes. Still capable, cuddly and cheap, if not stand-out. 7 / 1 0 Jan ’13

SFV650 £5235 645cc V-twin  129mph 73bhp  49mpg Affordable twin is fit ‘n’ friendly. But new SV650 has same chassis and motor: cheerio SFV? 7 / 1 0 Jan ’10

SV650 £5635 645cc V-twin 135mph* 75bhp** 61mpg** Chirpy, light-hearted, usable, capable: the SV’s got its mojo back. Nicer than an MT-07? Ah... 9 / 1 0 May ’16

GSX-R600 £8813 599cc inline 4 165mph  110bhp 49mpg Old? Maybe, but thick seat, adjustable pegs and lush ride make a 600 you can live with. 8 / 1 0 May ’11

Inazuma £3692 248cc twin 88mph 24bhp 85mpg** ‘Inazuma’ means ‘lightning’.  ‘Colin’ would be better name for the cheap cheery commuter. 5 / 1 0 Feb ’13

VanVan 125 £3271 124cc single 65mph* 11 bhp n/a Cute beach-style plaything. May only be ridden in shorts, flip-flops and metalflake piss-pot. 6 / 1 0 Feb ’76

TRIUM PH triumphmotorcycles.co.uk Bike ’s choice: all-new Street Twin is simply bang on the money

Rocket III Roadster £13,900 2294cc inline 3 124mph 125bhp  42mpg Sensory overload, low-rev balls, thunderous, half-decent comfort. It’s all about size. 7 / 1 0 Nov ’15

Thunderbird LT £14,800 1597cc twin 110mph* 93bhp** 44mpg* Cruiser with great seat and screen. Naked base model is £11.7k, butch Commander £13.5k. 8 / 1 0 Apr ’14

Trophy SE £14,599 1215cc inline 3 135mph* 111bhp 45mpg Class leading comfort, motor, weather protection, handling and extras. It’s even agile. 8 / 1 0 Jan ’13

Tiger Explorer XCA £15,800 1215cc inline 3 135mph* 137bhp** 45mpg Adventure-tourer is syrupy, agile, strong, comfy, with all extras. Base model from £11,800. 8 / 1 0 May ’16

Thruxton R £11,700 1200cc twin 130mph*  96bhp** 61mpg** Traditional charm and modern ability in biggest café racer ever. Lots of grunt, lots of style. 9 / 1 0 Jul ’16

Bonneville T120 £9600 1200cc twin 120mph*  79bhp** 54mpg Lolloping grunt, steadfast chassis, top finish. Hasn’t Street Twin’s  agility, but has finer ride. 9 / 1 0 Jun ’16

Speed Triple R £10,999 1050cc inline 3  149mph 138bhp**  45mpg Modes, traction, ABS, responsive triple, great presence. Bit firm on road, but still a class act. 8 / 1 0 May ’16

Sprint GT SE £9149 1050cc inline 3 158mph 115bhp 42mpg Shy on gizmos, getting long teeth, but proven design and remarkable spec for the cash. 6 / 1 0 May ’14

Tiger Sport  £9899 1050cc inline 3 140mph* 124bhp**  45mpg* Sporty, solid, comfy, easy – the best 1050cc Tiger yet. Adventure? No. It’s a tall Speed Triple. 7 / 1 0 Jul ’13

Street Twin  £7300 900cc twin 110mph*  54bhp** 60mpg Torque, easy handling, ace finish, good noise? Yes. Class retro outshines Ducati Scrambler. 9 / 1 0 Aug ’16

Tiger 800XCx £10,200 800cc inline 3 124mph 84bhp 48mpg Plush suspension, ample drive and lots of toys make a good road tool, but not too hot in dirt. 7 / 1 0 May ’16

Tiger 800XRx £9700 800cc inline 3 133mph 94bhp** 48mpg Cast-wheel, beak-free Tiger is proven and has lots of extras, though taller XC has better ride. 7 / 1 0 Feb ’15

Daytona 675 £9599 675cc inline 3 159mph 112bhp 44mpg Thin, light, punchy, charismatic. R model (£11k) has amazing handling, quality and looks. 9 / 1 0 Feb ’13

Street Triple £7499 675cc inline   145mph  98bhp 44mpg Fast, engaging, fun, easy to use. Ace. R (£8199) has uprated chassis but not obviously better. 10 / 1 0 Dec ’13

VICTORY  victorymotorcycles.co.uk, 0800 9156720 Bike ’s choice: Hammer S styling and experience moves Victory away from H-D

Vision £19,699 1731cc V-twin  120mph*  92bhp 40mpg* Sci-fi über-tourer seemingly built using 1950s American car panels. Oddly appealing. 7 / 1 0 Nov ’07

Cross Country  £15,999 1731cc V-twin  105mph* 92bhp** 42mpg* Cross Roads with screen, hard panniers and fancy clocks. As good as a Harley Street Glide. 7 / 1 0 Oct ’10

Gunner £10,299 1731cc V-twin 115mph*  90bhp  42mpg* Nice, affordable entry into the Victory world, with usual cruiser dynamic limitations. 6 / 1 0 Oct ’15

Hammer S £12,999 1634cc V-twin  110mph* 83bhp 43mpg* Typical chopper handling and a serious engine. Makes ears bleed on accessory pipes. 8 / 1 0 Jul ’07

WK  wkbikes.com, 01507 522900 Bike ’s choice: 650i busts Chinese preconceptions... well, almost

650TR  £3599 649cc twin 125mph*  61bhp 50mpg* Chinese cross between ER-6 and Deauville. Won’t ignite your pants, but look at that price. 5 / 1 0 Oct ’13

650i  £3299 649cc twin 121mph  61bhp 49mpg* First big Chinese bike is like a first-gen ER-6. Not amazing, but better than preconceptions. 5 / 1 0 Oct ’12

Trail 400 £3899 397cc single 70mph*  27bhp** 60mpg Like trailies of old – light, agile, usable. Pity about weak motor, poor forks, iffy details. 4 / 1 0 Nov ’15

125 Cruiser  £1699 125cc twin 60mph  12bhp* 90mpg* Parallel-twin 125 looks and feels decent, has OK finish and ride, but unhappy above 55mph. 6 / 1 0 May ’15

YAMAHA yamaha-motor.co.uk, 01932 358000 Bike ’s choice: Cheap yet classy, basic but brilliant – the MT-07 is superb

VMAX £15,885 1679cc V4  136mph 179bhp  32mpg Bold, big grunt, lots of toys, terrible tank range. Viable Diavel rival now it’s not £22k. 7 / 1 0 Nov ’08

XVS1300 Custom £9435 1304cc V-twin  110mph*  72bhp** 45mpg* Stylish, raked-out, liquid-cooled semi-chopper is worth a look over US brands. Nice. 8 / 1 0 Jul ’14

FJR1300A  £13,435 1298cc inline 4 148mph  131bhp 42mpg Best-ever FJR isn’t defining, but is very good. Semi-auto AS (£15.6k) has elec suspension. 7 / 1 0 Mar ’16

XJR1300 Racer £9735 1251cc inline 4 141mph 97bhp 35mpg Soft, smooth, able, loveable, but basically a big retro with cafe racer look. It goes next year. 6 / 1 0 Feb ’16

Super Ténéré £11,135 1199cc twin 135mph 96bhp 40mpg Manners, quality, ability, good price. Not a GS, but’s that’s fine. Elec-suspension ZE is £13k. 8 / 1 0 Aug ’16

YZF-R1 £15,135 998cc inline 4 183mph 189bhp 35mpg Stiff, tall, high geared on road, but special and peerless on track. Had a few gearbox woes... 9 / 1 0 Jul ’15

MT-10 £10,136 998cc inline 4 154mph** 158bhp** 40mpg Fast, sporty, yet with ample MT-range friendliness and great spec. No looker, but it’s mega. 9 / 1 0 Jul ’16

XV950R £7935 942cc V-twin 110mph* 51bhp** 60mpg Trendy, straightforward rival to H-D Sportsters. Really rather nice. Racer spec is £8235. 7 / 1 0 Oct ’14

MT-09 Tracer £8285 847cc inline 3 129mph 113bhp* 47mpg Faired MT-09 is fun, high-spec, usable, affordable. Don’t buy a GS without testing one. 1 0 / 1 0 Oct ’15

XSR900 £7985 847cc inline 3 130mph 104bhp 49mpg Ace MT-09 (below) in ’70s get-up with sportier set-up. Probably the best value sporty retro. 9 / 1 0 Jul ’16

MT-09 £7085 847cc inline 3 130mph 104bhp 49mpg Mint motor, nimble chassis, gurgling noise, easy to ride. No more snatchy throttle either. 9 / 1 0 May ’16

XSR700 £6385 689cc twin 119mph 70bhp 49mpg Mega MT-07 in period custome. Proof that retro looks can work with a modern dynamic. 9 / 1 0 Jun ’16

MT-07 £5485 689cc twin 125mph* 70bhp 48mpg Fit, able, classy, efficient, fun, cheap. Just mega. Boundary-blurring, giant-killing genius. 1 0 / 1 0 Oct ’15

XT660Z Ténéré £7135 660cc single 105mph 43 bhp 49mpg* Tall, well-appointed, capable device for global capers. Less trendy XT660R is £6635. 7 / 1 0 Jan ’13

XJ6 Diversion £6613 600cc inline 4 126mph 70 bhp 54mpg Keen 400-esque four, decent chassis. But it’s £1200 more than an MT-07. Why bother? 5 / 1 0 Oct ’09

YZF-R6  £9813 599cc inline 4 172mph 114bhp  38mpg Fastest 600 we’ve ever tested. Crazy power, super-slick, classy, but demanding on road. 7 / 1 0 May ’11

SR400  £5292 399cc single 75mph* 27bhp  62mpg Straight out of 1978. Charm, period feel, but just so old – there are far more able bikes for £5k. 4 / 1 0 Jul ’14

YZF-R3 £4892 321cc twin 102mph* 41bhp**  65mpg Light, revvy, fun-to-ride, well finished. Ability and spec fight for best A2 sporstbike title. 8 / 1 0 Jul ’15

YZF-R125  £4471 125cc single 80mph*  15bhp 92mpg Looks like an R6, feels proper. Not as sharp as it was, but still more satisfying than a CBR. 7 / 1 0 Aug ’14

WR125X  £4271 125cc single 80mph 15bhp 95mpg* Full-on, full-size, beautifully detailed supermoto that happens to be a 125. Not cheap. 7 / 1 0 Nov ’09

MT-125  £3971 125cc single 70mph*  15bhp 100mpg* Stripped-down YZF in the popular MT model style. Rides well, looks good, nicely made. 8 / 1 0 Aug ’14

ZAETA krazyhorse.co.uk.com; 01284 749645 Bike ’s choice: SE street-tracker is more useable than focused DT variant

530SE £12,750 530cc single  80mph*  55bhp** 30mpg* Loud, expensive, impractical but also beautifully crafted and utter fun at legal speeds. 7 / 1 0 May ’15 
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äYAMAHA CLOTHES HORSE

Shown at the Tokyo show in 2003, this is Yamaha’s Divide. It’s a concept for an 

electric scooter, and folds itself up at the touch of a button so you can park it in 

your house as an ‘art object’. It used tech from the Japan-only Passol electric 

scoot, which evolved into the EC-03 (and are now cheap – see p9). 
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Our  

new bike 

test fleet

>> Suzuki GSX-R750 

Total mileage: 932 Tyres: Bridgestone 
Battlax 016  Price: £9835 otr Story this 
month: acclimatising itself to the skills 

of rider Paul Lang – an A1 rider (i.e. rides 
up and down the A1).

>> KTM Super Duke GT 

Total mileage: 750 Tyres: Pirelli Angel 
GT Price: £15,999 otr Story this month: 

commuting itself towards getting its first 
service at KTM HQ. Then the fun 

properly begins.

Suzuki GSX-R750
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while kicking it down. Note blue 

threadlock in hole where it used 
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Mostly all sweet and dandy – except carrying capacity 

Everything 
but the girl
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L 
EAVE MY HOUSE on my daily 

commute. Burble loudly along my 

road, turn right at the end, over the 

roundabout, sweep around the left 

hander, gas it hard and float a power 

wheelie along the quiet slip road. 100 

yards of riding should not be such a hoot.

It’s tempting to say the clever electronics 

are trying to keep control of the 1290 GT’s 

monstrous 173bhp, 1290cc engine, but 

it’s more like they’re working together to 

deliver controlled aggression. Antics like 

this are becoming part of the norm. It’s fun.

For all its headline grabbing figures, 

it’s surprisingly easy to ride in a civilised 

manner. It feels light and nimble through 

town (though the panniers are quite a 

bit wider than the ‘bars) and it cruises 

effortlessly and comfortably on the 

motorway albeit with 

noticeably more in-

helmet decibels than 

some of its rivals. 

With 5000rpm in top 

returning an indicated 

90mph, the GT is barely 

awake at normal speeds but instead of the 

clattering, coarse ride found with some 

other KTMs, it’s smooth and refined.

Head out to any favourite B-road and 

its supernaked base is obvious. It might 

weigh 25-ish kg more than the Super Duke 

R, but the GT is so light on its feet and 

steers with such speed and accuracy you 

wouldn’t know it. Pick a line, flick in, 

hold it perfectly for as long as you like and 

punch out towards the horizon. The one-

piece Brembo calipers and Pirelli Angel GTs 

give so much stopping power and grip that 

braking points move further and further 

away, turn-ins get later and later. I don’t 

recall ever feeling so confident to push on a 

bike this powerful. It’s truly sensational.

Added to this sportsbike-like acceleration 

and handling are proper luxuries. Traction, 

cruise, cornering lights, really good heated 

grips, electronic suspension, quickshifter, 

kitchen sink… The seat is firm but 

comfortable, ’bars are positioned perfectly. I 

can reach the floor and I don’t get cramped 

on the road. KTM’s development rider must 

be 5ft 9in. The modes make a noticeable 

difference too. Sport riding and damping 

with TC on is how I like mine. Although it’s 

too firm for bumpy Bs, dropping to ‘Street’ 

seems to just make it bouncier, not better.

There are minor irritations. One week 

in, the screw-in sprue used to kick the side 

stand down snapped off in my driveway. I 

hear it’s not a problem unique to my bike 

either. There are big gaps in the front of 

both panniers. They don’t let in water, but 

they let down the otherwise superb finish. 

I’m also occasionally treated to a variety of 

warnings when I turn the key. Highlights 

so far are ‘MTC 

Failure’, ‘Suspension!’ 

and ‘C-Light Failure’ 

(whatever that is).

None of these detract 

from what an incredible 

experience any ride on 

the KTM is, but I have a bigger problem – its 

two-up touring ability. Solo? No problem. 

Both panniers are big enough to take a full 

face lid. But the plastic tank defies my tank 

bag and KTM don’t do one as an accessory. 

I can strap a roll bag across the pillion seat, 

but then there’s nowhere for my other half 

to sit and so far, no-one makes a rack or top 

box for it either. Our usual camping trips 

are definitely out of the question, and while 

we can’t wait to unleash merry hell on 

the Autobahn and high Alpine passes, it’ll 

make our six-day trip to the Austrian GP in 

August quite a challenge…

>> Royal Enfield Classic
Total mileage: 987 Tyres: Avon 

Roadrider Price: £4499 otr Story this 
month: ferrying Mr. Creosote to East 

Anglia’s finest Indian eatery and 
wowing diners with shininess

>> Honda Africa Twin
Total mileage: 3013 Tyres: Continental 

TKC70 Price: £10,499 otr Story this 
month: going to airports, getting 

accessorized and then de-accessorized 
with screens and topbox 

>> Ducati XDiavel
Total mileage: 415 Tyres: Pirelli Diablo 

Rosso Price: £15,931 otr Story this 
month: starring in this month’s group 

test, then getting a swift service after the 
engine warning light came on.

>> Suzuki SV650
Total mileage: 1972 Tyres: Bridgestone 
T30 Price: £5635 otr Story this month:
iffy Dunlops replaced by way less iffy 

Bridgies and a very encouraging dyno 
result (see p126) 

Steve Herbert
>> Digital Art Editor

This month: KTM 1290 Super 

Duke GT Other bikes ridden: 
Kawasaki ZX-10R
Miles ridden: 302

‘Can’t wait to 
unleash merry hell 

on Alpine passes’



T
HE WORLD’S YOUR OYSTER when it 

comes to enduro bikes. There’s a huge 

range of bikes out there but when it 

comes to attacking an event like the Red 

Bull Romaniacs, well, you gotta be a bit 

choosy. What suits you is a start but what 

works best in ‘The World’s Toughest Hard 

Enduro’ (and I’m not arguing) is 

important too. It has to be a versatile bike, 

as capable of outrunning a Carpathian 

Shepherd dog as scaling a trials section. 

Yamaha’s WR range of enduro bikes 

is legendary. The two-stroke model was 

a launch pad for many a famous name 

in British enduro – notably Rob Sartin, 

back when open-face helmets were still a 

thing, and famously the WR launched a 

young Manxman by the name of David 

Knight to greatness.

Derived directly from the YZ motocross 

range, the current WR250F (four-stroke) 

is a stiffer and sharper handling bike than 

previous models (which still make for 

cracking used trail/enduro bikes). 

This bike and bits being loaded into 

my van is my super-prepped WR250F 

about to set off on the 1500-mile journey 

Three pairs of boots in 
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Romaniac bound
He’s got the bike, the gear and the van. All he needs is 

the legs to outrun irate Carpathian shepherd dogs   

to Romania. It’s the same bike my mate 

rode in the Serres Rally last year and I’ve 

burnt plenty of late night oil listening 

to European Brexit debate or European 

football exits (depending on how 

annoyed I wanted to get) transforming 

the WR-F into something close to what 

I’ll need in deepest Romania. 

Grippier, softer ‘Extreme Enduro’ tyres 

from Mitas are the tip of the iceberg 

when it comes to the parts either changed 

or refitted as standard. Extreme riding 

means a bike has to be tough, fit for 

the job of falling down a Carpathian 

mountain as much as I have to be fit for 

riding a bike thousands of feet up one. 

Jonathan Pearson
>> Off-road Editor

This month: Yamaha WR250F

Other bikes ridden: Montesa 4RT  
Hours ridden: 15

>> Mitas has taken compounds 

(and knowledge) from its 

speedway and Extreme 

Enduro tyre range and 

applied it to the FIM 

regulated trials size and 

tread pattern. These tyres 

share a lot of common 

ground so it is no surprise to 

find the ET01 works very 

well. Comparable with other 

tyres  in performance terms 

but at a favourable price. 

Mitas ET01 Trials Tyre
Used for: four hours Price: £59
Info: Mitas.co.uk
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Hard to know what  

he expects to find

‘I feel weird’ 

F 
OR THE LAST two years I’ve been 

mainly riding sit-up-and-beg bikes – 

and they changed my riding habits. At 

first, getting back onto a sportsbike felt 

very weird. 

It’s now been a full month on the 30th 

Anniversary Suzuki GSXR-750 that we’ve 

got on long-term test and the weirdness  

has completely disappeared – replaced 

by sheer delight. Out on my favourite 

B-roads I fully understand why there is 

such a huge following for this bike. The 

power is ridiculously addictive in every 

gear and the chassis seems to cope with 

everything a rural road can throw at it. 

But we may have to change the gearing, 

it does over 100mph in 2nd gear before it 

gets anywhere near the redline.

Like all good sportsbike fans I’ve 

booked myself on a trackday straight 

away, a Bike trackday actually (details on 

page 127). A day for the average rider, not 

above average racers, so no need for tyre 

warmers plus you ride there and back on 

your road bike. No pressure and loads of 

fun. See you there. 

Paul Lang
>> Art Director

This month: Suzuki GSX-R750

Other bikes ridden: Ducati 
Diavel, Suzuki SV650  
Miles ridden: 411

686 tool belt
Used for: 16 years Price: £29.99
Info: hypedsports.com

>> Honestly, this is one of the handiest bits of 

kit I own. The buckle is made of brushed 

nickel and contains a bottle opener while the 

prongs are a flat and a Phillips screwdriver. 

The loop contains 8, 10 and 11mm hexes for 

undoing bolts. Both are held in place with 

poppers for easy access. The strap is leather 

and it also keeps your trousers up. 
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Hugo Wilson
>> Editor

This month: Honda CRF1000L 

Africa Twin  Other bikes 
ridden: Moto Guzzi Stornello  

Miles ridden: 473

T  
HE AFRICA TWIN went back to 

Honda, and returned fitted with a 

£1995 Adventure Pack accessory kit. 

This comprises panniers, top box, stand, 

heated grips, power socket, crash bars, 

spotlights and taller ‘touring’ screen. 

My first run up the A1 with this lot 

fitted revealed that empty panniers 

and top box provoke a mild weave 

at silly speeds and that the taller 

screen generates more wind noise and 

turbulence for me than the standard 

screen (I’m 5ft 10in, if you’re taller 

it might be better, if you are shorter 

you’ll be looking straight through it). 

Next morning, back at the Bike lock-up 

I replaced the screen with the original 

(easy, six 5mm Allen screws) and 

removed the topbox. 

The panniers are easy to put on and 

take off, but getting them locked shut 

is a bit fiddly. One damp ride suggests 

that they’re acceptably weatherproof, 

but before leaving for Wales (or other 

precipitationally-challenged locations) 

‘Precipitationally-challenged’
I’d still wrap everything in binliners in 

an old school touring style. Better safe.

The heated grips heat, but aren’t as 

tidy as BMW’s, the power socket saves 

finding the battery to power the satnav, 

I haven’t turned on the spotlights and I 

wish the crash bars were fitted before I 

lent the bike to Bike’s Digital Art Editor. 

But let’s move on.

I’ve also replaced the original tyres 

with Continental TKC70s which 

provide a nice mix of grip with rugged 

looks. We’re off to the Pyrenees in a 

couple of weeks to ride trails, but I’m 

not sure about comfort – it gets fidgety 

after an hour and a half.

‘What I am dreaming about is...’
MZ TS250. When I was a nipper my dad had a TS. It had a Six Day Trial filler cap, regularly 

ate main bearings and was the first bike I sat on. He got a flash Supa 5 next, with five whole 

gears. As such I’ve a burning desire for a TS, but domestic management thinks a Suzuki 

X5, two Mobylettes and a coming-soon Honda C50 is enough. Do you fancy swapping 

your MZ for my Moby AV33? Anyone? Mike Armitage mike@bikemagazine.co.uk
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S
UMMER’S HERE, roads are dry and so 

the kids pester daily to go pillion. I get 

quite uppity seeing riders kitted head-

to-toe in fancy gear, carrying their wives/

girlfriends/kids wearing oversize borrowed 

kit, or just normal clothes. My boys will 

only be bobbing round lanes on my 

smokey old heap but I want them in 

decent clobber (the X5 seizes once a year). 

Turns out there’s loads of nipper-sized kit 

readily available, and affordable too. 

Helmets
Edward: HJC CS14 Price: £79.99
Info: oxfordproducts.com Lyle: Duchinni D956 
Price: £54.99  Info: thekeycollection.co.uk 

Edward (left) and Lyle 
ready to push Dad’s 

Suzuki GT200 (again)

Mike Armitage
>> Deputy Editor

This month: Suzuki GT200 X5

Other bikes ridden: Suzuki 
SV650, Moto Guzzi Audace  
Miles ridden: 2310
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>> Made for youths, the Duchinni has a good 

spec for its price – chin curtain, breath 

deflector, removable lining. Quality is fine, 

vents work well, and the seat belt-style 

fastening is easier for small fingers than a 

double D-ring . Our HJC isn’t kid-specific, 

however the CS14 has a small shell size so suits 

younger heads. Again you get feel and 

features that exceed expectations for the 

price.  Most important, both helmets fit right.

Jeans
Both: Bull-It SR6 Price: £84.99  Info: Bull-It.com 

>> I’m paranoid about riding in jeans and 

double paranoid about the nippers doing it. 

Bull-It SR6 are what I wear for Bike

photoshoots, and they do kid sizes. Same 

leather-like abrasion resistance and pockets 

to take armour, but cut especially for 

youngsters – there’s even one of those 

adjustable elastic waist straps to get the fit 

spot-on. I trust them, the boys love ’em. 

Gloves
Edward: Oxford RP-4 Price: £44.99  Info:
oxfordproducts.com Lyle: Buffalo Bambino 
Price: £25.99  Info: thekeycollection.co.uk 

>> The Buffalo are designed for youths, the 

Oxford have sufficiently small sizing. Both are 

leather with bits of armour, and both have a 

one-crash-only air. That’s fine – the important 

bit is that both pairs fit properly and you can 

do them up tight. Pull off in a spill? No chance.

Jackets
Both: Buffalo Ranger Price: £59.99  Info:
thekeycollection.co.uk. 

>> New for 2016 and tailored for nippers. CE 

armour in elbows and shoulders (space for a 

back protector), waterproof lining, reflective 

bits, vents, removable thermal liner. Just as 

important are many adjusters on the sleeves 

and torso, so there’s a proper comfy fit and no 

flapping.  And sleeve length is adjustable, so 

they won’t grow out of them too soon. Smart.
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Using less to give more
>> Our Suzuki SV650 is fruity. Our bog-stock bike is actually ineligible for Minitwins racing, 

busting the 72bhp limit by two whole horses. Yet it’s frugal, averaging 54mpg where an 

MT-07 does 50, and with extended service intervals of 7500 miles minor/15,000 major – 

older ones need oil every 4k. It’s a lot less faff than my other Suzuki twin. The GT200 needs 

fresh gearbox oil, an air filter clean, oil pump adjustment, re-gapped plugs and head bolts 

tightening every 2000 miles. At 4k it needs decoking and new plugs, with a carb overhaul 

every 8k. Any gaps between servicing are filled with things like dicky wiring and, this 

month for example, a leaky fuel tap.

>> Honda CR250 Supermoto >> Honda XR650R >> KTM 300EXC  
>> Suzuki RM250 >> Gas Gas 321 trials bike >> Honda FireBlade >> Ducati 

M900 Monster >> Honda NCZ50 Motocompo >> Mobylette V50 >> H-D FXR 
Shovelhead >> H-D FXR Evo >> Hodaka Wombat >> CZ 175 Trail >> Suzuki 
GT200 X5 >> Mobylette AV33 >> Morini 3 ½ Sport >> Morini 500 Camels 

>> Matchless 350 >> Mobylette AV42 >> Aprilia Falco >> Yamaha FZ1 Fazer 

Our old bikes



Bike's trackdays are for road bikes only. Join the Bike team on Rockingham's 
fabulous National circuit and enjoy a day of high-fun, low-stress track time. 

They're just like trackdays used to be...

THE ORIGINAL

THE DATES

THE PRICE

THE RULESTHE RULESTHE RULES

MONDAY  
1 ST AUGUST A N D

THURSDAY   
1 ST SEPTE M BE R

£120
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bikemagazine.co.uk/trackdays
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ROAD BIKE 
TRACKDAYS  

ARE BACK!

Ride with

Get guidance fromBike's testersand racers
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Flat-twatters
They call it flat track. The track  is flat and you’ll be flat on your arse  within seconds. And laughing fit to bust too
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Bridgestone RS10 
Used for: four months Price: Front £110 Rear 
£140 Info: bridgestone.co.uk

>> Two trackdays and 3000 

miles on a ZX-10R have 

proved three things: 1) Grip 

front and rear is easily up 

to fast trackday use. The 

ZX-10R’s power can force 

the rear to slide, but you 

need to be going some. No 

front slides. 2) The front is 

matched to the ZX-10R 

perfectly – steers sweetly, very 

stable. 3) Rear’s only just squaring 

off. Impressive for a sticky sports tyre. 

John Westlake
>> Contributing Editor

This month: Honda XR100  

Other bikes ridden: Kawasaki 
ZX-10R, Beta Rev 3 Miles 
ridden: 602

I
F, AS A KID, you never tired of yanking 

the back brake of your push bike and 

skidding wildly across streets, 

playgrounds and Mrs Miggins’ garden, 

you’ll understand why a group of middle-

aged blokes are at a flat track school: 

going sideways is fun.  

The trouble is, doing it on a motorcycle 

using power instead of brakes seems to 

be the preserve of gifted road racers and 

speedway riders, very few of whom are 49 

and work in an office. But there is a way. 

Pete Boast’s Champions Flat Track 

school promises to take complete novices 

and get them sliding confidently. So 

here I am with five mates from the pub 

admiring a row of titchy Honda dirt bikes 

(most 100cc) inside a Lincolnshire barn 

that’s been converted into a dirt oval.

Pete’s main claim to fame is that he’s 

a road tester for this very magazine, but 

he’s also raced at the TT and in BSB, 

was European flat track champion and 

came 4th at a big classic race at Spa 

Francorchamps last weekend. 

And so begins our hilarious progress, 

riding the tiny bikes round a cone until 

the pegs go down, then starting to slide 

them round figure of eight courses, our 

steel shoes skimming the dirt. The grip 

is astonishing and huge lean is possible 

before you feel the tyres gradually give 

up. Crashes are common, but because  

the speeds are sub-10mph minimal  

pain is involved. 

Eventually we work up to the full 

indoor oval, practicing using the rear 

brake into turns, then forgetting to keep 

our outside elbows high for better throttle 

control, then doing that and forgetting 

to put our inside foot back on the peg 

between corners, then doing that and 

getting our body position wrong. It’s 

mentally exhausting, but we’re getting it. 

The crashes are fewer, the slides longer.

Flat-twatters
Flat-twatters

is flat and you’ll be flat on your arse

Finally we’re let loose on the big oval 

which is so grippy even the steel shoes 

can’t slide properly. We tear round 

giggling as we chase each other, sliding 

more as the track dries out. If you want to 

feel like a kid again, do this. 

>> Champions Flat Track: 01673 878426

Price: £159 (all in)

Keeping the power 
on essential for 
effective slides

Again, not backing off the 

throttle is the key

One of the friendliest bike sports around. Riders always happy to chat

We better get 
this dog egg off 
the track

We better get
this dog egg off
the track

We better get 
this dog egg off 
the track
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T
HERE’S A LOT TO LEARN from Royal 

Enfield. Made like a gun, an 18th 

century gun, some barnacle-encrusted 

cannon hauled up from the depths. 

Nothing too exciting, but an artefact that 

endures despite the best ravages of nature.

The Bullet name kept going, chuffing 

soporifically along, sleepwalking into the 

21st Century. And then the superbike of 

the Indian subcontinent got a new lease 

of death as an exit-level bike for old boys 

looking for undemanding wheels to while 

away the autumn years. 

Now the new/old bike has a wider 

audience – fifties looks without the fifties 

grief. No longer a Royal Oilfield but still a 

fuel-injected relic with a front disc brake 

that works and other cycle parts of a more 

superannuated appearance. Sufficient to 

convince the general public the Classic 

500 has emerged from a time capsule. 

What better transport for a trip to 

Peterborough’s premier Indian restaurant 

than the Madras missile that we’ve got 

on long-term test? The Taj Mahal has 

been going since 1976 when Enfield 

India was churning out plodding singles 

for indigenous police and military rapid 

response units. The boys in the restaurant 

are well au fait with the brand, but more 

interested in contemporary machinery. 

Bash, the Taj Mahal’s manager, and 

Shak his oppo, are more eager to talk LCs 

and Allspeed spannies than marvel at the 

Bullet’s generous and lustrous chrome 

plating. ‘My 350’s been laid up for ten 

years now [blue with white stripe],’ says 

Shak. ‘Just some new crankcase seals and 

Bob’s your uncle.’

Over some top end chicken pakora 

and the most kaleidosopic pilau rice in 

living memory the mind wanders gently 

back to old Royal Enfield. To visits to 

Gander & Gray down the Romford Road 

in London’s east end in the early 1980s 

for Continental GT spares. To marvelling 

at Steve Linsdell coming second on a 500 

Bullet in the Newcomers Manx Grand 

Prix in 1981. At how the Enfield flame 

still just about flickered here while it 

burned brighter much further east.  

Like steam railways and English Civil 

War re-enactments, the British appetite 

for bygones seems strangely unsated. This 

revivified, regal name’s return to the mass 

market is perfect proof.  P
IC
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To the Taj Mahal, by Bullet
Mark Graham
>> Production editor

This month: Royal Enfield 
Classic  Other bikes ridden:
Harley-Davidson FXR 

Shovelhead Miles ridden: 649

Mr Creosote 
enjoys a 

waffer-thin 
(drizzle of) 

mint (sauce)
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Mr Creosote 
enjoys a 

waffer-thin 
(drizzle of) 

mint (sauce)



Bennetts

Bennetts.co.uk      0330 018 5945

We were there too

The great two-stroke 
revolution?

1982

The legendary Yamaha RD350LC Pro-Am race

Trusted by riders for over 85 years

 Motorcycle insurance specialist 

Excellent customer service        Outstanding value



“ WHAT OTHERS  
CALL ‘EXTRAS’  
WE CALL  
A GIVEN”

Six Wheel Multi-Bike Off Road Custom Future Classic Classic Vintage

0800 083 5588
We share your biking passion, call now for our best cover

UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. 
Carole Nash Mororcycle Insurance: ^Based on an average customer saving of £249.25. Saving compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 52 year old male with 8 years NCB, riding a 
Honda CBR 900RR Fireblade, BMW R1200 GS. As at April 2016.*Terms and conditions apply, call for details. †DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions **Rider 
Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.  Images supplied by Mortons Archive.

Based on reviews from July 2015 – December 2015

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash96

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2016

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

3 FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30†

3 Rider Cover - accidental damage cover when 
riding other bikes at no additional cost to you**

3 Unlimited accessory cover*

3 UK & European accident breakdown recovery, 
including Homestart assistance worth over £100

3 European cover up to 90 days

3 Up to 10% off for insurance-approved security*

3 In-house claims team

3 Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

The All Inclusive Carole Nash Difference

carolenash.com

YOU COULD 

SAVE UP TO £249
ON A MULTI-BIKE POLICY^

Chloe Insurance Specialist


